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Chapter 1

Introduction.

1.1 Moving towards B-ISDN.

Broadband digital networks (B-ISDN) are intended to transport all kind of communica-
tions services. As we move towards integration in telecommunication networks, Asyn-
chronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been proposed as the mechanism to transport data,
video and voice in B-ISDN. The ATM technique offers switching based on statistical mul-
tiplexing to any kind of digital communication services. Typical rates in ATM are 155,52
and 622,08 Mbps, although lower and higher rates can be utilized. In ATM, information
is transmitted in the form of fixed packets called cells. The different communication
services are distinguished in the way their sources produced cells (e.g. at constant bit
rate as those produced by circuit-switched channels and some video coders, at variable
bit rate as those ones as variable video coders or bursty data sources).

In [84"_ (see also [4]), some guidelines about the nature of broadband nature are given
in the form of a classification in three service categories: interactive communications as
telephony, video-conferences, transmission of live events or circuit emulation: transfer of
stored information for temporary storage as bulk data transfer, off-line transfer of movies,
transfer of text or pictures in databases (WWW) and finally transfer of audio and video
for immediate playback. This classification is based on the timeless requirements of user
applications and does not cover all kind of applications as distributed computing. Fur-
thermore, there is not a clear mapping between these service categories and the ATM
transfer capabilities proposed in the ITU-T 371. [1].

B-ISDN standards define the ATM layer above the physical layer and below the ATM
adaptation layer (AAL) that relates upper level layers with the ATM layer. ATM makes
use of statistical multiplexing techniques in a slotted medium. Since connections may
share links and buffers in a given route, cells may suffer delays or losses that may affect
the way Quality of Service (QoS) objectives requested by the connections are met. QoS
objectives play an important role in ATM. Somebody may think that integration is only
achieved through statistical multiplexing techniques. However, due to the heterogeneous
nature of the traffic, it seems logical that different communication services ask for differ-
ent QoS requirements. For instance, real-time interactive communications as voice and
video are more sensitive to cell delay than to cell losses while transfer of data informa-
tion may be more sensitive to cell losses than to cell delay. Achieving integration is then
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linked with the idea of keeping at the same time QoS objectives that are very different
from one service to other. Furthermore, a network operator would like a network able to
transport the maximum number of connections possible, it is to say, maximum utilization
factors in each network node. Here, we have three ideas that make one to think: How
is it possible to integrate services with so different traffic characteristics and different
QoS requirements obtaining at the same time maximum network efficiency ? A short old
question not still fully answered. That is one of the reasons of so many ATM studies in
the last years.

There are so many aspects to be studied in ATM networks that it is difficult to begin to
describe what has been or is being investigated in ATM: ATM switches, multiple-access
protocols, ATM LAN emulation, ATM Adaptation layer protocols, Traffic Control and
Congestion Control Functions, multicast, IP over ATM, etc. This thesis is centered in
concepts used in Traffic Control and Congestion Control Functions. Therefore, we will
focus in this area assuming that the reader knows the basics ideas behind ATM. For
those ones who begin in ATM we recommend ATM publications as [47], '53] or [60].

1.2 Controlling the ATM traffic.

Traffic parameters, tolerances and Quality of Service requirements are essential in the
specification and design of Traffic Control and Congestion Control Functions such as Con-
nection Admission Control (CAC), Usage/ Network Parameter Control (UPC/ NPQ.
Network Resource Management (NRM) or traffic shaping among others. For instance,
the CAC must be able to accept or reject connections meeting the QoS objectives (e.g. a
Cell Loss Ratio) required in the ATM Traffic Contract or the UPC function has to mon-
itor a connection based on the specified traffic parameters and tolerances (e.g. a peak
cell rate and a cell delay variation tolerance). On one hand, these parameters have to
be easily understandable by the end user. On the other hand, they must be enforceable
by the Control Functions and participate in resource allocation schemes. The ITU-T
371 specifies a set of traffic parameters and tolerances in order to describe the source
behavior and in order to be easily used by the Control Functions: the peak cell rate, the
cell delay variation tolerance, the sustainable cell rate and the burst tolerance are among
them.

An important question is how the traffic characteristics of the sources can be fit in these
parameters. As an example, we can think in a Constant Bit Rate connection (e.g. a
periodic source) that defines in its Traffic Contract a Peak Cell Rate (PCR). The CAC
will admit this connection based for instance on a peak allocation scheme (the sum of
the peak cell rates of all the connections sharing the same link has to be less than the
link channel capacity). Since the cells of several connections can arrive at the same time
to the access multiplexor, a buffer able to cope with the cell level congestion is needed
to meet a QoS based on cell loss ratio. For that purpose the size of the buffer could
be designed using queueing models as the A//D/1 queue system. Therefore, this CAC
would use a source traffic parameter and a QoS objective as input data to decide the
acceptance of the connection. In this case the source is characterized by its peak cell rate.
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As another example we can think on the UPC mechanism and the Constant Bit Rate
connection. The function of the UPC is to monitor that the traffic sent by a connection
is according to its Traffic Contract, the PCR used in the C AC algorithm. For that pur-
pose, the UPC function must enforce the defined Traffic Contract parameters and may
use cell tagging or cell discarding mechanisms to mark or drop those cells that does not
conform with the declared Traffic Contract. However, there are many factors that may
affect the Constant Bit Rate connection making that the ingress CBR traffic is not a
pure periodic traffic: AAL mechanisms, physical layer interfaces as SDH or El, access
networks or previous multiplexing stages are some of the factors that may introduce jit-
ter (called in ATM Cell Delay Variation) in a source. To avoid the tagging or dropping
of cells of a connection that has suffered some jitter, the source declares in the Traffic
Contract a Cell Delay Variation tolerance (CDV-T) that will be taken into account by
the UPC mechanism. But now, due to this tolerance, there are many kind of traffic
patterns that conform with the UPC definition and that have different congestion effects
in the switches: pure CBR periodic traffic, CBR jittered traffic or a burst of back-to-back
periodic cells can be conforming to the UPC mechanism. In fact, a CBR connection is
not necessary a pure periodic source, and can be a source that transmits as a maximum
cell rate its PCR. The larger the CDV tolerance is defined the higher the number of cells
that will be conforming, even if the traffic pattern is very different to that expected.
For instance, assuming a periodic CBR source with declared peak emission interval (the
inverse of the peak cell rate) equal to 10 cell slots and a declared CDV tolerance of 100
cell slots, a leaky bucket as a UPC function might allow pass as conforming either a
periodic traffic of 1 cell every 10 cell slots or a periodic traffic of 12 back-to-back cells
every 120 cell slots. The congestion that would produce both kind of sources in a buffer
that multiplex a given number of connections (being the system stable) is very different.

1.3 Outline.

In this thesis, we investigate the effect of multiplexing in a buffer CBR sources that have
declared a peak cell rate and a CDV tolerance but that send different traffic patterns. For
that purpose we have chosen a worst case traffic definition that fulfils the Traffic Contract
and that it is enforceable by the UPC mechanism.

Of course, assuming traffic sources that emit back-to-back cells, we are considering a
pessimistic picture of the network. We remit to the ITU-T 371 recommendation tha:
literally says: "When allocating resources, the network should take into account the
worst case traffic passing through UPC/NPC in order to avoid impairments to other
ATM connections. The trade-offs between UPC/NPC complexity, worst case traffic and
optimization of network resources are made at the discretion of network operators". As-
suming that all connections can send worst case traffic at the same time can be taken as
too pessimistic. However, the study of a worst case situation can give us an insight o:
how expensive in terms of networks resources is to have a safe CAC and the complexity
of resource allocation even for the multiplexing of CBR connections.

The thesis has the following structure:
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• Chapter 2 begins with an overview of which parameters and procedures defined
in the Traffic Contract are necessary to operate resource allocation schemes and
Control Functions. The ITU-T 371 and the ATM Forum, [1] and [3], specify these
parameters. In this chapter the ATM transfer capabilities, the Connection Traffic
Descriptor and the set of QoS parameters that an ATM connection may negotiate at
call set up are outlined. An algorithm called Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA)
gives the cell conformance of a connection respect to the cell rate and a tolerance.
The chapter ends with a description of models proposed in the COST 242, [4],
to quantify the Cell Delay Variation of a CBR connection crossing either a single
queue system or a tandem of queues.

• Chapter 3 describes how Cell Delay Variation is introduced in real networks. For
that purpose, a set of experiments performed in two ATM Testbeds where delay
distributions were measured are presented. The first Testbed is an ATM optical
access network belonging to the BAF Testbed (BAF: Broadband Access Facilities,
RACE project 2024). The experiments obtained resulted in the writing of a deliver-
able. [9]. where all the partners participated. The results presented in this chapter
are an extract of [9] that was published in [72]. The second example is a set of
experiments performed in the EXPLOIT Testbed in Basel (EXPLOITation of an
ATM Technology Testbed for Broadband Experiments and Applications, RACE
project 2061). together with the Swiss ATM pilot network as a part of the Pan
European ATM pilot Network (PEAN) and the Telecommunications Laboratory
of the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). Results on experiments
performed in the EXPLOIT Testbed centered in CDV can be found in : 14], [57] and
[58]. The experimental results are compared with some of the models to quantify
CDV described in chapter 2. The contributions to the thesis in this chapter are
the experimental results together with the experience gained in how to set up a
complex network configuration in a real network.

• Chapter 4 introduces the Benes approach to the Virtual Waiting Time as a tool that
can be used in a wide range of queuing models. This approach expresses the Virtual
Waiting Time. Vs, of a G/G/1 queue and gives an upper bound of the queue length.
In this chapter some of the most used models in ATM networks using this approach
at cell level are described: the M/D/1, the ND/D/1, the modulated XD/D/1 and
the M+D/D/1. The chapter finishes with other analytical tool presented by P.
Humblet et ai in [55] based on the Ballot Theorem ofTakacs.

• Chapter 5 defines the concept of Worst Case Traffic (WCT) as that traffic pat-
tern that being conforming to the UPC requires the biggest amount of network
resources. An exact analytical model based on the Benes approach that calculates
the Complementary Probability Distribution Function of the Virtual Waiting Time
for the multiplexing of periodic WCT is presented. The mathematical model solves
the discrete-time queue system and the fluid-flow approximation system. A set of
results is provided. First the WCT model is evaluated and compared with upper
bounds proposed in [78]: a batch model and a bound proposed by Ramamurthy and
Dighe. The allocation of buffer resources and admissible load taking into account
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WCT conditions is also studied. Finally, the analytical model is used to analyze the
impact of Cell Delay Variation on resource management in a real network. Taking
che EXPLOIT testbed experiments and using a worst case situation, a bound on
the maximum number of cells in a burst can be computed. An interpretation of
the impact of worst case traffic in the buffers is given, concluding that the high
peak bit rate sources are the most dangerous. The analytical model and some of
the examples can be found in [44] and [45], the last example can be found in [14],
•57] and [58]. The contributions to the thesis in this chapter are the discrete-time
and the fluid-flow model to analyse the superposition of WCT sources. I also give
a set of examples of the impact of WCT sources in a multiplexor and I compared
the exact model with two bounds that up to this moment were in the literature. I
also comment the limitations of the exact model.

• Chapter 6 compares some WCT models using several traffic inputs: WCT bursts
Poisson distributed. CBR multiplexed with periodic WCT. or Poisson traffic multi-
plexed with WCT bursts Poisson distributed are some of the models studied. Some
of these analytical models are exact while others are approximations that behave
better or worst depending on the traffic parameters. The models are reported in
19]. The contribution of this chapter consists of a set of models to overcome some

of the limitations of the periodic WCT model: homogeneity and computational
complexity when the number of sources and the burst size grows.

• Chapter 7 studies what happens when periodic WCT or CBR traffic is multiplexed
in networks with tree topology of rooted queues. To solve this kind of config-
urations, we derive closed-form formulas for the queue length distributions in a
discrete-time M-stage tree queueing network loaded with periodic traffic sources.
We obtain expressions for the CPDF of the Virtual Waiting Time in any queue of
•he tree. We also calculate the average queueing delay and average waiting time in
any queue of the tree network. Results of this chapter can be found in the BC:98,
"21]. and as interim reports in [22] and [23]. The contribution of this chapter con-
sists of the solution of a two stage network with a tree topology. The extension
to a Q stage network is based on previous works found in the literature. However,
this extension is based on the two and one stage systems. Therefore these are the
important cases to study.

• Chapter 8 is dedicated to resource allocation. There are several solutions to cope
with WCT sources. The first is to design the network resources in terms of buffers
to face with a worst case situation. However, this solution could introduce high
delays in sources that have heavy delay constrains as real-time services. Other
solution could be to use traffic shaping techniques. We briefly describe some of
these techniques and study the trade-offs in the design of a CAC combined with a
traffic shaping mechanism. Finally, scheduling algorithms can be used to smooth
the traffic and provide QoS guarantees. Parts of this chapter can be found in [15]
and [20]. The contributions of this chapter to the thesis consist of an extension of
the WCT/nD/l queue system to study the spacing of WCT sources on a VP. We
also propose a study combining CAC and traffic shaping. The part of scheduling
algorithms have been taken from the literature, simulating those algorithms that
we have considered more important. The idea is to complete the study of WCT
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sources and their impact in other connections such as CBRs.

• Chapter 9 is devoted to general conclusions and comments.

As can be seen, the thesis has a mixture of simulations, experimental work and analytical
models. The advantage of simulating is the freedom in changing variables, design param-
eters and the scalability of a simulator. The simulators have been programmed in C and
executed in workstations running UNIX OS. The input traffic is modeled as statistical
sources that generate cells following a probabilistic function. These functions make use
of random numbers generated by the computer. A major problem in simulating is that
the simulation has to run a long number of cell slots to obtain small probabilities. For in-
stance to get a cell loss probability of 10~e in a Virtual Connection (VC) is recommended
to generate a multiple of 10e cells on that VC (e.g. 100 times 106). Furthermore, one has
to generate cells belonging to other VCs. That leads to run long simulations if low proba-
bilities are required. Simulations have been performed taking confidence intervals of 95 %.

The experimental work has been performed in two Testbeds: BAF and EXPLOIT. Some
drawbacks were encounter when the experiments were carried out. The first was the
newness of the experimental platforms. At that time most of the equipment was not
still full commercial and came from prototypes, being sometimes unstable. Therefore,
the experiments were performed at the same time that we learned how to fix bugs. Our
experience in the platforms make us conclude after some time that changing dramatically
the configuration of the network meant a lot of software crashes in some equipments as
the traffic generators/analyzers. Hopefully, we had full support from the manufacters.
An experimental session in EXPLOIT consisted of a week's work every month for each
Work Package. During the two years I worked in the project, my Work Package dedi-
cated the last half of the second year to perform experiments related with jitter and its
impact on resource management. Thus, in this thesis I will only refer to these specific
experiments.

As I mentioned, we tried as much as possible to keep always the same equipment and lines
configured. Since the equipment available to perform experiments were limited, mainly
the traffic generators, we had to make up some ideas: obtain phase-moving sources, recy-
cling traffic, duplication of traffic using optical splitting devices and load balancing when
multiplexing in the buffers were some of the solutions that we applied to go on with the
experiments session after session. Of course, the network configuration become rather
complex and the number of traffic assumptions were quite high: correlated traffic was
a result on these assumptions. However, I think that we minimize as much as possible
the correlation effects achieving a fair network configuration with the definition of an
experimental criteria or rules that we followed rigorously. These conditions are outlined
in chapter 3. In the experiments performed in the BAF Testbed, we again encountered
many of these problems. For instance, we had only a traffic generator and we had to
use again optical splitters. To solve the mentioned correlation effects, the traffic at T-0

interfaces was policed at different values. In this way, the VPs lost some background
traffic due to cell dropping. Of course, incorrelations were not fully eliminated but at
least minimized.

Finally, we have developed analytical tools to evaluate the impact of worst case traffic in
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buffers. Once the conditions and assumptions of the model are defined, a mathematical
tool is applied to obtain the analytical model. The advantage of an exact analytical
model is the degree of accuracy obtained respect of a simulation. The disadvantage is
the difficulty to modify the analytical model if we want to change some condition or
assumption. In this case a simulator provides more manouvrebility and scalability.

As a disadvantage, analytical models also have their range of applicability and com-
putational complexity. For instance as it is stated in [91], see chapter 4, the M/D/l
queue system obtained with the Benes approach suffers of numerical loss accuracy due to
cancellation of terms under certain traffic conditions. Virtamo applied a mathematical
method to solve this problem based on a polynomial representation. However, not always
it is possible to solve this kind of problems. In our case, when we have applied Poisson
processes as input traffic, we have had to cut summatories. In some cases we could apply
the same method as Virtamo. In the cases that it was not possible we have compared
the analytical model with simulations.
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Chapter 2

Traffic Contract and Cell Delay
Variation in ATM networks.

This chapter describes functions and parameters for traffic and congestion control in
ATM. The objective is to introduce the ATM Traffic terminology that will be used
through the thesis. The ATM Traffic Contract specifies the connection traffic descriptor
together with the ATM transfer capabilities and Quality of Service objectives. The main
goal of Control and Congestion Functions in ATM is to protect the user and the network
in order to achieve network Performance objectives. The different Control Functions are
briefly outlined. Cell conformance of a cell stream to negotiated parameters is obtained
making use of a reference algorithm. Finally the chapter summarizes different models to
account for Cell Delay Variation.

The chapter is organized as follows: section 2.1 is dedicated to the Traffic Contract and
ATM Transfer Capabilities and Quality of Service parameters. Section 2.2 describes the
ATM Traffic Control and Traffic Congestion Functions. Section 2.3 defines the Generic
Cell Rate Algorithm for cell conformance and how can be modeled as a G/D/l queue
system. The concept of Cell Delay Variation is introduced together with the clumping
and dispersion effects. Finally, section 2.4 is referred to models to quantify the CDV in
ATM networks (single queue systems and tandem of queues) and the parameters that
influence the choosing of CDV tolerances are outlined.

2.1 Traffic Contract and ATM Transfer Capabilities.

A traffic contract is specified at connection set-up. This contract specifies the negotiated
characteristics of the connection. At the public UNI (User Network Interface), the traffic
contract consists of:

• The selected ATM Transfer Capability.

• A Connection Traffic Descriptor: Source Traffic Descriptor (e.g. Peak Cell Rate,
PCR, Sustainable Cell Rate, SCR, Maximum Burst Size, MBS, Minimum Cell
Rate. MCR), the CDV tolerance and the conformance definition.

• A set of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters (e.g. Cell Transfer Delay, CTD, Cell
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Loss Ratio. CLR, 2-point CDV, ...) classified in classes by ITU-T 356, see [2] (e.g.
stringent class, tolerant class, bi-level class and unspecified class).

• The setting of the tagging option.

Note that the CAC (Connection Admission Control) and UPC/NPC (Usage/Network
Parameter Control) may use the parameters described by the traffic contract to operate
their procedures and achieve the best network resource utilization (CAC and UPC/NPC
procedures are network operator specific). Therefore the interest in describing the most
important parameters than can be used in these procedures.

ATM Transfer Capabilities.

ATM transfer capabilities (ATC) are defined by the ITU-T 371, [1], as a way to specify
a combination of QoS commitments and ATM traffic parameters into a set of traffic pro-
cedures suitable for some ATM applications and that allows efficient resource allocation.
It is mandatory that the ATC used by an ATM connection be implicitly or explicitly
declared at connection set-up.

ATM transfer capabilities are called service categories in ATM Forum terminology, [3".
Some of the ATC are equivalent to the ATM Forum service categories but with other
names. However a few discrepancies stay, see [3] for a mapping between ATC and ATM
Forum services categories.

Deterministic Bit Rate (DBR): is used by connections that request a static
amount of bandwidth characterized by the peak cell rate (e.g. voice, video, emu-
lating circuit switching facilities). At connection set-up, a user can negotiate one
of the following three source traffic descriptors (PCR for user data CLP=0+1 and
PCR for end-to-end user 0AM cells, PCR for user data CLP=0+1 or the service
type (e.g. telephony or video-phone)). For each PCR is mandatory to declare a
CDV tolerance. Note that the DBR capability is not only defined for GBR applica-
tions but also for those ones that may not continuously transmit at the negotiated
PCR but wants a negotiated contract (e.g. in terms of QoS) compatible with the
DBR capability.

Statistical Bit Rate (SBR): is used for connections that want to send at a vari-
able rate obtaining multiplexing gain. SBR uses the SCR/IBT parameters together
with the PCR and CDV tolerance to describe in great detail the traffic flow being
transmitted by the source. The SBR capability can also specify as source traffic
descriptor the service type.

The ITU-T defines three kinds of SBR capabilities, SBR1, SBR2 and SBR3, de-
pending on the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit and the possibility of using tagging
options.
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ATM Block Transfer (ABT): In this capability the transfer characteristics are
negotiated on an ATM block basis. Once an ATM block is accepted, the network
allocates resources according to the QoS received to that block, as it would do with
a DBR connection with the same peak cell rate and QoS. The user negotiates for
each direction the PCR and CDV tolerance and the pair SCR/IBT.

Two ABT capabilities are specified: the ATM Block Transfer with Delayed Trans-
mission (ABT/DT) and ATM Block Transfer with Immediate Transmission (ABT/
IT). With DT the peak cell rate of successive blocks is negotiated dynamically with
the network making use of Resource Management (RM) cells. In the IT definition,
the user sends an ATM block without the positive acknowledge of the network. If
there are not enough resources available in the network when transmitting a block,
this one can be discarded.

• Available Bit Rate (ABR): With this capability it is intended that the user
adapts to the network characteristics upon receiving feedback from the network
(reactive control). The feedback is conveyed to the source through special cells
called Resource Management (RM) cells. With this idea in mind it is intended
that all the available resources of the network are used providing moreover a fairly
bandwidth share among users.

At connection set-up the user specifies to the network a maximum cell rate (its
PCR) and a minimum usable bandwidth (the Minimum Cell Rate, MCR. that may
be 0). Then, the bandwidth available varies from the PCR to the MCR depending
on the network conditions. The RM cells are in charge to inform the end user of
the state of the network in order the user can adapt its cell rate. The QoS re-
quirements are very loose, there are no Cell Transfer Delay or Cell Delay Variation
commitments in ABR, and as far as the user adapts its rate as the RM cells specify
it, the QoS on Cell Loss Ratio remains.

DBR capability is called CBR service category in the ATM Forum. SBR is called real-
time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) and non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR), ABR
has the same name, ABT has not equivalence, and finally, the ATM Forum defines two
more service categories: Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) and Guaranteed Frame Rate (GFR)
recently proposed. The UBR service category is intended for non-real-time applications
(e.g. file transfer or e-mail). The network does not make any commitment to guarantee
QoS parameters as Cell Loss Ratio or Cell Transfer Delay to UBR connections. The
network may or may not apply PCR to the CAC or UPC functions. To keep the simplicity
of the UBR category, but at the same time to add some features as the possibility to
reserve a minimum bandwidth per VC considering that the flow of cells are AAL5-
PDUs, a new service category called Guaranteed Frame Rate has been proposed. This
minimum bandwidth allows to GFR to provide certain guaranteed bandwidth, see [52]
for implementations that support GFR service category in ATM switches.
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Connection Traffic Descriptor.

The Connection Traffic Descriptor specifies the traffic characteristics of an ATM con-
nection. It consists on the source traffic descriptor, the Cell Delay Variation Tolerance
(CDV-T) and the conformance definition.

The source traffic descriptor is the set of parameters of an ATM source and is used to
capture the intrinsic traffic characteristics of the connection requested by a particular
source. Any of these traffic parameters may participate in resource allocation schemes
and have to be enforceable by the UPC/NPC. As main parameters, we can mention the
following:

• The Peak Cell Rate (PCR) of an ATM connection is the inverse of the minimum
inter-arrival time (TPCR) of two ATM cells, where TPCR is called the Peak Emission
Interval (PEI).

• The Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) gives an upper bound on the conforming average
rate of an ATM connection. SCR can be expressed in terms of its inverse TSCR-

• The Intrinsic Burst Tolerance (TIBT) is defined together with the SCR and it is a
parameter used by a traffic source within the customer equipment that accounts
for the Maximum Burst Size (MBS) that can be transmitted at peak rate and still
be in conformance with the GCRA, being MBS=[1 + ^—^f J cells.

The Cell Delay Variation (CDV) tolerance is intended to capture the cell delay variation
or jitter caused on an ATM connection. The CDV tolerance, T, is defined respect to the
GCRA(Tpcn-r). The CDV tolerance defined with the TSCR in the GCRA is the TSCR-
In fact TSCR is composed by two terms: TIBT and an additional tolerance added at the
customer equipment that accounts for the CDV introduced by multiplexing stages at the
cell level and at the burst level called T'SCR. Thus TSCR — TIBT -t- T*CR-

The Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA) is used to define conformance with respect
to the traffic contract. For each cell arrival, the GCRA specifies if the cell is conforming
or not. In the case the cell is not conforming several actions can be carry out (e.g. cell
tagging, cell discarding). See chapter 2 for a definition of the GCRA.

Quality of Service parameters.

At connection set-up, a user can specify its preferred QoS class (see ITU-T 356 [2]
for QoS class definitions and network performance objectives). If the network can not
support the requested QoS class it will clear the connection request. If not, the network
operator commits to support the QoS bounds specified for each QoS class always that the
end system complies with the negotiated Traffic Contract. There are four QoS classes:
stringent class, tolerant class, bi-level class and unspecified class. Each class is defined
as a combination of bounds on Network Performance parameters such as Cell Transfer
Delay (CTD). Cell Loss Ratios (CLR). 2-point CDV. Cell Error Ratio (CER), Severely
Errored Block Ratio (SECBR) and Cell Misinsertion Rate (CMR). Some of these bounds
are unspecified for some classes. The ITU also studies the possibility to specify individual
QoS parameters via signalling.
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2.2 ATM Traffic Control and Traffic Congestion Functions.

ATM traffic congestion is defined by the ITU-T 371, [1], as the state of Network Elements
in which the network is not able to meet the negotiated Network Performance objectives
for a given established connection. As an example, we can assume a connection crossing
an ATM switch and therefore being multiplexed with other connections in the switch
shared buffers. Since the buffer is finite, we can find multiplexing situations due to the
nature of the multiplexed streams (e.g. peak rates, burst lengths, activity factors, etc)
for which the number of cells lost in our connection is higher than the negotiated QoS
Cell Loss Ratio parameter. It is clear that there must be Control Functions able to dis-
tinguish situations where there may be cell losses due to buffer overflows and check up
whether the negotiated QoS are met or not.

The ITU-T defines two types of Control Functions:

• Traffic Control Functions: defined as the actions taken by the network to avoid
congestion. As Traffic Control Functions the ITU-T mentions the following:

— Network Resource Management (NRM): makes use of Virtual Paths (VPs)
e.g. to simplify CAC or facilitate the segregation of traffic types requiring
different QoS.

- Connection Admission Control (CAC): allows to determine if a Virtual Path/
Channel connection can be accepted or rejected given that the QoS require-
ments have to be met.

— Usage/Network Parameter Control (UPC/NPC): allows to monitor and con-
trol the accepted connections in such a way that the parameters negotiated
are not violated.

— Priority Control and Selective Cell Discarding: the network may selectively
discard cells of the lower priority or if allowed change the Cell Loss Priority
bit to a lower priority (tagging option).

— Traffic Shaping: alters the traffic characteristics of a connection to achieve a
better performance: e.g. spacing cells or using scheduling mechanisms.

- Fast Resource Management (FRM): is used to dynamically allocate resources
to connections.

• Congestion Control Functions: defined as the actions taken by the network to
minimize the intensity, spread and duration of the congestion.

— Selective Cell Discarding.

— Explicit Forward Congestion: is a mechanism that allows the network to re-
cover/avoid of congestion states.

These functions operate for very different time-scales that can vary from the cell insertion
time to the call/connection inter-arrival time.
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2.3 Ruled based traffic parameters.

The most usual example of a DBR ATM source is one which transmits one cell at peri-
odic intervals given by its Peak Emission Interval - PEI - (conversely its Peak Cell Rate
- PCR), which is a parameter declared by the source at connection set-up within the
Traffic Contract. In order to control congestion, the traffic that the DBR sources emit is
monitored and controlled by a mechanism called Usage Parameter Control (UPC). The
point at which the UPC mechanism controls the traffic should be at the network ingress.
When the traffic reaches the said point it may have been distorted due to the use of ATM
Adaptation Layers, due to multiplexing with traffic from other connections or by the use
of medium access protocols in the network which give access to the ATM network. These
phenomena produce a jitter in the cells that is known as Cell Delay Variation (CDV). In
order to avoid cells from sources which emit traffic in accordance with the declared Traf-
fic Contract being erroneously declared non-conforming by the UPC, the sources must
include in its Traffic Contract a parameter known as CDV Tolerance (CDV-T) which
quantifies the said phenomenon. The UPC mechanism must therefore take into account
the CDV-T in order to avoid declaring cells from sources that fulfil the Traffic Contract
to be non-conforming.

The cell conformance of a connection to the negotiated cell rate 1/T and the tolerance
allocated T is defined in respect of a reference algorithm called the Generic Cell Rate
Algorithm - GCRA (e.g. the continuous-state leaky bucket algorithm or the virtual
scheduling algorithm). A cell k is conforming to GCRA(T, T), if y k = Ck — a,k is smaller
than T, where a^ is the arrival time of cell k. and Cfc is a "theoretical time" calculated
recursively as:

*/ 0 < yk < T
if yk<Q (2.1 <
if yk> T

In the case of DBR connections, T is the PEI (T = I/PCR) and T is the CDV-T. For
SBR connections T is the reciprocal of the SCR and T is the sum of the IBT and the
CDV-T at sustainable cell rate level.

The GCRA can be modeled as a G/D/l queue system, [4]:

• The set of arrivals times {a^} defines a general arrival process to a virtual deter-
ministic queue of service duration T,

• The set of theoretical times {ck} represents the virtual departure times from the
virtual single server queue, (cfc represents the departure of the previous arrived
cell).

• If ijk = Cfc — a,k is negative, cell k initiates a busy period and a^ — Ck is the duration
of the previous idle period, see figure 2.1.

• If yk = Ck — at is non-negative, yk represents the queue waiting time of cell k in
the G/D/l queue system.
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Figure 2.1: Generic Cell Rate Algorithm.

From the last point, a cell is conforming if y^ < T, which means that T gives a bound
to the queue waiting time a cell has in the G/D/l queue system. If r is a multiple of
T, the G /D ¡I queue capacity would be of r/T. Therefore, a bound in the number of
conforming cells accessing the conformance algorithm can be established, see [69] for a
proof:

(2.2;

where. £?, is the maximum burst size allowed by the conformance algorithm, I/A is the
access rate of the line on which the cell is observed, and fx] is the upper integer part of
x. In the particular case in which the access line rate is the same as the link rate. I/ A = 1.

Note, that if r is smaller than T — A, that is, only a negligible amount of CDV can be
tolerated, the burst size is 2. A lower bound on the minimum CDV that any network
must tolerate is given in [1]:

Trmn = maz{T, /(T)} where /(T) = a • A • (1 - — )

where a is a dimensionless coefficient whose suggested value is a = 80 (this quantity
comes as a quantile of the waiting time distribution for the cells of a deterministic source
with period T multiplexed in a FIFO queue with Poisson background traffic with load
0.85, it is to say, the M + D/D/l queue system). The function /(T) gives an upper
bound on the CDV in a multiplexing stage performing Peak Cell Rate spacing on a link
loaded at 0.85.

Due to the different traffic conditions, a cell belonging to a cell stream can experience
shorter delays than other cells belonging to the same stream. That means that this cell
has an emission interval shorter than the source Peak Emission Interval during a period
of time. This effect is called the clumping effect, see [1] or [3]. Furthermore, other cells
experience larger delays during periods of time that previous cells, have This effect is
called the dispersion effect.

As we said, several effects, e.g. an access network, a multiplexing stage, AAL layers, etc.
could cause the jitter introduced in the network. We can see that if the CDV-T, r, is
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not well defined, a clumping effect due to the jitter can produce the discarding of the cell
in the GCRA(T.r). If a cell is clumped too much, it will move away of the theoretical
time, producing a higher y k (remember that y k = c¿ — ofc). So, when y k > T the cell will
be non-conforming. Here comes the importance to evaluate the cell delay variation a cell
suffers in its route.

The Leaky Bucket is one of the most studied and used mechanisms to provide policing in
ATM networks. The Leaky Bucket is closely related to the GCRA, and it is also called
token bucket filter. We can find a description of this mechanism in numerous papers, e.g.
[4], [34], [35], [79] are some references to find some information about the token bucket
filter or the Leaky Bucket. Following the nomenclature of [34], the token bucket filter is
characterized by a leak rate, r, and a depth or token pool, b. A token bucket is filling up
with tokens at a rate of r up to the depth ò (its maximum). When a packet is generated,
p tokens are removed from the bucket (p is the size of the packet).

If pi is the size of packet i that is generated at time í¿, a traffic stream conforms to a
token bucket filter (r, ò) if there are always tokens in the bucket each time a packet is
generated. That means that the traffic stream conforms if the sequence n¿ defined as
following is higher than 0 for all i (n¿ > 0):

o =
m — min{b,ni-\ + (ti — ti-i)r — pi} ¿ > 0

In ATM networks, where packets are of fixed size, the token bucket filter corresponds to
a GCRA(^. ^r-). If u(i, s) is the amount of data that enters the network in the interval
(í, s). the token bucket filter guarantees a bound on the input traffic to the network:

u(i .s) <b+(t-s)r (2.4)

2.4 Models to quantify the CDV in ATM networks.

We now know the importance of setting traffic parameters and specially the CDV toler-
ance. which appears as a parameter that bounds the number of conforming cells passing
through the UPC function. To set this value, a good idea would be to quantify the CDV
introduced by the different elements in an ATM network. One of the most important
elements that introduces jitter in ATM is the queueing delay. We can find in [4] a survey
of models to account for Cell Delay Variation and methods for setting traffic parameters
values. We here summarize some of them.

2.4.1 Single queues.

The simplest way to approximate the CDV introduced in an ATM network is through
the GCRA. If T is the Peak Emission Interval (PEI) of a CBR connection, we said that
a cell is conforming if y k = c^ — a^ < T, where a^ is the arrival time of cell A; and Cfc is the
theoretical time arrival. Let W} — Wl be the difference between cell transfer times from
the source to the observation point experienced by two cells of the same connection. Let
¿o be the source emission time for cell 0. Thus: c/t = ¿o + WQ + kT and a^ = to + kT + Wk
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\)k = Ck - ak = (¿o + W0 + kT) - (¿Q 4- kT + Wk) = WQ-Wk<r (2.5)

Therefore, T can be chosen as an upper bound for W0 — Wk for all cells conforming the
GCRA. We can use Wmax defined as a quantile of the distribution of the observed trans-
fer time for a single cell: Wmax = sup{w \ P{W < w} < I — e}, where e is the target
value for the probability of transmitting a non-conforming cell. This model applies when
the negotiated PEÍ. T, is equal to the original time period of the connection (there is no
over-allocation of resources to the connection). If T is less than the original time period
this approximation is a conservative worst case for estimating T. The draw back of this
approximation is that the cell transfer time distribution has to be known.

During the COST 242 several methods based on a GI approximation for the case the
cell transfer time distribution is not known were proposed. All the methods are fed by
a renewal input and makes use of the GI/D/l queue model described in the former
subsection. Note that if TCBR is the mean value of the GI inter-cell time, and T is the
negotiated PCR. then T < TCBR to be the GI/D/l queue stable. Then, the CDV toler-
ance r is taken as the level in the infinite queue for which the probability of overflow is
less than the target non-conforming value. Examples of this methods are the heavy traf-
fic assumption and the Kingman's bound that provide upper bounds for T. Kingman's
bound gives closer results than the heavy traffic assumption, see [4] for more information
about the study of these approximations.

2,4.2 Tandem queues.

The CDV is accumulated when the connection is multiplexed with interfering traffic
across several multiplexing stages. In such situation two models are proposed to evaluate
the CDV tolerance: the convolution approach and the recursive approach, see [4].

The convolution approach considers independence in the delays in successive queues.
Given the delay distribution in single stages, the end-to-end delay distribution can be
computed as the convolution of the distributions in successive individual queues. This
approach has the draw back of needing the delay distribution at each queue. Since in
general this is unknown, some approaches are proposed. The first one considers a single
queue whose input is Poisson traffic (note that Poisson is considered as the worst case
traffic of the multiplexing of smooth sources). Thus, the M/D/l queue system is used
as a model if the rate of the connection is small with respect to the capacity channel.
Now. using the heavy traffic approximation for the delay distribution for a single stage
and being x the transmission time unit:

W(x) = 1 - e~ax where a = ̂ —— (2.6)
P

If we assume that there are M queues in tandem, the convolution results in the Erlang-M
density function:
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M

=WzM~l°~°* (2-T)

Now. as in thé former subsection, we can approximate the CDV tolerance as an upper
bound to WM(Z) (taking a quantile to a target value e). As we will see when we present
experimental results, it is expected that this approximation gives pessimistic results if
the queue is not heavily loaded or if the rate is high with respect the capacity channel.

Another possibility is to compute statistical characteristics such as mean and variance
of the queueing time in a single queue and assuming independence at each queue match
the end-to-end queueing delay distribution with a Gaussian or Gamma distribution. The
effect of increasing the number of stages M in r/T has been illustrated in [4]. Simula-
tions show that if M increases, T increases moderately, however using the convolution
approach the end-to-end delay increases steeply. This shows that the convolution ap-
proach is accurate only for a limiting number of multiplexing stages (in the example they
studied p = 0.85. T=Tcbr=5, e = 1CT3, then M < 10).

Finally, the recursive approach can be used when the number of stages is high. This
approach applies if the load at each queue is 1 and the interfering traffic is batch Bernoulli.
and it allows to derive recursively the successive inter-cell time distributions along the
tandem networks, see [4] for a deeper study.

2.4.3 Impact of CDV on resource allocation.

The traffic characteristics of a connection depend on several parameters as the statistical
parameters of the source, however also on the negotiated traffic contract. Amonz the
parameters that influence the choosing of the CDV tolerance are, see 4]:

• Load of the access network: the CDV tolerance is an increasing function of the
access network load.

• Original statistical characteristics: For a CBR source multiplexed with Poisson
background traffic, the CDV tolerance is an increasing function of the PEI, and the
maximum burst size Bs = I + \^\ decreases as the PEI increases.

• Influence of the background traffic: the CDV tolerance depends on the statistical
characteristics of the background traffic. If the background traffic is not fully
characterized, it can be difficult to choose a CDV tolerance value.

• Over-allocation factor: decreasing the over-allocation factor (T < Tc&r), where T is
the negotiated rate and Tc¿r is the original rate, the CDV decreases.

From all these points we can conclude that there are a lot of ways of choosing a pair
(T.r). The CDV tolerance has an important impact on resource allocation, since the
larger the allocated CDV tolerance, the longer the burst of conforming cells that can
pass through a policing mechanism. Resource allocation has been extensively studied in
many wortò (e.g. [4], [26], [27], [28], [40], [41]. [50], [51], [54], [63], [68], [85]), but it still
is an open issue. The reason is that a Connection Admission Control mechanism has to
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guarantee that the QoS of the connections already established would not be damaged by
the new connections that are accepted and at the same time has to try to achieve the
maximum utilization of the network. However, among the resource allocation proposals,
some presuppose the knowledge of parameters that are difficult to obtain and control,
others require a great deal of calculations while others cannot guarantee the complete ab-
sence of network congestion. Furthermore, in order to have a CAC method that achieves
the aforementioned requirements, it is necessary to use mechanisms of Traffic Shaping
([28] and [80]) or Scheduling ( [34], [48] and [74]) that would bring additional cost to the
designing of the network.

CBR service category supports real-time traffic (e.g. video and voice) and circuit emula-
tion services. This service requires tight CDV bounds (e.g. for dimensioning the elastic
buffer required at the terminating end of the connection for absorbing the accumulated
CDV). ITU-T, [1], recommends to take into account worst case patterns passing through
UPC/NPC. As we will see in the following chapters, worst case traffic can conduct to a
decrease of network performance or to low allocation of resources. Therefore, engineer-
ing rules for DBR and SBR categories are of main concern in ATM network studies (e.g.
how resources should be accommodated to a kind of traffic to meet Quality of Service
requirements ?).
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Chapter 3

Cell Delay Variation introduced
in a real network. EXPLOIT and
BAF Testbeds.

Although a lot of theoretical research has been done and is available in the literature,
few experimental works can be found. The main reason is the high cost of building and
maintenance of an ATM platform. European projects have in the recent years funded
ATM Testbeds for experimental research. In this section we want to show two examples
of how the jitter is introduced in a real network. For that purpose, we present a series of
experiments performed in ATM Testbeds where delay distributions were measured.

The first one was an ATM optical access network belonging to the BAF Testbed (Broad-
band Access Facilities. RACE project 2024). The experiments were performed in Milano
during two weeks. The aim of the experiments were to validate the access network per-
formance, matching the results of a set of experiments with the results of simulators
developed during the design of the access network by several partners of the project.

The specifications and description of the BAF experiments can be found in [8]. The
experiments were performed by partners from the University of Nijmegen (Netherlands),
Queen Mary & Westfield College (Great Britain) and Polytechnic University of Catalonia
(Spain). The experiments obtained resulted in the writing of a deliverable, [9], where all
the partners participated. The results presented in this chapter are an extract of [9] that
was presented in [72].

The second example is the effect of CDV in a network composed by a set of ATM switches
where interfering traffic was multiplexed with a tagged source. The CDV experiments
were performed during six sessions of one week (each one) in the EXPLOIT Testbed in
Basel (EXPLOITation of an ATM Technology Testbed for Broadband Experiments and
Applications, RACE project 2061). together with the Swiss ATM pilot network as a part
of the Pan European ATM pilot Network (PEAN) and the Telecommunications Labora-
tory of the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (TCOMM-EPFL). The total time
dedicated to experiments in this project was 2 years, but only 6 month were dedicated
to CDV experiments.
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The specifications and description of the experiments can be found in [10] and [14].
The experiments were performed by partners from the Ecole Polytechnique Fedérale de
Lausanne (EPFL: Switzerland), Alcatel STR AG (Switzerland), Telefónica I+D (TID:
Spain), National Technical University of Athens (NTUA: Greece), Laboratoires d Elec-
tronique Philips (LEP: France) and Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC: Spain).
Results on experiments in the EXPLOIT Testbed by our work-package group can be
found in deliverables [11], [12], [14] and published in [24], [56], [57] and [58]. Among
the experiments carry out during the project, we present those ones centered in CDV
performed by partners from EPFL. Alcatel STR and UPC.

The chapter is organized as follows: section 3.1 describes the ATM Access Network, the
BAF Testbed and the results obtained in the BAF demonstrator. Section 3.2 describes
the network configuration used in the EXPLOIT experiments. The total EXPLOIT
Testbed is not shown since involve part of the equipment not used during this phase of
the experiments as some ATM switches, TV coders, mappers, ISDN over ATM, or PC
adapters. Section 3.3 is devoted to conclusions and comments about the experiments.

3.1 Delay and CDV in an ATM Access Network. The BAF
Testbed.

The BAF project main task was the development and study of an ATM access network.
The access network objectives are to support the sharing of access resources efficiently
among small business and residential users who can not afford the high costs of a unique
interface in a single integrated service network. The ATM Passive Optical Network
(APON) with a tree topology seems a good candidate to provide access to public net-
works to these users by providing a high degree of resource sharing and a flexible and
low cost access.

Figure 3.1: BAF access network.
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The main objectives of the experiments were the validation of the BAF architecture and
the evaluation of the MAC protocol. The measurements were performed between the T&
that give access to users and the V¿, interface that give access to a local exchange, see
figure 3.1.

Here, we describe briefly the APON architecture of the BAF system, the Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol that provides access to the shared medium, the ATM access
network Testbed and results on delay distributions and 1-point CDV, see also [9], [17].
[32], [33], [43], [60], [71] and [72].

3.1.1 ATM-PON system architecture.

The architecture of the access network under consideration consists of 3 main subsystems,
namely the OLT (Optical Line Terminator), the ODN (Optical Distribution Network)
and the ONU (Optical Network Unit) as is depicted in Figure 3.2. The OLT is directly
connected to the local exchange and forms the entrance to the access network, with re-
spect to the backbone (or core) network. The OLT also contains the algorithm that
distributes the available data rate over all terminations connected. This algorithm is the
engine of the MAC protocol, whose primary goal is to prevent collisions in the ODN
between ATM cells originating from different network terminations.

Either an Optical Network Unit (ONU) or a Network Termination (NT), supporting re-
spectively Fiber To The Curb (FTTC) and Fiber To The Home (FTTH), terminates the
access network. In the case of FTTC an ONU serves up to eight NTls and the path to
the home can be completed by either copper or wireless communications. In the case of
FTTH, the NT represents a home. Each NT1 or NT provides one T6-interface. The total
access network is limited to a maximum of 81 T¡, interfaces (or customers). To provide
each customer a reasonable data rate, the transmission rate at T¿ and Vj, interfaces are
assumed to be 149.76 Mbit/s (STM1 in SDH) and 599.04 Mbit/s (STM4 in SDH) re-
spectively.

The ODN is situated between the ONU and the OLT. The ODN is a Passive Optical
Network (PON) with a tree topology and a splitting ratio of 1:32. The maximum dis-
tance between the OLT and ONU is assumed to be 10 km, covered by fibers. Among
many transmission technologies applicable to the access network (ADSL, CATV systems.
Active nets, etc.). the PON represents a very promising solution. Using this approach,
multiple users may share photonic equipment and fibers in the local loop. In the down-
stream direction (i.e. network to user) the splitting point of the PON provides a passive
instrument that broadcasts ATM cells to all terminations connected. In upstream direc-
tion, the access network performs a multiplexing function. Access to the shared medium
is arbitrated by the MAC protocol, operating on the ATM layer.

3.1.2 The MAC protocol.

The aim of the MAC protocol is to prevent collisions at the splitting point of the ODN
between ATM cells originating from different network terminations. Since the ATM
layer does not support retransmissions of lost cells, the MAC protocol should guarantee
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the access network.

collision-free access.

The MAC protocol implemented in the access network under consideration was proposed
by partners from the University of Nijmegen and Polytechnic University of Catalonia and
was chosen for the implementation of the prototype used during the experiments. The
MAC protocol implemented was called Global FIFO and has been described in detail
in [32]. Furthermore, the performance of the Global FIFO and other MAC protocols
for the APON technology were compared in [4, Part II] and [60]. These performance
comparisons were based on simulation results.

This Global FIFO MAC protocol operates on a request/permit basis. Requests are sent
upstream to inform the Permit Distribution Algorithm (PDA) in the OLT about the
number of ATM cells waiting in the buffer of the network termination (NT). The PDA
then issues Permits to allow a termination to send a single ATM cell, each permit allows
a single cell to be transmitted. Although the network termination may be either an ONU
or an NT1. for reasons of simplicity we use the acronym NT.

Requests

An NT1 advertises its transmission requirement by sending requests to the MAC con-
troller, which is the master of the protocol and is located in the OLT. A request contains
information about the state of the buffer in the termination. Two types of requests are
distinguished:

1. requests coupled with upstream cells An upstream cell originating from an NT1 is
preceded by a request field that contains the queue length of the NT1 buffer. The
format of an APON slot is described in the following point.

2. request blocks (RB). Requests coupled with upstream cells have the disadvantage
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that a termination can only reveal its state when it is allowed to send a cell in
the upstream direction. To overcome from this drawback, RBs are introduced. An
RB contains the request of nine consecutive NTls. It has the same length as an
upstream cell.

Permits

A permit is the output of the PDA. As soon as a network termination receives a permit,
it is allowed to send one ATM cell in the upstream direction. Two types of permits are
distinguished:

1. permit for an ATM cell. When the central controller decides that an NT1 can send
an ATM cell, it forwards a permit containing the address ofthat NT1 to the Global
FIFO buffer. This permit can consequently be added to a downstream ATM cell.
Remark that since the downstream cell is broadcasted no coupling between the
address of permits and ATM cells is required. The permit class bit CL=1 indicates
that this is a permit for an ATM cell.

2. permits for request blocks. When the Global FIFO buffer is empty, a permit for an
RB is issued. Such a permit contains the address of the NT1 that is the first one to
contribute to a new RB. A total of nine NTls can contribute to one RB. As the OLT
only issues a permit for an RB when it has no permits for ATM cells, none of the
available data rate is wasted by sending permits for RBs. Besides giving all NTls
the possibility to advertise their needs for transmission requirements since their last
request, the introduction of RBs increases the reaction speed of the protocol.

Permits are issued by the Permit Distribution Algorithm, which uses two counters and
a special rule to determine when a permit for an ATM cell can be issued. A bundle-
spacer is used to space the cells generated by all the connections that share a Tb since
the PDA only knows the data rate requirements of a whole T¡, and not of each individual
connection of the Tf,. For more specific information regarding the implementation of the
counters and the used rule we refer to [17] and [43], respectively.

3.1.3 APON slot format.

Transmissions in both the upstream and the downstream directions are organized in
TDM slots of 448 bits each. These slots are referred to as APON slots.

In the upstream direction an APON slot can either contain a request block or an ATM
cell. In the case a slot contains an ATM cell, a physical layer preamble and a REQ field
are added. The latter informs the OLT about the queue length of the buffer, from which
the PDA in the OLT calculates the number of transmission rights required. The preamble
consists of bits for fine ranging purposes, and bits to detect changings in fiber propaga-
tion parameters which may occur as a result of variations in temperature. Furthermore,
the preamble includes a bit timing extraction pattern, a byte alignment pattern, a gap
and 3 bits for tuning purposes. Due to non-equal delays between OLT and terminations,
power levels may change for information flows originating from different terminations,
such that tuning becomes necessary. As depicted in Figure 3.3, a preamble is attached to
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both an upstream ATM cell and to each request field that contributes to a RB. Although
theoretically a total of 14 NTs can send their buffer status to the OLT simultaneously,
for implementation reasons it was assumed that only 9 NTs can contribute to a single
RB, prevailing a relative gap of 20 bits.

ATM

1 APON slot

(448)

ATM ATM

Request Block

(448)

REQ

i

REQ

itl —

REQ

1*9
ATM

PL: Physio! byer Preamble
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Figure 3.3: Upstream transmission format.
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Preamble
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Figure 3.4: Downstream transmission format.

In the downstream direction, an APON slot contains an ATM cell, a permit, a CL field
and a preamble. The latter is, again, inherited from the physical layer. Since the access
network allows supporting up to a maximum of 81 Tf, interfaces, the permit requires 7
bits. The CL-field of 1 bit allows discriminating between permits for RBs and permits
for ATM cells. In conclusion, the APON slot format chosen includes a total overhead of
24 bits per slot, for both the upstream and the downstream transmission format.
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3.1.4 The BAF Testbed.

The RACE project 2024 provides a powerful platform to experiment and validate in a
real environment the architecture and topology of the optical access network and the
performance of the MAC protocol.

Figure 3.5: Architecture of the access network Testbed.

Figure 3.5 depicts the configuration of the ATM Access Network used for the experiments.
The platform consists of a traffic Generator / Analyzer (HP E4210) and the Access Net-
work demonstrator. The Broadband Access Network was controlled by software from the
Access Network OS. This software mainly performs operations such as start-up control.
VP configuration, alarms and events handling, encryption control and status informa-
tion in the Broadband Access Network. These allow us to operate the access network
manually (e.g. install and monitor VP connections, VP policing, ranging procedures. T,
address definitions, etc).

The main problem with experimentally evaluating the access network performance is
the limited number of equipment available in a Testbed of these characteristics (mainly
due to the high equipment costs). The Testbed contained only 2 ONU's and 4 Ti,'=
interfaces were available for trial purposes. To load these interfaces a HP 4210 Genera-
tor/Analyzer was used to generate a tagged/reference source and the background traffic.
Since only one traffic generator was available, an optical splitter was used to increase
the load. Although this allowed us to increase the load, it also introduces highly cor-
related traffic. In an attempt to solve this, more background traffic than necessary to
load the system was generated, and then the connections at different T& interfaces were
policed to different levels. Making use of this technique, cells are dropped by the police
function, located at the UNI, and thus less correlated background traffic is obtained.
The establishment of different VP connections for the T{,'s complemented this policing.
We must say that correlations introduced by making use of the optical splitter were not
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fully eliminated, but they were minimized as much as possible. To build a fairly loaded
Access Network configuration, the four TVs were given equi-spaced addresses, that is, the
addresses assigned to the Tj interfaces were respectively 19, 39, 59 and 79 (see figure 3-.5).

The HP test equipment allowed us to timestamp the CBR tagged source to measure off-
line network performance parameters as defined in [2] (e.g. Cell Transfer Delay and Cell
Delay Variation). However, since the analyzer module was able to capture a maximum of
130K reference cells with calendar time-stamps (resolution of 100 ns), statistics could be
calculated for this amount of cells only. Different tagged sources (in terms of data rates)
were multiplexed with background traffic (CBR and Poisson traffic) to obtain results for
three different load conditions. It must be stated that since the generator only offered
an STM-1 line the traffic is multiplexed inside the generator.

3.1.5 Performance of the Access Network

This section reports performance results of the ATM layer experiments, [72] and [9],
carried out on the access network demonstrator. Performance evaluation is achieved by
studying the complementary distribution function (i.e. Pr{X > x} ) of two important
performance measures, namely the transfer delay and the 1-Point CDV. ATM cells of
one particular reference (or tagged) CBR connection were monitored, under different
load conditions, at the borders of the access network.

As we saw in subsection 2.4.3, the impact on the performance measures chosen depend
on the load conditions of the access network, the data rate of the reference CBR source
and the characteristics of the background traffic. Therefore, sources of 64 K bit/s, 2 M
bit/s and 34 M bit/s were chosen as reference connections while a combination of CBR
and Poisson connections were chosen as background traffic. Experiments were performed
in cases where the access network was loaded up to 0.4 and 0.8. The background traffic
was composed with a mixed of 4Mbit/s CBR sources and Poisson traffic, see [9] for a
description of the background traffic profile. We must mention that the Poisson traffic
is generated inside the HP test equipment. Since we have a unique link interface, the
Poisson traffic behaves as Bernoulli. In addition, experiments were performed in the
case where the reference source was the only input the policing unit allowed, referred
to as solely réf. source. Results of these three different load conditions lead to a better
understanding of both the behavior of the access network and the impact of background
traffic.

Transfer delay

The transfer delay of the access network is defined as the time difference between the
sending of a cell at the output port of the traffic generator (« time arriving at T¡, in-
terface) and the reception of this cell at the input port of the traffic analyzer (« time
arriving at Vj, interface).

In [72] is shown that the results obtained from the experimental platform match those
obtained by computer simulations. The small differences between the experimental
and simulation results is due to small fluctuations in the hardware, SDH frame for-
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Figure 3.6: Experimental results for transfer delay: CBR reference source for 3 different
bit rates.

mation/deformation and the presence of the OAM cells which are issued every 512 cells
in the demonstrator, but were not modeled within the computer simulator. The 'steps'
shown in Figure 3.6.(c) can be ascribed to the formation/deformation of SDH containers
and the granularity effects introduced by the traffic generator resulting from the fact that
the service rate used is not divisible by the maximum rate provided. Clearly, this effect
becomes larger for higher service rates while its impact on low bit rates was overruled by
the variation in delay introduced by the MAC protocol.

The total delay introduced by the access network described comprises the following com-
ponents:

• the time needed until a request can be sent (variable).

• the request propagation delay (fixed).

• the delay introduced by the PDA (variable).

• the waiting time in the Global FIFO queue (variable).

• the permit propagation delay (fixed).

• the cell propagation delay (fixed).

• the delay introduced by the intermediate hardware, such as T&, Ub and V& interfaces.

In addition, there is a fixed delay and negligible delay that is introduced in the fibers
from and to the traffic generator/analyzer.

We can observe that the delay introduced in the reference source has two components: a
fixed delay component mainly due to propagation delays of the transmissions of requests,
permits and cells (around 145 ß s ) , and a variable component due to the MAC protocol.
The last component is the one that contributes to the CDV. If we take a quantile of the
variable delay and take this value as the CDV, we observe a CDV of the order of 20-25
/j,s. This CDV is mainly due to the delay introduced by the time needed until a request
can be sent, by the PDA and by the global FIFO queue that is the core of the MAC
protocol.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental results for 1-point CDV: GBR reference source for 3 different
bit rates.

The 1-Point CDV

The most important reason why the access network causes Cell Delay Variation (CDV)
is that variable queuing, VP-shaping and multiplexing of VCs disturb the profile of each
connection. An accurate performance characterization of CDV is a network performance
parameter known as 1-Point CDV. The 1-Point CDV describes the variation of the arrival
times pattern with respect to the negotiated peak cell rate. It is measured by observing
successive upstream cell arrivals at the F¡,-interface and only considers cell clumping, i.e.
the effect of cell inter arrival distances which are shorter than T, the reciprocal of the
peak cell rate. The characterization of CDV by means of 1-Point CDV was given in [2]
and is recommended for CDV assessment by ITU-T.

As with the transfer delay, in [72] the results obtained from the experimental platform,
are compared with those obtained by means of computer simulations and match rather
well. We can first check that taking a quantité of the transfer delay is a good approxima-
tion of the CDV. The conclusions of taking a direct measurement of the CDV will be the
same as those ones taken by the transfer delay distribution. However, we could add some
comments. In the cases where the reference source has a higher bit rate, the relative
contribution to the total load of the TO, which is possibly shared with other connections,
is subsequently higher. The bundle spacing function of the PDA therefore spaces the
individual cell stream more accurately, leading to less CDV. If the reference source is the
only active source, CDV is mainly introduced because an NT must wait for a request
block before it can inform the LT about new arrivals. That means that the sources
without background traffic (and more for low bit rate connections) rely exclusively on
the RB mechanism for sending requests. In the case the reference source is multiplexed
with background traffic, the CDV introduced is due to the mechanism of sending permits
together with the CDV introduced by the Global FIFO.

In [9] can be found a description and evaluation of all experiments performed in the BAF
Testbed (e.g. evaluation of the MAC protocol reaction time or of the MAC queue length
at Tb interface).
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3.2 Experimental evaluation of CDV impact on ATM re-
source management. The EXPLOIT Testbed.

The RACE project 2061 EXPLOIT together with the Pan European ATM Network
(PEAN) provide a powerful platform to measure and experiment different aspects of
ATM traffic engineering. The main objectives of the EXPLOIT Testbed were to provide
an ATM platform for pilot applications, broadband experiments and terminal testing:
development of interworking units to link to other broadband platforms and existing
networks; implement enhancements to the basic testbed functionality; perform traffic ex-
periments in areas of traffic control, resource management and performance assessment
and provide input to standardization and guidelines to network operators.

Basel Zurich Laussane

ETB Swiss ATM pilot EPFL-TCOM

Figure 3 8: Network configuration.

We set up a network configuration between the EXPLOIT Testbed (ETB), the Swiss
ATM pilot network and the EPFL Telecommunication Laboratory in Lausanne, see [14].
[57] and [58] and see figure 3.8. The objective of such configuration was the set-up of
a network involving several ATM segments able of introducing CDV. This set-up was
intended to be as real as possible in the sense of introducing switches with different
architectures and switching facilities (e.g. ALCATEL. FORE, Philips switches were in-
volved in the experiments), different network links (e.g. E3 PDH 34 Mbit/s. pure ATM
and STM-1 interfaces at 155 Mbit/s). The route involved switches across Switzerland
(Basel and Lausanne as end Testbeds with measurement points and Zurich and Bern as
cross switches with allocated VP-bandwidth and policing facilities).

With such configuration, we can cross up to eight switches, three on the ETB, three
on the Swiss ATM pilot network and two at the EPFL Telecommunication Laboratory.
The Traffic Under Test (TUT) is multiplexed with controlled Background Traffic (BT)
at the ETB and at the EPFL Telecommunication Laboratory, and is multiplexed with
unknown background traffic in the Swiss ATM pilot network. The load in the ATM pilot
depended on the applications that other projects were testing. The Swiss ATM pilot
network authorities allocated us a bandwidth associated with a CDV tolerance (for their
UPC function). It was our responsibility to remain within the traffic contract. In both
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ends of our network configuration, Test Equipments were available to measure different
traffic parameters, such as Cell Transfer Delay, Inter Arrival Time, 1-point CDV and 2-
point CDV distributions. The results obtained have been compared with different simple
and tractable models proposed in the literature ([4], see also section 2.4) to estimate the
amount of CDV accumulation within the network. Other models are available but much
more difficult to use for practical purposes.

Being the final goal the measurement of CDV accumulation, a network configuration
that consists of a large number of multiplexing stages was needed. Moreover, the mul-
tiplexing stages had to offer the possibility to insert controlled background traffic (BT)
in order to be able to monitor a reference cell stream, referred as TUT (Traffic Under
Test) in the following, between different multiplexing stages. The configuration had to
be flexible in the sense that test equipments would have to be attached to different ports
and generate different kinds of background traffic directed to different output lines and
thus multiplexing stages.

3.2.1 Network configuration.

In [77] can be found a complete description with all the infrastructure in terms of ATM
switches, terminal adapters, inter-working equipment and traffic Generation/Analysis
equipment of the EXPLOIT Testbed (ETB), see figure 3.9. In the following we will only
refer to that part of the EXPLOIT testbed that was relevant for the CDV experiments.

The ETB sub-network.

On the ETB. three main switching systems are available for such purposes, namely
the ALEX (Alcatel-BELL), LaTEX (Philips PKI) and the ASX-200 (FORE). The
ALEX system is a prototype of a public ATM switch based on a 16x16 switching
elements using shared buffer memory. LaTEX is also a prototype of a public ATM
switch whose internal structure is a combination of cross-point and output buffered
switch. Both switching elements had STM-1 and pure ATM at 155.52 Mbit/s. The
ASX-200 is a bus-based output buffered ATM-LAN switch. In our version, the
switching capacity is restricted to 155 Mbit/s per input port with a maximum of
16 inputs.

We define on the ETB a network configuration that consists of five multiplexing
stages within the three switching systems, see figure 3.10. By multiplexing stages
we refer to those stages where the TUT was multiplexed with background traffic
(these stages are numbered in figure 3.10 from 1 to 5: two in the LaTEX switch
and three in the ALEX switch). These multiplexing stages are fully controlled in
the sense that the traffic flowing through the switching systems is perfectly known
and reproducible.

Two test equipments ar£ used to generate the background traffic as well as the
TUT traffic, namely the ATM-100, [5], and the A8640, [7], as well as to perform
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Figure 3.9: EXPLOIT Testbed map.

a part of the analysis. The ATM-100 provides two traîne generator modules able
to generate CBR sources and General Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP)
sources. The ATM-100 offers pure ATM interfaces and STM-1 (electrical or optical)
at 155.52 Mbit/s. As testing facilities the ATM-100 can save up to 32 kcells for off-
line analysis and allows on-line delay and inter-arrival time histograms. The A8640
also offers two generation modules with electrical or optical STM-1 interfaces at
155.52 Mbit/s. The A8640 generates only CBR sources without phase-moving
properties (see next sections about this topic) and has two test modules to analyze
both off-line (up to 2 Mcells) and on-line records of delay and inter-arrival time
histograms.

The ATM pilot network.

The TUT is going through 4 links between the ETB sub-network and the EPFL
Telecommunications Laboratory (TCOM) crossing 3 switches situated in the cities
of Zurich. Bern and Lausanne. The Swiss TELECOM, operator of the Swiss ATM
pilot, commits to offer a VP path from Basel to Lausanne with a CBR traffic con-
tract consisting in the PCR of the VP connection and a CDV tolerance. The QoS
part of the contract is omitted in the pilot phase, but they committed to offer the
best VP service using PCR allocation to all VPs. The contract consisted on a VP
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PCR of around 24 Mb/s and a CDV-T of 367 ¿ts. The background traffic in these
segments is thus not known and will depend on the traffic that other projects sends
through the Swiss ATM pilot. The TUT is policed at both entry points ETB-ATM
pilot and EPFL-ATM pilot.

• The EPFL Telecommunications Laboratory (TCOM).

At EPFL. an ATM local area network has been set up for research projects. It
consists of two Fore ASX- 200 with various attached workstations. A HP 75000.
[6], was used to generate TUT as well as BT traffic, see figure 3.11. The HP75000
allows the generation of CBR traffic without phase-moving property and Poisson
Traffic. There has a test analyzer able to capture 30 Kcells with timestamps for
off-line analysis.

All multiplexing points where the TUT was multiplexed with Background Traffic (BT)
are listed on figures 3.10 and 3.11 with numbers which range from 1 to 7. Points from 1
to 5 are in the ETB, point 6 stays in the EPFL Testbed. and point 7 is the point where
TUT comes back from the ATM pilot network to the ETB. In all these points is possible
to introduce a measurement point connected to any of the traffic analyzers mentioned.
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3.2.2 Traffic sources.

Having a small number of generation ports is a limitation typical of many ATM tesi
platforms due to the high costs of such equipments. As can be seen from figures 3.10 and
3.11. the number of test equipments ports with BT generation capabilities is restricted ro
five in our configurations: the ATM-100 and A8640 (both with two generating modules
in the ETB and the HP75000 at EPFL. Our concern was to determine the best way ro
use the generation capabilities at our disposal.

The problem is to design experiments from which results can be extracted and interpreted
according to scenarios as realistic as possible in respect to real operational conditions.
We assume that each output lines from an operational switch might receive traffic from
several physical inputs of the switch realizing thus an Nxl multiplexer where N is re-
stricted by the number of input lines but can be less. The switching systems used had a
restricted number of input lines that could be used to input BT and TUT traffic.

• Traffic on the ETB segment.

The traffic sources on the ETB are all of the CBR type. The traffic generators
available produce periodic sources with the same phase. It is well known. [4], that
the measurements might be heavily dependent on the particular phase relationship
between the sources. To avoid this problem, we use phase-moving CBR sources.
These sources emit cells with a constant time interval during a given time period
and then change their phase for the next period, and so on. If the time between
phase changes is long enough the source can be considered as CBR and the phase
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ATM Test
equipment

ATM-100
A8640

PCR
(cell/s)

4585
4596

MTB-PC
mean time between

phase changes
50 msec

no phase change

Table 3.1: CBR sources parameters for the background traffic.

change effect can be neglected. However, not all Test equipments provide facilities
to change the phase. Since the ATM-100 allows the generation of GMDP sources,
a phase-moving CBR source can be modeled as a two-state source with the same
PCR in both states and a defined mean time between phase changes. The A8640
and the HP75000 do not provide facilities to change phases.

In all the experiments presented here, the background traffic at each multiplexing
stage on the ETB consists of an homogeneous set of CBR sources whose param-
eters are given in table 3.1. The total number of background sources depends on
the total load in the multiplexing stages. All the experiments have been performed
with a total load of 90 % including the TUT and the background traffic. Thus the
number of background sources varies depending on the TUT PCR being the load
of the background traffic pjt = ptot — PTUT-

A maximum of 4 physical input lines were available at each multiplexing stage
allowing experiments with several load balances (e.g. from 2 to 4 input lines). In
order to load 5 multiplexing stages with 4 input lines each one with four traffic
generators, traffic recycling and traffic duplication techniques were used. Traffic
duplication is obtained by using optical splitters and VP switching. Note that
this means to have correlated traffic in the experiments. By traffic recycling it is
meant that the same background traffic will be multiplexed with the TUT in 2
multiplexing stages. However, we try to minimize the effects produced by these
techniques by imposing a set of conditions to avoid that the same duplicated traffic
was always multiplexed in the same stages. Thus, in the design of the experiments
the following conditions were applied:

— At least 50 % of the CBR connections at each stage should have phase moving.

— Traffic recycling will only involve phase moving sources.

- No more than 50 % of the total background load at each stage should consist
in recycled traffic.

— The background traffic at each stage should preferably come from 4 input
lines.

- Duplicated traffic is multiplexed in different multiplexing stages.

As can be observed, we introduce three traffic conditions to perform the experi-
ments with the equipment available: background traffic recycling, load balancing
and traffic duplication. Background traffic is split on different VP channels. These
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VP channels are de-multiplexed at the input of the switches and redirected to dif-
ferent output ports. On the LaTEX, the traffic from each ATM-100 generator is
duplicated by means of the optical splitters and inserted in 4 input lines. At each
input line only two VP channels are allowed. Prom the input lines the VPs are
redirected to output ports by VP switching. With this configuration there is no
recycling in both LaTEX multiplexing stages and the duplicated traffic inputs dif-
ferent multiplexing stages, allowing increasing the number of input lines.

On the ALEX, we dispose of 3 multiplexing stages. Two of them as output ports
connected to LaTEX and another one connected to the ASX-200. The 4 input lines
of these output ports are 2 input lines coming from the LaTEX and 2 input lines
coming from the A8640. The thin lines on figure 3.10 represent the route of the
background VP channels. When not used anymore a VP channel is blocked at the
next input port, see [58] for a deeper discussion on the source traffic set-up.

We used to kind of traffic configurations:

- Configuration 1: the background traffic is inserted in 2 input lines at all
multiplexing stages in Basel. The optical splitters are not used in this case.

— Configuration 2: the background traffic is inserted in 4 input lines at all
multiplexing stages in Basel. The optical splitters are used. This configuration
allows a better mixing of CBR sources at each stage.

The reason of having two configurations comes from the fact that the switches
at the EXPLOIT Testbed were shared with other European projects. The experi-
ments were performed during 6 weeks but distributed in one week per month. That
means that in different weeks we had the interaction from different projects. When
some European project used the Basel Testbed, we could not make use of all the
switch lines. So we were limited to use configuration 1: only 3 input lines per
multiplexing stage in Basel (two input lines for the background traffic and other
for the TUT). This situation occurred the first three experimental weeks. Finally,
the administrator of the Basel Testbed communicated us that we could have the
whole Testbed for ourselves until the end of the project, the remaining three weeks.
Having ó input lines per stage (4 lines for the background traffic and other for the
TUT) meant to introduce more contention. From our point of view, we had a more
fairly configuration and the opportunity of introducing more CDV. However, we did
not have enough time to repeat the experiments performed previously. We decided
to go on with the new set up, and differentiate the results from both configurations.

Finally as a summary, it should be noticed that there were never less than 60 back-
ground sources active at each stage for all experiments. At least 30 of them were
with phase-moving (criteria 1) with mean time between phase changing of 50 msec.
That means 600 phase change every second and approximately 106 in total in an
experiment duration of 30 minutes.
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• Traffic on the ATM pilot.

The traffic in the Swiss ATM pilot was unknown but controlled by PCR allocation
(a VP of 24 Mb/s and a CDV tolerance of 367 fis). The Network Management Cen-
ter (NMC) of the pilot network gave us access to the load statistics for all segments
of the VP route through Basel-Zurich-Bern-Lausanne during the experiments. The
statistics were collected every 15 minutes in terms of the total cells passing each
multiplexing stage. Although these statistics do not allow us to use queueing mod-
els to analyze the behavior of our TUT source, it allows us to estimate the load
conditions in which our source was multiplexed. That gives us a rough estimation
of the impact of the background traffic in our source. We accounted that most of
the time the total load on all the segments of the pilot was very low (including our
traffic). In the cases for which the background traffic intensity was high the total
load on the E3 line was below 40 %. Following this estimates we have consider that
the only multiplexing stages where the background traffic could introduce CDV are
those ones on the ETB and the EPFL laboratory where we controlled totally the
background traffic. However, as we will see in the results, from time to time, we
measured higher delays that we expected with zero load conditions in the ATM
pilot. In these cases, we have assumed that during very short amounts of time
there was some traffic in the ATM pilot network multiplexed with ours.

• Traffic on the EPFL segment.

At EPFL only one port was available to generate traffic from the HP 75000. The
background traffic consisted of a Bernoulli source. In order to load the two multi-
plexing stages at EPFL, the same background traffic is recycled at the second stage
and then blocked when it returns to the first one.

3.2.3 Point Measurements on the T^estbeds.

All measurements were taken on the TUT source. The TUT was generated by the A8640
on the ETB and goes through the following route, see the thick line on figures 3.10 and
3.11: is multiplexed in 5 stages on the ETB (two on the ALEX and three on the LaTEX''
with controlled background traffic following the criteria specified in the former subsec-
tion. At each of the multiplexing stages a measurement point was introduced (numbered
from 1 to 5) to take statistics on delay distributions. Going out from the ETB. the TUT
crosses the ATM pilot network to EPFL where is again multiplexed with background
traffic from the HP75000 (measurement point 6 is here introduced). The TUT returns
from EPFL through the ATM pilot network to the ETB. At this point two strategies
were considered: the first one was to finish the experiment taking statistics from the
TUT (we are at point measurement 7). The second one is consider a larger number of
multiplexing stages re-introducing the TUT again in the same path. At this point \re
are assuming that the TUT in the second loop is enough uncorrelated respect to the first
loop TUT since has crossed three ATM segments in different traffic conditions. We call
this technique TUT recirculation and we assume that for low TUT PCRs. the effects
of having the TUT circulating two times in the same queues can be neglected crossing
three ATM segments before being again multiplexed with the first one. Anyway, we have
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always kept the total TUT load (including recirculation} below 12 % of the link load
(STM-1) in order not to introduce undesirable effects due to recirculation.

The measurements were performed on the points numbered from 1 to 7 in figures 3.10
and 3.11. Prom most of the experiments only delay and interarrivai time statistics were
taken. Since the ETB and EPFL platforms axe not synchronized (e.g. with a GPS mod-
ule), delay measurements could only be taken when the traffic returned to the ETB. In
the case of the HP75000. 1-point CDV statistics on off-line processing were also taken.
For this measurements, the TUT has to be generated by the HP75000 at EPFL.

Summarizing these points we can consider the following points:

• m means number of multiplexing stages.

• m = 1 to m = 5 are the output of multiplexing stages in the ETB. We copied with
an optical splitter the TUT and measured the delay distributions and parameters
as mean and variance of the delay distribution on-line.

• m = 6 is situated in the EPFL Testbed.

• m — 7 is the point that connects the Swiss ATM pilot with the ETB.

• We have considered that since in the ATM pilot the load was small, ra = 7 really
only represents 7 multiplexing stages: 5 belonging to the ETB platform and two
belonging to the EPFL platform.

• m = 12 is the same point as m = 5. However the TUT has circulated twice in the
ETB.

• m = 14 is the same point as m = 7. However the TUT has circulated twice in the
ETB, the Swiss ATM pilot and EPFL platform.

The main goal of these experiments was to investigate experimentally the CDV a:
UPC/NPC and its impact on bandwidth management. For that purpose, the best way
to evaluate the CDV tolerance is to perform a direct policing experiment or to measure
the 1-point CDV. To perform a direct policing experiment at all multiplexing points was
a difficult task due to the available equipment at that time and the fact that we needed a
huge amount of experiments to obtain results. This is because a policing experiment only
returns the non-conforming ratio as a function of the PCR and CDV tolerance GCRA pa-
rameters. Several experiments have to be performed to reach the required non-conforming
ratio for a given PCR-CDV tolerance. Furthermore, measure the 1-point CDV was only
possible on the EPFL Testbed (only one measurement point). To solve this problem,
we decided to take statistics on the delay distributions and apply the models proposed
in [4] and mentioned in subsection 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Note that one of the drawbacks of
some of these models is the knowledge of the delay distribution. In our case, we have
the advantage of having the measured delay distribution. Therefore, we have applied the
simple approximation and we have chosen as measured CDV the peak-to-peak CDV: the
a-quantile of the Complementary Probability Distribution Function (CPDF) of the Cell
Transfer Delay (CTD) minus the fixed delay, see [3].
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To get a picture of this approximation L. Jaussi from EPFL performed before starting
the set of experiments a simulation to compare approximation of taking the quantile of
the CTD as a bound of the CDV-T. The simulation model a GBR TUT source crossing 5
multiplexing stages and being multiplexed with background interfering traffic, see table
3.2. The background interfering traffic is the superposition of Bernoulli sources. The
system was simulated such that emulated configuration 1 of our experiments: 2 input
lines. On each input line a given number of Bernoulli sources were pre-multiplexed.

TUT IAT
(cell slots)

5
10
20
40
80

CDV-T

52
63
68
72
77

Delay Quantile
[95%]
59.. .63
67... 72
68...S3
71.. .84
69.. .86

Table 3.2: Comparison of exact CDV-T with the simple delay approximation.

As it can be observed in table 3.2. the results based on the quantile of the CTD upper
bound the CDV-T and give a good approximation. The second column gives the simu-
lated CDV-T required to achieved a non-conforming ratio of 10~4, while in column 3 is
given the 10~4 quantile of the CPDF CTD.

As a summary, knowing the CPDF CTD we have approximated the CDV with the
following approaches:

• Simple approximation: taking a quantile of the CPDF CTD.

• Compute the mean and variance of the CTD and fit the end-to-end CTD with a
Gamma distribution.

• Apply the convolution approach taking each network segment.

• Assume a worst case dimensioning with the M/D/l queue system and assuming
independence use the Erlang-M distribution.

3.2.4 Fixed delays and CDV without background traffic.

A first set of experiments was performed to evaluate the fixed delay introduced between
the generation of the TUT source in the A8640 and the measurements points. These
experiments were performed without any background traffic on the ETB or the EPFL
platforms. Table 3.3 presents the fixed Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) and the CDV on point
measurements 5 and 7. Point 5 is situated in the output of the ETB (before entering the
ATM pilot, see figure 3.10). The delay here is due to the processing and transmission
times of the cells through ALEX and LaTEX switches. Point 7 includes the CTD intro-
duced in the loop between the ETB and the EPFL Testbed. This fixed delay is equal to
4.4 msec.
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Measur.
point

5
7

Fixed CTD
(ßsec)
354.4

4452.1

CDV
(//sec)
27.3
81.8

Table 3.3: CTD and CDV without background traffic on the ETB and EPFL.

The CDV measured is calculated as the maximum CTD minus the minimum CTD. This
CDV is given by the physical layer overhead, multiplexing with OAM cells, switch pro-
cessing and switch architecture. In our configuration the TUT is transmitted in SDH
lines and B3 PDH lines. SDH and PDH cell framing introduce CDV at ATM streams.
We must think that from TUT generation in the A8640 to point measurement 5 there
are 5 switching nodes and 6 network segments while from the ETB to the EPFL the
TUT crosses up to 11 switch nodes with 12 network segments. The E3 PDH lines were
situated in the ATM pilot network while on the ETB all the lines were STM-1. This
explains the higher CDV value at point measurement 7.

3.2.5 CDV with background traffic.

Figures 3.12. 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 give the CTD CPDF for 4 different TUT: 21.2 Mbit/s,
8.98 Mbit/s, 4.55 Mbit/s and 7.93 Mbit/s. The total load is always 90 % and the fixed
delay has been removed. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 have been measured with configuration
1 (2 input lines for background traffic at each stage) and figures 3.14 and 3.15 with
configuration 2 (4 input lines for background traffic at each stage). Now the CDV will
come from the conditions encounter by the TUT without background traffic (e.g. phys-
ical layer overhead, switch architecture, etc) and by the queueing delay introduced by
being multiplexed with background traffic. Therefore, note that the theoretical queueing
models do not take into account the first class of delavs.
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Figure 3.12: CTD CPDF for a TUT
PCR of 21.2 Mbit/s (OO'OOO cells/sec).
Configuration 1. m is the number of
multiplexing stages.
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Figure 3.13: CTD CPDF for a TUT
PCR of 8.98.Mbit/s (21'180 cells/sec).
Configuration 1. m is the number of
multiplexing stages.
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The curves show that the ATM pilot and the EPFL segment introduce the most part
of the CDV (e.g. in curve 3.12, the CDV value of a 10~6 quantile introduced in the 5
multiplexers on the ETB is around 50-60 ¿¿sec, while for the ATM-pilot-EPFL segments
is 250 ¿isec). To justify this values we first see that the CDV introduced in the ATM
pilot without background traffic, see table 3.3, is around 55 jusec (the double than in
the ETB segment). This is mainly due to the E3 PDH links and the possibility of some
delay due to the multiplexing with some traffic on the ATM pilot segment (remember
that there always be a load less than 40 % on the ATM pilot segment). Secondly, the
background traffic at the ETB segment is the superposition of GBR sources while at the
EPFL segment is Bernoulli. While a queue on the ETB can be modeled as an ND/D/l
queue system, an EPFL queue can be modeled as an N * Geo/D/l queue system. It is
well known that an N * Geo/D /l queue system upper bounds a ND/D/l queue system
and both are upper bound by a M + D/D/l queue system. These facts can explain
that the ATM pilot-EPFL segments introduce more CDV than the ETB segments. The
different tail behavior in curves 3.12 and 3.13 respect to curves 3.14 and 3.15 are difficult
to justify. A possible explanation could be that in the ATM pilot segments, although the
load was very low. our traffic could be multiplexed with short high peak rate bursts (e.g.
IP-over-ATM applications that were tested from time to time on the ATM pilot network).
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Figure 3.14: CTD CPDF for a TUT
PCRof 4.55 Mbit/s (10731 cells/sec).
Configuration 2.
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Figure 3.15: CTD CPDF for a TUT
PCR of 7.93 Mbit/s (18703 cells/sec).
Configuration 2. Comparison with
M/D/l and Erlang-M models.

In curves 3.14 the recirculation technique is used in order the TUT crosses more than
7 multiplexing stages (e.g. m=12 and m=14 multiplexing stages). Since the Traffic
Contract on the ATM pilot gives as a VP bandwidth limited to around 52000 cells/s (ap-
proximately 22 Mbit/s) we have to use TUT's which PCR is less than 5 Mbit/s. Point 12
is the same that point 5 after recirculating the TUT. We can observe that configuration
2 which has 4 input lines, introduces much more CDV that configuration 1 that has
only 2 input lines for multiplexing stages. Thus, balancing more the traffic among more
input lines is worst. This is logic, since the contention of 2 input lines is less than the
contention that produces 4 lines.
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Assuming a worst case dimensioning with the M/D/1 queue system and heavy traffic
approximation, the delay distribution of stage m can be approximated with the Erlang-M
distribution, equation (2.7). In figure 3.15 the delay distributions for m=l, 5 and 7 are
compared with an M/D/1, Erlang-5 and Erlang-7 models for the same load conditions.
As can be observed, the M/D/l approximation is a rather pessimistic bound. Table 3.5
gives a summary of this approximation for values of a quantile of 10~6 that are compared
with the measurements values shown in table 3.4.

TUT PCR (cell/s) m=l m=5 m=7 m=12 m=14
Configuration 1

50'OQO
35'307
21180

28.3
28.3
31.1

59.5
53.8
70.8

254.8
294.4
359.6

na
na
na

na
na
na

Configuration 2
18'703
10731
5'448

33.9
33.9

99.5
93.4

33.9 j 96.3

263.3
254.8
215.2

na
291.6
254.8

na
339.7
280.3

Table 3.4: Measured CDV in usée (10~6 quantile of the CTD CPDF). "na' means non
available, the recirculation technique was not used due to high TUT PCR.

m=l
186.9

m=5
297.3

m=7
348.2

m=12
458.7

m=14
501.1

Table 3.5: Estimated CDV in ¿¿sec (10~6 quantile of the CTD CPDF) using the Erlang-M
approximation.

As It can be seen in table 3.4, the CTD quantile measured both for configuration 1 and
2 are closed to each other for all TUTs at measurements points from m=l to m=5. At
point m=7, when the TUT comes back from the ATM pilot, all measured values lie
within the interval 250± 50 ¿tsec, except one result (that one plotted in figure 3.13) that
is much higher. This effect can be observed in the difference of the tail of figures 3.12
and 3.13 respect to figures 3.14 and 3.15. We interpret this result as some interaction
in the ATM pilot with some background traffic. The results with m=12 and m=14 have
been measured with TUT recirculation and only for PCR of 4.55 Mbit/s and 2.3 Mbit/s.
In stages from m=l to m=5 where the traffic was fully controlled we can observed that
the CDV is an increasing function of the PEL This result was stated on the studies
performed on the COST project. For stages higher than m=5 it is difficult to observed
this effect This is due to the fact that the results for m=7, 12 or 14 depend on the ATM
pilot multiplexing conditions such as PDH framing, multiplexing with any bursty traffic
coming from another projects or recirculation techniques.

Table 3.5 shows the Erlang-M approximation. If we compare tables 3.4 and 3.5 we can see
what it was said, the Erlang-M approximation gives pessimistic values for CDV values in
the multiplexing cases m=l to m=5. The reason is that the background traffic is 2 Mb/s
CBR connections. Furthermore, we must take in mind that the measured values include
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other interactions than only queueing delays as was indicated with the CBR without
background traffic. The only ones that approximate better the Erlang-M approximation
was due to possible multiplexing in the ATM pilot with bursty traffic (stages higher than
m=5). We must mention the case m = 7. In this measurement point, the TUT has been
multiplexed in 5 stages in the ETB, in 2 stages in the Swiss ATM pilot, in 2 stages in
the EPFL platform and in 2 stages in the Swiss ATM pilot. The result is 11 multiplex-
ing stages. However, the 4 multiplexing stages of the Swiss ATM pilot represent loads
lower than 0.4. Since the Erlang-M applies under the assumption of heavy traffic, we
compare the measurements of point m = 7 with an Erlang-7 and in the interpretation of
the results we must remember that from time to time there were bursty traffic in these
stages. I want to note that even if I consider Erlang-11 or Erlang-7. it is really difficult
to compare and get conclusions of this comparison.

TUT PCR (cell/s)
SO'OOO
35'307
2F180
18703
10'731
5'448

m=l
36.8
39.6
45.3
50.9
53.8
53.8

m=5
79.3
73.6
90.6
124.6
127.4
121.7

m=7
314.3
220.8
229.3
218.0
192.5
223.7

m=12
na
na
na
na

226.5
240.7

m=14
na
na
na
na

311.4
317.1

Table 3.6: Gamma approximation in /xsec (10 6 quantile of the CTD CPDF). "na" means
non available

Another model to approximate the delay distribution and furthermore the CDV is to
compute the mean and variance of the end-to-end queueing delay assuming indepen-
dence and match it with a Gamma distribution. Thus, the mean and variance of the
delay at each measurement point have been used to fit the Gamma distribution. The
ATM analysers gave us the transfer delay distribution and at the same time the mean
and variance of this distribution. Therefore, the use of a Gamma distribution is an alter-
native method to compute the CDV. I do not present the parameters that fit the Gamma
distribution since this values were analysed by the other partner of the project. However
I explain the technic used to get this alternative computation of the CDV. The CDV due
to other factors than queueing delay are not small (especially after crossing the ATM
pilot). The mean and variance of the delay under zero load condition have been removed
from the measured mean and variance of the delay. The resulted mean and variance have
been matched to a Gamma distribution with the assumption that the delay introduced
by queueing is independent of the delay introduced by other factors. To compare with
the measurements, the resulting Gamma distribution has been combined by convolution
with the delay distribution due to the other factors. So, at the end all the sources of
CDV are added to the final distribution. In our case, this provides better results than
directly fitting the Gamma distribution to the end-to-end delay distribution.

The results of table 3.6 fits much better the measurements than the Erlang-M approx-
imation. However, they are sometimes optimistic as the case of the TUT with PCR of
2T180 cells/s. This result corresponds to that one of figure 3.13 for which the tail of the
CPDF at m=7 is different of what would be expected for a Gamma CPDF which has a
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negative exponential tail. Matching a Gamma distribution is a good approximation to
compute CDVs.

TUT PCR (cell/s)
10731
5 '448

m=12
300.1
257,6

m=14
353.9
288,8

Table 3.7: Estimation of the CDV from a delay measurement.

6 S 10
M: number oí síages

Figure 3.16: CDV as a function of the number of stages for a PCR of 5448 cells/s.

We can see what happens if we take the mean and variance of a single queue and as-
suming independence, we match the end-to-end delay distribution with a Gamma or a
Gaussian distribution. Thinking in what we know about the experiments, we can say
that this method can give good results for m < 5 since the only traffic that was multi-
plexed in these stages was CBR background traffic. The mean and variance of the first
queue will not have into account the interfering traffic of the ATM pilot network or the
kind of background traffic used on the EPFL segment network. Therefore, this method
will not give good results for those multiplexing stages situated at measurement points
higher than 5. However, we could consider the ETB network segment, and the ATM
pilot network together with the EPFL network segment as independents and compute an
estimation of the delay CPDF quantiles at measurement points m = 12 and m = 14 by
convolution of the measured delay PDF at m = 5 and m = 7. Results of this method can
be found in table 3.7. As we can observe, these results fit well the measured ones. We
note that we have only fitted values for two TUTs since the other ones were not available
due to bandwidth VP constrains in the ATM pilot network.

Finally, we have plotted the CDV as a function of the number of stages for a PCR of
5448 cells/s in figure 3.16. We can see what it is stated in COST 242: the CDV does not
grow unbounded as the number of stages increases. In the graph we observe that as the
number of stages increase the CDV grows more moderately.
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3.3 Conclusions and comments about the experiments.

In this chapter the results provided by two ATM platforms have been presented. These
Testbeds were used to perform traffic experiments in the context of ATM layer and more
specifically in the case of the BAF Testbed to validate a MAC protocol and in the case
of the EXPLOIT Testbed in the context of traffic control and traffic congestion. Here,
my intention is to present some examples of how CDV is introduced in a real network.

In the case of the BAF Testbed the results obtained to validate the good behavior of the
MAC protocol in terms of transfer delay and 1-point CDV allow me to show how CDV
is introduced. In this case, the 1-point CDV curves are the ones that show the CDV be-
havior of the MAC protocol. Most of the CDV is introduced by the Permit Distribution
Algorithm (PDA), the multiplexing with background traffic and the Global FIFO queue.
In the case of a zero background load, the CDV is introduced by the PDA since an NT
must wait for a request block before it can inform the LT about new arrivals. IrTthe case
of presence of background traffic, the CDV is introduced by the PDA together with the
multiplexing of background traffic and the Global FIFO.

In the EXPLOIT Testbed (ETB) the Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) of a reference connec-
tion crossing a tandem of switches has been measured. The reference connection has
crossed three ATM segments, the ETB, the Swiss ATM pilot network and the EPFL
Communications Laboratory. Each one of these segments have different switch architec-
tures (FORE systems, PKI or ALCATEL BELL) and traffic conditions. We have used
models proposed in [4] to compute the CDV as a quantile of the CTD CPDF, see sub-
sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. To load the network several traffic techniques have been used:
background traffic recycling, load balancing and traffic duplication. We have tried to
minimize the possible effects (e.g. correlated traffic) that these techniques could have in
the reference source.

The CDV has been compared with values derived theoretically, e.g. the Erlang-M ap-
proximation that overestimates the CDV measured. Having the measured mean and
variance of the CTD, we have matched the CDV using the convolution approach and
assuming independence at each queue, e.g. fitting a Gamma distribution. We have seen
that these methods approximate much better the CDV. However they have the drawback
that the delay distribution must be known. That was our case since the Testbed give
us the opportunity of measuring delay through the entire network configuration. Fur-
thermore, in the Testbed we also have the CDV introduced not only by queueing but
also by the physical layer, multiplexing with OAM cells, switch processing and switch
architecture. We have shown, see the experiments without background traffic, that the
PDH links introduced non negligible amount of CDV.

The experiments, both in the BAF Testbed and the EXPLOIT Testbed, were limited
by the limiting equipment, mainly in Test Generator/Analyzers. The limiting of this
kind of equipment made that the experiments were influenced by correlated traffic as a
consequence of using optical splitters in order to increase the load in the multiplexors.
To decrease the effect of correlated traffic we defined a set of rules to be followed: use
of phase-moving sources, less than 50% of background recycled traffic at each stage, bal-
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anced loads, duplicated traffic only at different stages were some of the solutions applied
to our network configuration. However, I think that we achieved a relative fair configura-
tion in spite of the limitations. Other drawback we had to face and that to my knowledge
was shared by other European projects was the lack of real users who could make more
satisfactory our results. Now, this is one of the main goals in European Testbeds.

We must mention that the results do not present confidence intervals. This is due to the
small number of experiments performed in the Testbed. Only one experiment represents
a huge amount of time. For example to fulfil the memory of the HP analyzer (130 KceüV,
in the BAF Testbed with a 64 Kbit source can represent around 15 minutes, however,
loading this memory in a computer, represents around 40 minutes.

The contribution of this chapter to the thesis is: a experimental study of the CDV ac-
cumulated on real ATM Testbeds. The methods proposed to compute the CDV come
from the literature (e.g. use of the Erlang-M distribution or to fit delays to a Gamma
distribution assuming independence). The results depend on the specific set up config-
uration of the Testbeds. With both groups, BAF group and EXPLOIT group, we hac.
to learn and develop a set of skills to apply the theoretical background in a real envi-
ronment. Therefore, I consider very profitable all the experience gained in the set up of
the experiments, not only in terms of results but also in terms of technology. We were in
constant contact with most of the manufactures of the prototypes that gained with the
feedback of our experiments.
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Chapter 4

The Benes approach applied to
ATM Networks.

This chapter is devoted to the Benes approach to the Virtual Waiting Time as a tool
to calculate several ATM queue systems. The Benes approach has been used in many
systems either at cell level (the M/D/l, the ND/D/l or the M + D/D/l queue systems)
and at burst level (bursts Poisson distributed or a finite number of On/Off sources with
On and Off periods exponentially distributed).

The chapter begins in section 4.1 describing the Benes Approach to the Virtual Waiting
Time of a G/G/l queue system. Different systems to which the Benes approach can be
applied are also given: fluid arrival processes or the G/D/l queue system are among them.
Mathematical proof of the approach for the G/D/l queue system is given together with
an intuitive way of understanding the approach. Section 4.2 describes several applications
of the Benes approach in the ATM cell level as the M/D/1 queue system, ND/D/l or
the M + D/D/l queue systems, while 4.3 describes how to apply it to the burst level.
Finally, in section 4.4, the Ballot theorem applied to networks may be also used to solve
ATM systems at cell level.

4.1 The Benes approach to the virtual Waiting Time.

The Benes approach has been recently applied to study constant service time servers in
ATM networks, see [4], [70] and [87]. This approach expresses the Virtual Waiting Time,
V3. of a G/G/l queue and gives an upper bound of the queue length distribution. In
constant service time single server systems we can relate the number of customers in the
server at time s, Ls, with the unfinished work in the system, Vs, in the following way
(being the unit of work the service time of one customer):

£,, = \VS] and P{L<¡ > x} = P{VS > x} being x an integer (4.1)

We assume a system with infinite buffer and service capacity a unit of work per unit of
time. In general, let be N ( t ) . t > 0, the amount of work arriving into the system in the
interval [-t.O). Let <f)(i) = N ( t ) — t be the excess of work arriving in that interval and V-t
is the work still in the system at time -£. It can be shown, [4] and [70], that for í > 0:
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if Vo = supt>o{(l>(t)} then P{V0 > x] > P{(j)(t) > x} (4.2)

For stability we require ^(oo) = — oo. Giving a partition of the event {Vo > x} accordin
to the last exit time u=sup {t > 0 : <?!>(i) = x} of the excess work function and assumin
that the system is stable, the Benes principle concludes that:

o > x} {3 unique u s.t : (£>(u) = x and <f)(w) < x for w > u}
(4.3)

In those cases in which <p(t) is continuous and differentiate (see 4.1 for a realization of
the process </>(i)):

P{V0 > x} = I P{(j)(u + du) < x < <j)(u) and <f)(w) < x for w > u} (4.4)
JU>Q

We can deduce the following equivalence (this deduction is done for the G/D/1 queue
system in the following subsections):

{V_u = 0} •» (<i>(w) < 4>(u) for w > u}

Now. we can write equation (4.4) as:

P{V0 > x} = / P{(f)(u + du) < x < (f>(u) and V^u = 0}
Ju>0

(4.5)

(4.6)

Figure 4.1: Realization of the process e(t)
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Except in a few cases, it is difficult to obtain simple expressions for this integral. How-
ever, expressing the probability P{(f>(u + du) < x < <j)(u) and V_u = 0} as the product
P{<f>(u + du) < x < 4>(u) | F_u = 0} • F{V_U = 0} bounds can be given by approx-
imation of the term P{V_U = 0}. For instance, a simple upper bound is obtained by
approximating P{V_U = 0} by 1.

In those cases in which 4>(t) is not differentiate (e.g. Brownian motion) we refer to [4^
for an application to the Benes approach.

The Benes approach can be applied to some interesting systems that appear in the study
of ATM networks. Among the most interesting we can summarize:

• Fluid arrival process.

If N(t) is a continuous function, the system behaves as a reservoir with constant
output c, see [70]. Let Tt be the arrival rate at time -t. Then,

_ dN(t) _ dftt)
*~ dt + at

Writing <j)(u + du) = (f>(u) + (Fu — l)du. and summing over all values of F.j. see [70].
equation (4.6) can be expressed as:

r r ^
P{Vs>x} = I (c-X)—P{N(t)<x + cu, FU = A, V,-a = 0} d\ du

JU>Q J\<c °x o -\

• The G/D/1 system.

Considering the discrete-time system in which work arrives in packers of fixed
length called cells, as for example happens in ATM networks, we define .V(s — t, s;
as the number of cell (client) arrivals in the interval [s-t,s), and the function c(t^
as 4>(t) — N(s — t,s) — t. Thus, the integral in equation (4.4) is substituted by a
summatory. Defining Ls as the queue length at time s and applying equivalence
(4.1), we arrive at:

P{L, > x} = ]T P{(ß(t) = x and Ls_ t = 0} (4.S'1

t=i

To arrive to this result, Roberts and Virtamo in [87] give proof of this formula
through 4 properties that have function (ß(t). We here give a summary of these
properties and their proof for a better understanding of the Benes approach:

Proof: (see [87])

- If the system is stable, there is a positive value t such that N(s — u, s) < u
for u > t. In other words, it has to be some point in a sufficient large interval
of time where the arriving work to the system is less than the work served in
the system.
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We know that if in an interval of time u the arriving work N(s — u, s) < u
the system is empty at time s. Now, It can be shown that at any arbitrary
positive time u: {(j)(w] < <t>(u) for w > u} &• {Ls-u = 0}

We can rewrite {(j)(w) < (f)(u) for w > n} as:

{(j)(w) < 4>(u) for w > u} =
{N(s — w,s) — w < N (s — u, s) — u for w > u} =
{N(s — w, s) — N (s - u, s) < w — u for w > u} =
{N(s — w,s — u) < w — u for w > u} =>• {Ls-u = 0}

In the other hand, Ls_u = O means that there is a value w > u for which
the arrival work in the interval (s — 10, s — u) is less than w — u. Then:
N (s — w, s — u) < w — u. Now it is easy to derive the left-hand inequality.

N(s-w,s-u) < w-u

V

s-w s-u

Figure 4.2: Property 2.

— We want to show that if Ls > x there exists a t > 0 such that <f>(t) > x. For
stability, there is a í such that the system is empty (Ls_t — 0). We call tmtn

the smallest í > 0 such the last condition holds. For any í < tmin. the system
is in a busy period since there is work to serve. In the interval [s — £mm,s),
N(s — tmin.s) work has arrived and tmin work has been served. Therefore,
since at time s — tmm the system is empty, Ls ~ N(s — tmin^s} — tmin + 1.
From here, we conclude that if Ls > x then 4>(tmtn) > x.

- If LS > x =>• for any Q < q < x, there exists a t > 0 such that <j>(t) = q. This
comes from the fact that r/>(i + 1) > cp(t) if some work arrives in the interval
[s — t — 1, s — í), and (j)(t + 1) = 0(i) — 1 if no work arrives in that interval. If
LS > x and taking into account that <¿(í) is continuous. <j>(t} will take every
possible value between I/, — 1 > x and 0 as í increases beyond imm.

From these points, we can conclude that if Ls > x there exists an unique point t
such that {(j>(t) = x and cp(w) < x for w > t} or equivalently from the second
property {0(i) = x and Ls-t = 0}.
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Another view of the proof.

We have shown the Benes formula following the proof given in [87]. An alternative way
of understanding the proof could be the following: We define £ as any realization of the
queue length. We have to show the following relations:

U {(ß(t) - x and L-t = 0} •» {L0 > %}
t =i

(<j>(t) = x and L-t = 0} n {#(«') = x and L-t? =0} = 0 for t jí t'

oo
To show the first relation, (J {<f>(t) = x and L-t = 0} •» {Lo > x}, we have to

£=1
show that:

V t > 0 | £ e {<f>(t) = x and L_ t = 0} => £ 6 {L0 > x}
This relation is easy to see since the event {(f>(t) = x and L-t = 0, t > 0}
implies that as a maximum t — I units of work have been served at time 0.
Since there has been N(t, 0) = t + x arrivals in the interval [-t,0), at time 0
the queue length is LQ > x for any í > 0.

V £ € {I>o > x} => 3 í > O £ 6 (0(í) = x and L-t = 0}
This is like proposition 3 and 4 of Roberts and Virtamo. We assume that
LO > x. We define as tn with n > 0 those values of í such the system is
empty, being in+i < tn. Without loss of generality, we say that at ÍQ the
system is empty and <$(ÍQ) = x' with x' > x. Since, </>(in) = 4>(tn-i) ~ 1
if there are no arrivals, and the system is stable (0(i<x>) = — oo), (p(t) takes
all the values from x' to — cc. Therefore, there are a set of points in which
{(f>(t) = x and L-t = 0}.

• {(f>(t) = x and L-t = 0} n {0(í') = x and I_t/ = 0} = 0 forint'

We could wonder if the event {0(i) = x and L-.t = 0} is included in the event
{(p(t') = x and L-f = 0}, it is to say, that there is another point where the
Benes approach applies. To see that these events are disjoint we make the fol-
lowing reasoning: assume an £ such that Ç 6 (0(£) = x and L_¡ = 0} and
í € {(p(í') = x and L.e = 0} for t' > í.

Being t' -t- x the number of arrivals over the interval [-i',0), to be empty the system at
time -í, the following inequation must holds: N(t',t) <t' — t. Under the conditions
given before, in the interval [— í', í) have arrived: t'+x—(t+x) = t'—t cells. However,
this is contradictory with the fact that we have assumed an empty system at time
-t.

In the particular case in which we have a stable queue with periodic input of period T
and arrivals in the interval [s-T,s). we can rewrite (4.8) as (see [87]):
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«>(t)=x and L, =

Figure 4.3: Disjoint events.

T

P{LS > x} = ̂ P{<o(í) = j and 4>(u}<x. t<u<T} (4.10)
í=l

To show this formula, we can make the same reasonings as for the general formulation,
see [87]. We consider a periodic system of period T handling N < T sources. Each
source emits a unit of work uniformly distributed in the period. We can now rewrite
the properties presented by Roberts and Virtamo in the interval 0 < í < T (where we
consider T as an integer).

• Stability: (f>(T) < 0. This means that N(s -T.s) <N <T.

• L s > x =>• there exists a 1 < u < T such that (f>(u) > x.

• LS > x =*• for any q (0 < q < x) there exists a 1 < u < T such that (j>(u) = q.

From these points it is concluded that there exists a unique point 1 < u < T such that;
= x and </>(u) < x, t < u < T}.

4.2 Queueing models at cell level using the Benes approach

The Benes approach to the Virtual Waiting time can be applied to a wide range of
queuing models. Here, some of the most used models in ATM networks at cell level are
outlined.

4.2.1 The M/D/l system

Poisson arrival processes have been extensively used for queue modeling (e.g. buffer di-
mensioning). We assume that the cells arrive as a Poisson process. If we choose the
service time as the time unit, the arrival intensity is equal to the server load p. The
M/D/l is a good approximation to the superposition of CBR sources when non of them
dominates (e.g. the period of the sources is large enough) if the multiplex load is not
very high. This model ignores the correlations at cell level and overestimates congestion
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effects in short time (see [87]).

Thus, to calculate the complementary unfinished work distribution of the M/D/1 system
applying the Benes approach, we express equation (4.8) at time 0 as Q(x) = P{L$ > x}-.

Q(x) = £ P{<i>(t) = x and L_ t = 0} = £ P{<I>M = x \ L-t = 0}-
t=i t=i (411-,

.P{L_t = 0} = (l-p)g^ *-«

Roberts and Virtamo in [87] propose an alternative representation of Q(x) changing
variables and applying Jensen's theorem (see [89]):

t=0

~b "1provided that \b e~b\ < e"1.

We have to change variables in equation (4.12): í — )• t — x and:

t=i+i

Summing and resting from í = 0 to í = x:

Q(x] = (1 - P)
t=o t=o (4.1

Now. we can apply Jensen's theorem to the first summatory taking into account thac:
a = —par, 6 = p and i = í:

rtírï-1 n .0\yw-g;; r-P(t-x) Ul*Q(x) - i - (i - p) 2_, TJ e í4-10

t=o z-

However, loss of accuracy due to the cancelation of terms, appears in the calculation
of the complementary unfinished work distribution of the M/D/1 system applying the
Benes approach, formula (4.15). This problem appears for large values of x when p is
closed to 1. Virtamo, in [91], solves this numerical problem through a polynomial repre-
sentation of the unfinished work distribution.

We must express Q(x) = 1 - (1 — p) epx P[x\(x — [ij), where Pn(x) is the polynomial
Pn(x] = £j ujx1 with coefficients Pn = (OQ. QI , ...,an). Now, beginning with PQ = (1
and defining ß = p e~p, polynomial Pn+i can be calculated recursively as:

Pn+i = (V a,, -ßao/l, -ßai/2,..., -/3an/(n + 1))
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Figure 4.4: Loss of accuracy due to cancelation of terms in the M/D/1 model for p = 0.8

We can observe in figure 4.4 the loss of accuracy produced in the M/D/1 final equation
(4.15). For a load of p = 0.8 and values of x > 30 the cancelation of terms produce
probabilities which oscillate between negative values and positive values higher than 1.
With the polynomial representation the numerical problem is solved.

4.2.2 The .V • D/D/l system

This model takes into account the periodic nature of the sources, and thus, the corre-
lation at cell level, although has the limitation of assuming identical periods for all the
sources (homogeneous traffic). The input process consists, see [87], of a superposition of
N independent sources of identical period T, uniformly distributed over the period. In
contrast with the M/D/l system, where the arrivals were uncorrelated, in the N• D/D/l
successive cell arrivals are negatively correlated expecting shorter queue lengths. Thus,
given the same load, the M/D/l is commonly used as an upper bound to the N -D/D/l.

We consider the unfinished work in the system at time 0 to be VQ. Since we assume an
stable system (.V < T), for any arrival phase, there has to be some instant in the interval
[-T,0) where the queue is empty. That means that VQ only depends on the arrivals in
this interval and the arrivals in the previous period can be "switch-off1 (it is as if the
system begins empty). Considering as the only arrivals the N independent sources over
the period T. we apply equation (4.10):

P{L0 t<u<T \ N(Q. t) = £
t=i

x}
(4.16)

P{jV(0, í) = t — x} represents the probability that arrives exactly t+x cells in the interval
[-t.O). Since the sources are uniformly distributed, this probability follows a binomial
distribution:

P{N(Q,t] = t
N

t + x (1-y) (4.17)
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P{(f)(u) < x, t < u < T | N(Q, í) = í 4- x} represents the probability that the system
is empty at time -í, giving that í + x cells have arrived in the interval [-t,0). We can
now construct an auxiliary system, where arrives N — t — x cells uniformly distributed
over a period of length T — t. This system has to be empty at time 0. Therefore, this
probability is 1 — p', being p' the load of the auxiliary system: p' = (N — t — x)/(T — t).

Then, equation (4.16) corresponds to:

P{LQ >x}
t=l

Average waiting time and average number in the queue in an N • D/D/1 sys-
tem queue.

Dron et al show in [38] that the average waiting time in the queue, W, of a queue system
multiplexing N periodic sources of period Tc(,r (with load p = ^—) is the following:

*• cbr

This result is obtained using the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) of the virtual waiting
time distribution of the nD/G/l queue system found in [88].

The number of cells in the queue Q can be calculated using Little's formula: in periodic
systems this can be interpreted as following, see [55]:

P{W = x} = P{a departure leaves x — 1 cells in the queue} =
= lffiP{Q — x} with x > 0

Therefore applying this relation:

_ W 1
0 = p . W = —í— V -r (4.21)

2T^ ¿í ^.( .V-l-fc)!

Idle and Busy periods in an N • D/D/1 system queue.

In [92], Virtamo gives expressions for the busy and idle periods of an N • D/D /l system
queue. Let T be the period of the sources and N the number of sources. To calculate
the idle period distribution, the joint event that characterizes an idle period is defined
by the following events (A, B and C):

A: there is an arrival in the interval [O.dt) (for periodicity is equivalent to an arrival in
the interval [T,T+dt) ).
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B: there are non arrivals in the interval [T — l.T) (is equivalent to all the N-l arrivals
occur uniformly distributed on the interval [O, T — /) ).

C: the system is empty at time T — I.

If Qidie(l] — P{length of idle period > 1} is the complementary idle period distribution.
Virtamo shows that Qldie(l] = 3§ ¡̂fy> being dQldle(l) = P{A n B n C} = P{A n B} •
P{C \ A fi B}. Following these definitions:

Qldle(l] = (l - )"'2 • (l - T_ + 1) (4.22)

Note that the maximum idle length can be Z — T — N with non-zero probability. Virtamo
also give expressions for the average number of idle and busy periods nt¿ie in the interval
period T and for the average idle length ïldie'·

— -

T-N T T -N
Hdle — nldie N T-N + 1

For the busy periods distribution qbusy(r) = P{length of busy period = I}, the followin
events are defined:

A: the system is empty before time 0.

B: there is an arrival at time 0.

C: there are / — 1 uniformly distributed arrivals in the interval [0. 1).

D: the system is empty at time I.

Now, the busy period distribution can be expressed as: qbusij(l) = P{C n D \ A C\ B}
pi¿ B} • P{C | B} • P{A n D j B H C}, and it can be shown that:

T~N ,ll-2T-iv-1-1

To calculate the average busy length

N T T
busy ~ nldle - N T-N + l

4.2.3 The modulated iV • D/D/l system.

A model that can be applied to shaped SBR WCT is the modulated N • D/D/l sys-
tem. A SBR WCT source is an On/Off source with bursts at two levels if r >
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1): the On/Off periods duration are controlled by the GCR.A(TscR^iBT), and in the
On period there are bursts of back-to-back cells followed by silences governed by the
GCRA(TpCß,r). In the case of shaped sources, r < (TPCR - 1), the SBR WCT
source is modeled as an On/Off source, emitting cells spaced at the declared PCR,

The number of cells on the On period is given by the Maximum Burst Size

If P {N > TPCR} < e (with N the number of sources), the burst scale queueing is almost
inexistent and the P{Lo > x} can be approximated by the modulated N -D/D/l system.

Consider the superposition of N independent On/Off sources with intercell spacing TPCR,
see figure 4.5. The burst length is multiple of TPCR and the silence length can be of any
length. We consider that the burst begins with a cell arrival and ends with a silence of
TPCR slots. The activity factor is determined by the expression: CK¿ = T

 T^—.

'off

'PCR

Figure 4.5: Modulated process.

Note that we can apply the Benes approach since always there is an empty slot between a
period of TPCR slots (e.g. the system is stable: N < TPCR). If Pn = P{N(Q.TpCR) = n}
is the number of cell arrivals in a period TPCR, it is to say, the number of sources active
will be given by the convolution of the N Bernoulli variables Q¿. Conditioning in the
number of arrivals N(O.TpcR):

P{L0 >x}=r P{N(Q,TPCR) = n}-
nr=0

£ P{N(T',TPCR) = k and LT, = 0 | N(Q:TPCR) = n}
x<k<n

(4.24)

where T' = TPCR -k + x. Note that P{N(T',TPCR) = k and LT> = 0 | N(O.TPCR) =
n} is the virtual waiting time of a n • D/D/l system that we represent as
Therefore, equation (4.24) comes to:

(4.25)
n=0

If all the sources are equal, the activity factors are the same (a¡ = a) and Pn is given by
a binomial and we can conclude that:

(4.26)
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4.2.4 The M + D/D/l queue system.

A model usually applied to the study of the Cell Delay Variation of a CBR source in an
ATM multiplexer is the M + D/D/1 queue system, see [86]. In this system a CBR source
is multiplexed with Poisson background traffic of load pp. Note that the Poisson traffic
is the Worst Case situation for the multiplexing of shaped CBR sources (e.g. those ones
with r < (T-l)).

We assume that the CBR period is T and the Poisson arrival intensity is equal to the Pois-
son load pp since the service time is the time unit. Let q(x,y) = P{Ll = y \ Ll-\ = x}
be the transition probabilities for the queue length at the arrival of cell i-th to the
queue server. Therefore: Q(x,y) = P{Lt > y \ L%-\ = x} and we can express:
q(x,y) = Q(x,y- 1) - Q(x,y).

We define the conditional probability Qk(x,y) as:

Qk(xi y) = P{Li > y | I/z-i = x and k Poisson arrivals in[(i — 1)T, iT)}

and:

Q(x,y) = /Qk(x,y)--e-^T (4.27)
fc=0

Since L-t is a Markov chain we have to solve the state equations to calculate the queue
length distributions p(y) — P{Ll = y}:

p(y) = P{L, = y} = J2p(y)q(x.y)

The only term that remains to be calculated is Qk(x,y). We have three cases:

• If x + 1 > T and the number of Poisson arrival is fc < y — (x + 1 — T) or if x + 1 < T
and k < y there is no possibility to reach y and Qk(x,y) = 0.

• If the number of Poisson arrivals is A; > y — (x + 1 — T) the value y will be always
reached and Qk(x.y) = 1.

• The rest of the situations corresponds to those ones where the queue length at
arrival of cell (i-l)-th, Lt-i = x plus the cell arrived at that time are consumed
before the period ends: it is to say x + 1 < T. Then for y < k < y — (x + l — T),
Qk(x, y) is the queue distribution P{¿o > y } of an N • D/D/l queue system with
k arrivals in a period T.

k—y
tt\t+<i( ) '

In [86]. there are given expressions for the inter-exit time distributions: P{U¡ = u},
where Ut = Wt — WQ. being Wt the waiting time of cell i.
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4.2.5 Other queue systems at cell level.

There are more queue systems that can be modeled at cell level with the Benes approach.
These models can be found in COST 242, [4]. For instance the CDfc/D/l to model the

ksuperposition of heterogeneous periodic sources or the ^NkD£k /D/l to model batch
arrivals. We can also find in [4] bounds and asymptotic results for some of the different
queueing systems described in this chapter.

4.3 Queueing models at burst level using the Benes ap-
proach

At burst level, J.W. Roberts et a/, in [26] and [85], apply the Benes bound for fluid sys-
tems to the superposition of independent on/off sources, both for the finite source model
and for the infinite source model.

For the finite source model, they consider N on/off independent sources. Source i is
defined as follows: successive burst and silence durations are independent with densities
bi(.) and a¿(.) respectively. The expected silence duration is 1/A¿ and the expected burst
duration is 1//J¿. During a burst, work is generated at rate h¿.

Applying equation (4.7) to the finite source model, they arrive to:

P{V0>x}= í \2 (c-d-h)-j-P{N(t) <x + cu, Du = d, V _ u = 0 } d u
Jti>°d-h<c ox (4.28)

Where Dt(i) = 1{source i is on at -t }, and the scalar d • h gives the arrival rate. For
the infinite source model, assuming there are K-u — k bursts in progress at time — u:

P{V0 > x} = í Y (c - k ' h)-^P{N(t) <x + cu, Ku = k, V_u = 0} du
Ju>° k*<c Sx (4.29)

See [26] and [85] for further information if the interarrivais densities are exponentially
distributed and whether the burst rate is greater than or less than the output rate c.

4.4 The ballot theorem applied to periodic queues.

The Benes approach is not the only tool to analyze periodic queue systems, although it
has been proved a very powerful tool. P. Humblet et al present in [55] an alternative
solution to the nD/D/l queue system based on the ballot Theorem ofTakacs. Here we
present a summary of the method.

4.4.1 The ballot theorem.

The classic ballot theorem introduces the following situation. There are two candidates
to a voting. Candidate A obtains n votes and candidate B obtains m votes (n > m).
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What is the probability that candidate A goes ahead always during the voting ? With
this idea in mind. Takacs rewrites the ballot theorem to be applied in networks and
Humblet et al make use of Takacs work to solve periodic systems.

To present the ballot theorem P. Humblet et al start with the following problem: water
is provided to a tub with an instantaneous rate that is either 0 or at least S liters/hour.
The tub empties at a rate of 5 liters/hour. If the total amount of water delivered in an
hour is V liters (V < 5), the fraction of time during which water flows is V/S. To proof
this statement they define an integrable real periodic function a(-) with period T and
that takes values that are either 0 or greater than or equal than S > 0.

rri

Defining V = J0 a(u)du and assuming V < ST, they proof that the measure of time in
which there are no overflow is:

-4 = { t € [O.T) | ¡¡+r a(u)du < Sr, Mr € [0,T) } is T - V/S

From this start, they deal with integer-valued functions on the integers. We present 4
theorems used later to solve the nD/D/l queue system. We here skip the proof, and
recommend [55] for a deeper study of the method and proof of the theorems:

Theorem 1 : Let a\. Q2) • • • > ON be nonnegative integers with sum equal to K < .V. Among
the N cyclic permutations of (ai, 02,..., OAT), there are exactly N — K for which the sure,
of the first r elements never reaches r for all r e [l, N].

Theorem 2 : If (Ai. A?,..., Äff) are cyclically interchangeable random variables with sum
equal to K, then:

0
" K<N

otherwise

Theorem 3 : If ( A i , A 2 , . . . , A f j ) are cyclically interchangeable random variables taking
on nonnegative integral values, then for u > 0:

Fr
l

V~" > i-u,

Theorem 4 : If u > 0 is an integer and (Ai, A2,..., AN) are cyclically interchangeable
random variables taking on nonnegative integral values summing to K < N — u. then:

Pr ¿ Aj < i + u, Vi € [l, IV]
j=i

g„ g+„pr
Z_^ AT- r
r=l

E Aj = r + u
J=l

4.4.2 The ballot theorem applied to the ND/D/l queue system.

We consider a slotted system axis with slot length the unit time. K sources of the same
period M send packets to the system independently and uniformly distributed of each
other (K < M to be the system stable). The queue serves packets in a FIFO discipline.
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Defining as At the number of arrivals in the t-th slot and noting that the pattern is
periodic (At = At mo¿ M), we can express the queue length at the end of the t-th slot Qj
as:

O í = 0
max{(Qt-i-l),Q} + At ¿ > 0

and iterating on t:

t
Q t = max0<i<t( ^2 Aj - i) t > O

j=t-i

taking into account that the system is periodic of period M, and Qo = QM-

o
Qo ~ ^Q^o<i<iv/( / Aj — ¿) (4.30)

Now, we can use this equation to calculate P{Qo > x}:

P{Q0 >x} = l- P{Q0 <x} = l-P{E Aj-i<x, Vie [0, M]}

!_J < x + ¿'. Vi' e [1, M]} = T MW^P{ E ^i-j = a: + r/i-31)
j=l r=l j=l

where we have used theorem 4. If we consider that the packets are uniformly and inde-
r

pendently distributed over the period, we can express P{ Y^ AI- j — x -fr} as a binomial
j=i

distribution and we conclude equation (4.31) as:

E
As can be seen, the ballot theorem applied to a periodic system obtain the same kind
of formula as the Benes approach. 1 have considered more intuitive the Benes approach.
Therefore. I have chosen this approach to study the superposition of WCT sources.
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Chapter 5

Multiplexing Worst Case Traffic
(WCT) Sources.

Due to the jitter captured in the ATM connection, a source must declare tolerances in
order to conform the UPC mechanism. In the case of a DBR connection the tolerance is
called Cell Delay Variation (CDV) tolerance, r, and in the case of a SBR connection its
CDV tolerance. TSCR- Given a traffic contract there are many traffic patterns that can
conform to that contract. In this chapter a worst case traffic (WCT) definition is given
conforming to the UPC mechanism. An analytical model based on the Benes approach
is developed to evaluate the worst case pattern in a DBR connection.

The chapter is organized as follows, section 5.1 defines the worst case traffic compatible
with a Leaky Bucket control. A model that calculates the CPDF of the Virtual Waiting
Time in a single slotted queue system that multiplexes WCT sources is developed in
section 5.2. A fluid version is solved in section 5.3. A batch model that can be used as
an upper bound is described in section 5.4. Finally, in section 5.5 several examples are
given to evaluate the behavior of WCT sources in terms of network resources.

5.1 Worst Case Traffic compatible with Leaky Bucket con-
trol.

Interest in the study of WCT models proceeds from problems raised by traffic control
for Deterministic Bit Rate (DBR) and Statistical Bit Rate (SBR) traffic sources in ATM
networks. Due to the jitter introduced in the network, a DBR source declares a Cell
Delay Variation Tolerance (CDV-T) together with other traffic parameters as the PEL
For a SBR source we saw that two more traffic parameters were declared: the Sustainable
Cell Rate (SCR) and Intrinsic Burst Tolerance (IBT), see chapter 2. The Generic Cell
Rate Algorithm (GCRA) was used to set these traffic parameters to achieve the so called
negligible non-conformance rate.

However, given these conditions we can see how based on ruled traffic parameters we
can define the worst case conditions for the network. The tolerance introduced in the
GCRA mechanism has a collateral effect which complicates the congestion control in
ATM networks. Due to the tolerance declared, the GCRA mechanism allows to pass
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many different traffic patterns which can have very different effects on network conges-
tion. For example, the GCRA can declare as conforming a traffic pattern consisting of
back-to-back cells in periodic bursts, i.e. Worst Case Traffic (WCT). As we shall see.
this type of traffic can produce much greater levels of congestion than those obtained
by the superposition of cells emitted periodically and affected by a certain random jitter
(hence the name). If the network is dimensioned for DBR traffic without bursts, but the
users actually emit WCT, the Quality of Service (QoS) of the network can be seriously
degraded. Hence the concern to quantify the possible effect of WCT on the network QoS.

5.1.1 Worst Case traffics based on traffic parameters.

A Worst Case Traffic connection is defined as that one that all its cells are conforming
to the negotiated traffic, but that requires the greatest amount of resources.

For CBR connections, conformance with the Traffic Contract is defined by means of PEI
(T) and CDV-T (r). There are many traffic patterns which are compatible with the same
values of PEI and CDV-T. For example:

• The source originates cells in a periodic form with an inter-cell distance of T slots.
By the time these cells reach the network they have been affected by CDV and
suffer a jitter picked up by T.

• The source emits periodic bursts of back-to-back cells, see figure 5.1. The bursts
have a Burst Size (Bs) length which must fulfill Bs < [1 -j- y^yl and the silences
have a maximum length of S L = B9 • T — Bs. When B3 = \l + fzil we sav *na"
the source emits a Worst Case Traffic (WCT).

The first type of traffic could correspond to that generated by a CBR coder for voice or
video. The second type of traffic could be generated by certain coders or by "tricky" users.

Bs=l

i

0 T

CBR Source

Figure 5.1: CBR and WCT periodic sources.

Although both types of traffic fulfill the conditions of the contract, they produce ver."
different effects as regards network congestion. Specifically, as we will see. if we wan*
to keep network congestion under control, the possible presence of WCT causes grave
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problems. In fact we can consider that WCT is the worst situation we can have for
traffic which has declared given values of PEI and CDV-T. One could devise other traffic
patterns that produce slightly worst effects on network congestion, but their construction
is much more artificial and less tractable (e.g. see [16]).

The study of WCT is important for several factors. First, as the ITU-T 371 states, the
network can not relay in the fact that the CBR application is going to send periodic
traffic. The only thing that the network knows is that the CBR application can send
traffic according to the traffic contract (idem for VBR applications). A misbehaving
customer can try to take advantage of the UPC function and send bursts of cells fulfill-
ing the traffic contract but demanding most resources that expected. Adaptation ATM
Layer (AAL) schemes can also introduce WCT in a natural way. See as an example
[28]. where a multimedia workstation is assumed to send several AALs each of them
generating CBR traffic at different peak rates and accumulating data in their own queue.
The queues are periodically emptied at a rate of 150 Mb/s with scanning period set to
the lowest involved peak emission period. Therefore, if the network has to ensure QoS
objectives, these possible network conditions must be taken into account (e.g. the CAC
might take into account WCT, the buffers might be greater or traffic shaping might be
used to smooth the WCT bursts).

Related works on Worst Case Traffic are the following: Mignault et al give in [63] a
survey on WCT models both for CBR and VBR sources. The same team study in [27".
and [50] resource allocation for worst case traffic models taking into account both call
and transfer level QoS. They identify three frameworks to allocate resources: the PCR
allocation, the burst loss and the burst delay framework. As WCT models they propose
the M/D^/l/N queue model and a fluid model presented by Roberts et al in [85] using
the Benes bound to study the burst scale behavior in a queue system fed by WCT on/on
sources in which traffic in the on period has been shaped.

Elwalid et al give in [41] an approach based on the Chernoff bound and and Large Devia-
tion Approximations for leaky-bucket regulated traffic. They consider that the output of
a leaky-bucket regulator is extremal and on/off periodic with independent and uniformly
distributed random phases. In [64], the work of Elwalid et al is compared with the fluid
model presented in [85].

All of them solve systems with shaped traffic. For systems with non-shaped traffic ap-
plied to DBR connections, we can use a batch arrival system, see [4], or an approximation
based on the ND/D/1 queue system presented by Ramamurthy and Dighe in [78]. These
models are summarized in section 5.4.

In this chapter, we solve an exact model for a multiplexer fed by homogeneous periodic
WCT (with back-to-back cells) sources using the Benes approach to the Virtual Waiting
time. We give the CPDF of the Virtual Waiting time for the discrete-time model and
for a fluid-flow approximation, see sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. We will compare the
WCT result with models presented in the literature as the bounds proposed in [78] basée
on the ND/D/1 queue system and a batch queue system model, see section 5.5. Finally
in this section, we evaluate the performance of a multiplexor studying the impact thai
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have the WCT sources in the buffer occupancy. The content of this chapter can be found
in [44] and [45].

5.2 Multiplexing WCT sources in a slotted queue.

We consider a multiplexer with a service time equal to an ATM slot loaded with N iden-
tical and independent WCT sources, [44] and [45]. Each WCT source produces a periodic
stream of cells, of period T, with the following pattern: It emits a constant number, b, of
back-to-back cells and then it remains silent during a constant time T — b, (b is the Burst
Size, Eg). The time slots in which each source becomes active are uniformly and inde-
pendently distributed within the period, see figure 5.1. In order to have a stable queue,
we assume that ̂  < 1. We consider that arrivals take precedence over departures (i.e.
first we have cell arrivals (if any), we observe the system, and finally then we have the
service (if any)).

5.2.1 Waiting time Distribution.

Having periodic input traffic of period T we can use equation (4.10) to express the
complementary distribution of the queue length. If we call B-t the number of sources
which become active in the interval [—¿,0), equation (4.10) can be rewritten as:

T X
P{LQ > x} = £ Z-P{W(i,0) =t + x\N(u,Q) <u + x,t <u<T,B-t = i}·

•P{N(u.O) <u + x.t <u
T -v (5 1)

= £ £A(í,* + z, i) - L ( t . 1} -B( t , t ) v

t=i 1=1

The term A(t,t+x,i):

The term A(t.t-i-x,i) will be given by the convolution of the i bursts that become active
in the interval [— í, 0). Depending on the value of í, we consider three regions (see figure
5.2 where 4 burst arrivals of size b cells are considered):

• Region I: If t < b. the bursts will contribute in part to the next period. We must
find by convolution, the number of cells that contribute between 0 and —t.

We define qm(t) as the discrete-time unitary pulse in the interval [l,m], and qm (t)
is its i-th discrete-time convolution. For this region, the contribution of the i active
sources to the term A(t,t + x,i) will be:

Region II: If 6 < í < T — 6, some bursts will contribute with all their cells (those
ones that become active at time t > b). while some ones will contribute with part
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Figure 5.2: Regions to calculate the term A(t,t+x,i).

of the burst as in region I (those ones that become active at time t < b).

For a given time t in this region, a source can be active at time t < 6, contributing
with a pulse such as |c{,_i(i + x), or a source can be active at time ò < t < T — b.
contributing with an impulse: t-'t~ 6(t + x — 6), being 5(y) the discrete-time im-
pulse function.

Therefore, the contribution of i bursts being active at any time in the interval [-t,0)
will be:

A(t. ¿

= t
(*=*=i) S(t + x- b) )« =

• Region III: T—6 < í < T, the arrival of a burst at any time t > T — b is incompatible
with a zero queue length at time -t. Therefore all the burst arrivals, ¿ = N, must
be at any time t < T — b. That means to particularize the formula in region II to
i = N.

From the above we obtain:
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-4(í, t + x, i) = P{N(t, 0) = í + x N (u, 0) < u + x, t < u < T, B-t = i}

i . gW f¿ _|_ ,£\ if t <. b O < i < iV

_• n V 7 / ^ '

—-JN—9f6_n (t + x — bj) if T — b < t < T, i =
k j=Q \ J

A simple expression for Cm (í) is derived in [44] (see also [42]): Let çm(í) be a discrete-
time pulse of amplitude 1 in [1, m] and let q^z) be the z-transform of such pulse. We are
interested in finding a simple expression for the z-th discrete-time convolution of qm(t).
This is equivalent to find a simple expression for the coefficients of the polynomial:

)* = (£*")*
n=l

We can express q^z) as:

We can easily derive (for example, using the convolution algorithm, [31]) that:

i + n-l ^ zn
n

Hence, we obtain (i > 0):

=0 3=0

i + n — sm — 1
n — sm

From that we derive a formula for qm(t) (i > 0 and í = i , . . . , im):

(5.3)

(5.4)

ío.o

(5.6

s=0

i \ í t — sm — l
s j l ¿-1

and qm (t) = O for other values of í. For i = 0 we define

(5.7

where 5(y) is the discrete-time impulse function.

(5.S
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The term L(t,i):

To calculate P{N(u, 0) < u + x, t < u < T\B-t = i} we make use of similar arguments
as those ones to solve the N • D/D/l (see [87]). The event (JV(u,0) < u + x,t <u <
T\B-t = i} corresponds to the situation in which an auxiliary queue loaded with periodic
arrivals of period T-t in an interval [-(T-t),0) is empty at time 0. The arrivals to the said
auxiliary queue are of two classes, see figure 5.3.b:

bursts arming to the queue

•T -CM -(T-t)

a) Original system of period T b) Auxiliary system of period T-t c) Auxiliary system of period T-t

with arrivals from previous period without arrivals from previous period

Figure 5.3: Auxiliary system to calculate term L(t.i)

• N-i independent bursts of b cells distributed uniformly over the period [-(T-t),0)

• A batch arrival at time -(T-t) consisting of ib-t-x cells. This batch arrival models
the contribution of the bursts which (in the original system) began in the previous
period and end partly in the actual period.

However, if the original system is stable (i.e. Nb < T), the auxiliary system will be
also (i.e. (N — i}b + (ib — t - x) < T — í). Under these conditions the batch arrivai
will be served before the end of the period and we do not need to consider the batch ar-
rival to compute the probability that the auxiliary queue is empty at the end of its period.

Therefore in order to calculate L(t, i) we need only take into account the N-i independen:
bursts, see figure 5.3.c:

L(í,¿) = P{.V(u) <u- i -x . í < u <T|B_ t = i} = (1 -

The term B(t,i):

T-t
(5.9

Being the bursts uniformly and independently of each other distributed within a period.
the probability that i sources become active in the interval [—i, 0) follows a binomial
distribution:
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B(M) = P{B-t = i}=(N.^ (1)* • (1 - r' (5.10)

5.2.2 Busy periods.

We can apply the study of the idle and busy period distributions of the N-D/D/l system
queue, see subsection 4.2.2, to the WCT system queue. Now, the WCT busy period
distribution will be Bs cells the GBR busy period distribution: gj^sy(l) = q££yD/l(l/B3)
taking into account that busy period lengths are multiple of the Burst size Bs .

5.3 The fluid WCT model.

A similar study can be done for a system using a fluid-flow approximation, [44] and
[45]. In this case the WCT is defined as a periodic source which produces h information
units during a constant time 6 and which remains silent during a constant time T — b.
The multiplexer is able to serve at rate c. We assume h > c. In this case the server
is saturated whenever at least one burst is in progress, [26], and equation (4.28) can be
expressed as:

P{L0 > x} = c í P{(j>(t) = x, A = 0} • P{Lt = 0 | ¿(t) = x, A = 0}dt,
Jo (5.11)

where N(t) is the work arriving in the interval [—¿,0), and <f>(t) = N(t) — ct, and A is
the arrival rate at time -í. Introducing Bt as the number of sources which become active
in the interval [— í, 0), equation (5.11) can be rewritten as:

P{L0 >x} =

c / E P{4>(t) = x, A = 0, Bt = i}P{Lt = Oj0(i) = x, A = 0, Bt = i}dt ( .
0 i=l (d-1*)

The derivation of the final formula in the case of WCT fluid sources follows the same
steps as in the discrete-time case.

We also have to distinguish between three regions depending on the values of t. Denoting
the density function ft(x + ct) = P{N(t, 0) = x + et \ Lt = 0, A = 0, Bt = 1} as the
work produced by an individual source which becomes active in the interval [-t,0), and
Py(x) as a pulse with amplitude 1 in the interval [0, y). Then, ft(x) = j¿ Pht(x) and:

• Region I: If t < b: Probability P{N(t,Q) = x + et \ Dt = O.Bt = i} will be the
i-th convolution of function ft(x + ct):

Note that condition Dt implies that all the work generated in the interval [-t,0)
comes from the i active sources.
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• Region II: If b < t < T — b: As in the discrete-time case, a source can become active
in [-t,-b) or in [-b,0). Therefore:

ft(x + ct) = ( — phb(x + ct) + (—r-) S(x + ct- hb) )

and its i-th convolution:

MX + ci)(i) = ( ¿j phb(x + ct) + (i=*) o(x + ct- hb) )« =

V í *
3=0 \ 3

i

E
3=0

• Region III: T—b<t<T, the arrival of a burst at any time í > T—b is incompatible
with a zero queue length at time -t as in the discrete-time case. Therefore that
means to particularize the formula in region II to i = N.

The derivation of probability P{Lt = 0\<f)(t) — x,Dt = 0, Bt = i} is similar to the
discrete-time case:

Where the two probabilities of the last term can be calculated as:

P{Lt = 0|iV(t.0) = x + ci,Bt = 1} = (1 - (N~_t
bh)

P{Dt = 0|/V(i, 0) = x + ct, Bt = i} = ( )(iV~l)

And finally, the term P{Dt = 0, Bt = i} is:

Vv~l
} (5.14)

A

We must now derive the i-th convolution of a pulse in continuous time. Let py(x) be a
pulse with unitary amplitude in ( 0 , y ) . In order to get an explicit formula for its i-th
convolution, we obtain first the Fourier transform of py(x):

/

+°° p-juy _ i
e-^xpy(x}dx = j- - - (5.15)

•00 U

Hence, the transform of py (x) is:

_
Pl

y(u)=f( - - - Y (5.16)
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and py (x) can be expressed as (i > 0) :

(i\i \ 1 f °° iuXTiif i i í' V^ / * \ f i \í-fc f °° (pW(x) = — / e> Py(u)du = / I T , (~l) /s 27T V-oo 2?r fc_Q \ A ) J-oo

We now consider the integral:

/ du = I j du + j I ¿—'"a" duj
J-oc Ul 7-00 W y.oo W1 ^ lgj

If ¿ is even the imaginary part of the right hand side of equation (20) vanishes. For the
real part we have ([73], [76]):

(a: — ky)l~l , . T T . f+°° sin(u(x — ky)) ,
„„„í, i / i—i ^LLf^jj =

- _0 W

X — Ky\ , . 7T V
= 7T-

(i-l)!

If i is odd the real part vanishes while for the imaginary part we have:

x sin(u(x — ky)) , (x — ky)1 l ... TT. r+x> sin(u(x — ky)) ,
du = —— TTj—cos((i — 1)—) / du =

(x — ky)l~l 7T
( >j ™ 1 1 1 /

u -L. f . ¿4

Finally we obtain the following expression for py (x) (i > 0):

k=Q

For i = 0 we define:

) = S(x), (5.20!

where S(x) denotes the Dirac delta in continuous-time.

The resulting integrals can be evaluated numerically, for example, by means of the Gauss
method or by Simpson's method.
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5.4 Upper bound models to the WCT model.

G. Ramamurthy and R. Dighe, in [78], use a batch arrival model as an upper bound. We
can note that since the cells of the same batch arrive in the same slot the queue lengua
will be greater than if a WCT burst arrive. That means that a batch model will upper
bound the WCT model. Furthermore, Ramamurthy and R. Dighe propose the following
approximation to the waiting time distribution:

{ B }Let Lg be the queue length at time 0 of a multiplexer loaded with N WCT sources c-f
period T = B3 • TCBR- Then:

P{4B'> > x] « P{41} > z/B,} (5.2I;

Note, that they are making use of the observation that the queue length grows roughly
by a factor of Bs when the burst size increases.

We can find in [4] the ^,NkD'k
k/D/l queue system, where batches of fixed size are

considered in a single multiplexer. In this system there are K source classes with cells :f
class k arriving in constant batches of size o¿ and constant interarrivai time of D^ • £>t-
There are Nk sources of class k. and the class load is: pk =

In order to compare with the WCT system, we particularize the system to homogeneous
batch sources of size ò and period T. See figure 5.4 for a reference between a WCT and
a batch periodic source. Applying equation (4.10) and considering Bt = i sources active
in the interval [-t,0), we arrive to:

T N
P{LQ >x} = Y^ E-P{#(*,0) =t + xN(u,Q) <u + x,t<u <T.B_t = i}-

t=li=l

•P{N(u, 0) < u + x, t < u < T|B_t = t} • P{B-.t = i}
— Y^ I I íib-x\i / i ib-x\N-i n QV-i'& \ '5.22
- L, l ,- j (-T~) • U -- T~> ' (L ~ T-ib-x>

i=\x/b] \ l J

Bs

Figure 5.4: Batch and WCT periodic sources.
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5.5 Performance results.

The fluid model.

As a first result we show in figure 5.5 how well fits the fluid approximation with the
discrete model. We draw a curve with the following parameters: a GBR period TCBR =
10, number of sources N = 8 (that means a load of p = N'/TCBR = 0.80), and burst sizes
of ßs=10,5 and 2. As It can be observed, the fluid model fits quite well the discrete one.
We must take into account that to calculate the integral of the fluid model we have used
numerical methods (e.g. the Gaussian quadrature or the Simpson method).
I have chosen the discrete time model since it is solved exactly.

le+OQ

disc- Bs=10
flu- Bs=10
disc: Bs=5

flu. Bs=5
disc: Bs=2
flu- Bs=2

60 70

Figure 5.5: Comparison between the fluid and discrete time models.

WCT sources performance in a multiplexer.

We are interested in evaluate the queue length distribution of a multiplexer loaded with
WCT sources as a function of the several parameters involved in the system: the period
of the sources and the burst size, and we are also interested in figures as the admissible
load, see [44].

We consider the multiplexing of homogeneous ATM connections which declare in the Traf-
fic Contract a pair Peak Emission Interval and Cell Delay Variation Tolerance, (T,r).
Under these circumstances, as it was explained in subsection 2.3, the UPC mechanism
might allow bursts of size £?, < 1 + Lr~[Ji where the PEI and CDVT are expressed in
ATM cell slots.

Figure 5.6 shows the complementary queue length distribution when 12 sources with a
T of 15 cell slots are multiplexed and transmit bursts of size 1, 2, 5 and 10 cells. These
sources correspond to 10 Mb/s CBR connections multiplexed in a 150 Mb/s link. In
figure 5.7, we vary the number of sources and T while maintaining constant Bs. The
queue length for batches of Bs cells Poisson distributed with the same load (p = 0.8) is
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also drawn.

In table 5.1, we show the buffer size needed to accommodate the multiplexing of WCT
sources with different periods (T) for several burst sizes (Bs). This buffer size is calculated
as a quantile of the distribution of the queue length: Xmax = sup{x : P{Lg < x} < 1 — e},
where we have taken e = 10~8.

rho = 0.8
T=15
T=30
T=60

5S=1
9
13
17

Bs=1
17
25
33

Bs=5
42
60
82

Ba=lO
82
120
163

Table 5.1: Buffer size for a quantile of the queue length distribution with e = 10"
several periods T and bursts sizes (Bs).

for

l l l n i F
Bs=l -
Bs=2 -
Bs=5

Bs=10

N=12T*15 •
N=24T*30 •
N=48T=60 •
N=72T=90

Batch Poisson ttio*0 8 •

1 1 t 1 1 1

10 :0 30 40 :0 60 70
rtellslois)

Figure 5.6: Queue Length CPDF for
N=12 connections, T=15 cell slots.

30 40 50
r (cell slots)

Figure 5.7: Queue Length CPDF
for WCT connections (B3=3), batch
Poisson (S4=3).

From figure 5.6 and table 5.1 we observe that increasing the burst size, the queue length
increments considerably. From a buffer size of 9 cells for sources with T=15 and ßs=l,
we pass to a buffer size of 82 cells for sources with T=15 and J3S=10. We can also con-
clude that the queue length increases by a factor approximately equal to Bs to maintain
the same queue length probability than an ND/D/l queue system.

In figure 5.7 we can observe that multiplexing low bit rate sources emitting bursts of size
Bs = 3 we can use a Poisson process to bound the queue length probability. This fact is
studied and commented in the following chapter.

Models that upper bounds the WCT multiplexing model.

We study these approximations in figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. We first compare with the
batch model and secondly we will see how well Ramamurthy and Dighe's bound fits the
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rhô = 0.8
T=15

wet
batch

B,=2

17
18

B,=5

42
45

B3=10

82
90

BS=15

123
134

rhô = 0.8
#5=5

wct
batch

T=15

42
45

T=30

, 60
. 64

T=60

82
86

Table 5.2: Buffer size for a quantile of the queue length distribution with e = 10 8

WCT model.

In figure 5.8, we compare a multiplexer loaded with periodic WCT sources sending bursts
of Bs back-to-back cells with a system sending periodic batches of size B,. The traffic
parameters in both models are the same: sources with a declared T of 15, and the burst
size B$ is varied. In figure 5.9, we plot the same curves but fixing the burst size to
Bs=5 and varying the periods declared by the sources. We can observe that the batch
approximation does not depend on the value T. However, the higher the burst size is
the worst behaves the approximation. To get a better understanding of these curves, we
have written a table (see table 5.2) for the quantile of the queue length for e = 10~3.

IwflO

Bs=2 wet -
Bs=2ba!ch -

Bs=5 wct -
8s=5 batch
Bs=IOwct •

Bs= 10 batch -
Bs=l5wct •

Bs=I5 batch

«i so IDO
r (cell slots)

1:0 100

Figure 5.8: Queue length CPDF for
several Bs, given a T=15, for WCT
sources and batch sources.

Figure 5.9: Queue length CPDF for
several periods, given a B3=5, for
WCT sources and batch sources.

We apply in figure 5.10 the approximation proposed by Ramamurthy and Dighe for WCT
sources. We label as "wcf that curves calculated with the WCT model, and as ''appox"
those ones using equation (5.21). We observe the same behavior as with the batch bound.
The bound does not depend on the period, but strongly on the burst size. The higher
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Bs=2wct •
8s=2 approx •

Bs=5 wct •
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N=24T=30wa
N=24 T=30 approx
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-
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Figure 5.10: Approximating WCT system by a bound.

the Bs the worst is the bound.

Admissible Load in the multiplexer.

In figure 5.11, the admissible load as a function of the Bs is plotted. We can observe that
to keep the same QoS given a buffer size, the admissible load decreases dramatically. As
QoS has been chosen the value 10~9. The buffer size is the queue length that corresponds
to the quantile for a value of 10~9 when we multiplex 12 CBR sources of 10 Mb/s on a
link of 150 Mb/s: 10 cells.

Thus, for CBR sources, the admissible load is 0.8. With the same queue length and a
burst of 2 cells, we have to drop the admissible load in the multiplexer to 0.4, for a burst
of 3 to 0.33 and for a burst of 4 to 0.2. That means that with the same buffer size to
keep the same QoS, we can only admit 3 connections if they send bursts of size 4 cells
instead of the 12 connections that we could admit if they send 1 cell periodically. This is
an important effect, since although increasing the buffer size to absorve WCT may seem,
a solution, time constrains for real-time DBR sources cannot be guaranteed with large
buffers.

WCT produced by AAL buffers.

Now we study an example in which the user produces WCT. Let us assume that we scan
each 480 time slots the AAL buffers of a multimedia workstation with different CBR
connections. The user generates traffic at a total rate of 10 Mbps. and the physical link
rate is 150 Mbps. This means that clumps of 32 back-to-back cells will enter the ATM
network. Figure 5.12 shows the complementary buffer queue length distribution of a
multiplexer handling such traffic sources (load 0.80). To have a quantile of the buffer
length probability lower than 1 x 10~10 we need a buffer value of 288 cells. Using a buffer
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Figure 5.11: Admissible load for con-
nections with T=15
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Figure 5.12: Scanning AAL buffers
of a multimedia workstation.

of 128 means to reduce the load to 0.33 while for a buffer of 64 cells the admissible load
goes down to 0.13.

WCT impact on resource management in an ATM net-work: the EXPLOIT
Testbed.

As a last example, we come back to the experiments performed in the EXPLOIT Testbed,
and analyze the impact on resource management of the CDV measured. Using a. Worst
Case Traffic situation, we can compute a bound on the size of the maximum burst size
(Bs) of back-to-back cells that a multiplexer can absorb for a given load, queue length
(QL) and a Cell Lost Ratio (CLR) target. In figure 5.13, see also [58], the acceptable
CDV tolerance has been computed as a function of the PCR for a CLR target of 10~6, a
load of 90 % and queue lengths of 70 and 100. We have also plotted the CDV computed
by the Erlang-7 and Erlang-12 formulas and the measured CDV for m=7 multiplexing
stages.

The interpretation of these curves is the following: any point that is below the curves QL
(either with 70 or 100 cell places) can be absorbed by the correspondent buffer indepen-
dently of the pair (PCR.r). As can be seen, a queue length of 70 can absorb clumps of
cells equivalent to less than 270 ßsec for any PCR while a queue length of 100 cells can
absorb the equivalent 400 /¿sec for any PCR. This situation, as we will extend in chapter
8, corresponds with the idea of negligible CDV: we have enough resources to allocate
connections following the M/D/l queue system. If we would like to give a CDV-T of 400
LIS, we can observe that PCRs higher than 25 Kcell/s could not be allocated for a buffer
of 70 places. It would be necessary to have a buffer of 100 places to allocate any PCR
with CDV-T of 400 us. Finally, for a CDV-T of 1 ms, any PCR lower than 5 Kcell/s
would be above the acceptance curve of 70 buffer places.

At UNI (User Network Interface) the CDV tolerance allocated must be below the WCT
curve in order to keep the QoS required by the source. At least what we can assure is
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Figure 5.13: Acceptable CDV tolerance as a function of the PCR.

that if the CDV is below the WCT curve a simple PCR allocation can be performed (as
if we consider negligible CDV). If the CDV introduced in the access network is above the
curve, then traffic shaping or PCR over-allocation has to be used.

At NNI (Network to Node Interface) and assuming that the traffic has been policed at
UNI and at the entrance of the network a CDV tolerance below the acceptance WCT
curve corresponding to the buffer resources was allocated, we can observe that after m=7
multiplexing stages we have accumulated a maximum CDV of 360 //s for a PCR of 21.180
cell/s and around 250-300 ßs for the rest of the PCRs. That means that for almost all the
PCR we are below the acceptance curve for a buffer of QL=70. The case of PCR=21.180
cell/s corresponds to a case where bursty traffic was multiplexed with that connection.

As a general conclusion taking into account the configuration and set up of our experi-
ments we can see that:

• experimentally high peak rate connections accumulate the same order of magnitude
of CDV than low bit rate connections.

• the acceptance curve given a queue length for low bit rate connections accepts high
CDVs (e.g. up to 1 ms for QL=70 and PCR < 5 Kcell/s)

• while acceptance curve given a queue length for high bit rate connections accepts
low CDVs (e.g. up to 260 ßs for QL=70 and PCR > 80 Kcell/s)

Therefore, high peak rate connections can be a problem since the WCT acceptance curve
given a queue length can be below the CDV allocated to that connections. For low
peak rate connections the accumulated CDV is always below the curve. This can give
us the idea that not for all connections traffic shaping must be performed. High PCR
connections are the ones that can be above the WCT curve and then must be shaped.
However the low PCR connections do not accumulate enough CDV to be above the WCT



sources. That means that they are not so dangerous as the high PCR ones. We will come
back on this idea in chapter 8, where we analytically study the trade-offs of CAC and
traffic shaping.

Limitations of the WCT model.

Finally, we must discuss the limitation of this model. As a first limitation, I would
mention the hypothesis of homogeneity. We have considered all the sources as the same
type (WCT). We would consider interesting to analyze other models in which not all the
traffic is WCT or in which not all the WCT are of the same characteristics.

A second limitation of the model resides on the computational parameters. We would like
to know for which parameters the model becomes difficult to compute. Since the model
depends on too many parameters to calculate the order of computation, we have draw a
curve of the CPU time spent in calculating P{Lo > x} as a function of the parameters
burst size, b, period, T and number of sources, N. I have chosen x=10. We have found
that the most limiting parameters are the burst size and the number of sources, see
figures 5.14 and 5.15. For different values of x, the CPU time remains almost constant,
and for an increasing value of T the CPU time increases slightly, but not so abruptly as
with the number of sources or the burst size. The computer utilized is a Silicon Graphics
with OS IRIX Release 6.3 IP32. Thus, We would consider interesting to analyze other
models in which we can multiplex a high number of sources.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100
M (number of sources)

Figure 5.14: CPU time as a function
of the number of sources.

b (burst size)

Figure 5.15: CPU time as a function
of the burst size.

5.6 Conclusions and comments.

We have analyzed a multiplexor fed by periodic WCT sources, and we have studied the
performance and impact of these WCT sources in terms of buffer size. We have consid-
ered the discrete-time case and a fluid approximation that fits the discrete-time model
very well when the burst size is high. We have also compared the discrete-time model
with bounds proposed by some authors. As we can observe in the different examples.
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worst case traffic sources decrease the admissible load in the multiplexor given a defined
buffer size and a QoS parameter. In other words, we should increase the buffer size to
cope with bursts of back-to-back cells. In fact, the queue length increases by a factor
approximately equal to the burst size respect to the ND/D/l queue system to keep the
QoS in terms of a quantile of the queue length distribution.

However, increasing the buffer size is not a good solution if we multiplex real time con-
nections with hard delay constrains. For instance, we must think in how to dimension
the receiver play black buffers. The size of these buffers depends on the end-to-end delay
(see [4] on how a play-back buffer can be dimensioned). If we increase the switching
buffers across the network the end-to-end delay can grow considerably.

We could discuss if it is realistic a scenario with all sources transmitting WCT. My opin-
ion is that this kind of scenario would be really pessimistic and that it is very improbable
that all users misbehave at the same time. However in the other hand, the network as
it is mentioned in the ATM FORUM and ITU-T 371. [3] and [1], should possible take
into account worst case traffic passing through the UPC to avoid impairments with other
connections.

Therefore, it seems clear that some techniques should be implemented to avoid the im-
pact of WCT in the network. Chapter 8 is dedicated to some of these techniques, but
we have already deduced in the example dedicated to resource management in the EX-
PLOIT Testbed that not all the sources are so dangerous to the network. Protecting the
network from high bit rate connections and dimension the buffers taking into account
WCT for low bit rate connections could be enough to guarantee QoS parameters. We
will come back to this idea in chapter 8.

The contributions to the thesis in this chapter are: analytical models in discrete-time
and fluid flow approximation to study the superposition of periodic homogeneous WCT
sources, and a set of examples. The upper bounds used (the one based on the ND/D/l
queue system and the batch bound) were taken from the literature.
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Chapter 6

Other WCT models for DBR
connections.

As an extension of the former chapter, we present here a set of models that describe the
multiplexing of WCT sources with several distributions. The objective of this chapter is
to find some models able to overcome the limitations of the periodic WCT model. These
limitations are on one hand the assumption of homogeneity and on the other hand the
high CPU computation times when the number of sources or the burst size grows.

As it was mentioned in chapter 3, Poisson traffic is used as an upper bound on the su-
perposition of deterministic sources when non of them dominates (e.g. large number of
periodic sources). The M/D/l does not take into account the correlation effects at cell
level. The bound overestimates the congestion effects (the queue length distribution) for
heavy loaded systems and it improves if the load is low.

For WCT sources, we can also find a bound considering that the bursts follow a Pois-
son arrival process. In this case, exact solutions to the queue length distributions can
be calculated using again the Benes approach to the Virtual Waiting Time. With this
assumption we want to find a model that overcomes the computational limitation when
the number of sources is high.

On the other hand, we also are interested in knowing how is the queue distribution if
not all the traffic is WCT. For instance, the input traffic are sources whose Bs is lower
than the maximum burst size (they behave as CBR sources), multiplexed with sources
whose Bs is equal to the maximum burst size (they behave as WCT sources). With this
assumption we want to overcome the limitation of only having WCT sources.

If we mix both assumptions we can find bounds for the multiplexing of bursts of cells
and CBR sources when the number of sources grows.

For that purpose, we have calculated a set of multiplexing models that contemplate
several scenarios and their range of applicability, see [19]:

• Multiplexing WCT Poisson distributed: bursts of size Bs arrive following a Poisson
process of parameter X. The solution is exact but numerically difficult to compute
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for high loads due to infinity summatories. The model can be found in section 6.1.

• Multiplexing WCT sources with CBR sources uniformly distributed: WCT sources
of period Twct uniformly distributed are multiplexed with CBR sources of period
TcbT. For this case the solution is approximated. The model can be found in section
6.2.1.

• Multiplexing WCT sources with burst size equal to Bs uniformly distributed over
a period Twct with Poisson background traffic with burst size 1 cell. The solution is
approximated and better for low Poisson loads and high WCT periods. The model
can be found in section 6.2.2.

• Multiplexing bursts of Bs cells Poisson distributed with Poisson traffic. The solu-
tion is exact. The bursts can be modeled as WCT bursts or as batches. In the case
of having batches a polynomial solution can be found. The models are described
in section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.

6.1 WCT models Poisson distributed

We study a single server system where bursts of b back-to-back cells arrive following a
Poisson process of parameter A and load p.

Introducing Bt, equation (4.8) can be written as:

P{L0 > x} = T ]T P{<f)(t) =x.Bt = i}P{Lt = 0 | <p(t) = x.Bt = i} (6.1 >
t=l i=0

The bursts follow a Poisson distribution: P{Bt = ¿} = *-£- e~Xt. Since the system is
memoryless P{Lt = 0 | </>(i) = x, Bt = i} = 1 - p.

To derive expressions for probability P{a(t] = x \ Bt = i}, we distinguish between
two cases depending on the values of t: for í < b we have a similar situation with re-
gion I of the periodic model, for t > 6. it behaves as region II. Following these indications:

fe—1 OC < j

p{Lo > x} = (i - p) Y,!L, - e'xt ú(t + í;) +
t=i 1=1 l'

(6.2,
t=b •=! • j=0

It is known, see [4] or [87], that the M/D/l queue system is a good approximation to
the multiplexing of CBR sources if non of them dominates and the load is not too high.

This model is exact and fast to calculate for low Poisson loads (~~ 0.7), however it is
difficult to compute for high loads (e.g. high factorial values and high powers). Remem-
ber that the M/D/l system solved with the Benes approach presents loss of numerical
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accuracy. Virtamo, in [91], solves this problem through a polynomial representation, see
subsection 4.2.1. The same problem appears in the WCT Poisson distributed system.
Summatories in infinite have to be cut out at some point conducting to numerical loss.
This is accentuated for high loads and high burst sizes as can be seen in figures 6.1 and
6.2, where the WCT model is compared with simulations for loads of 0.6 and 0.8 respec-
tively. The simulations have been performed with a confidence interval of 95%. We can
observe that for high loads the models suffers of a lack of accuracy. For loads around ~
0.7 the analytical model behaves well.

Since Poisson models provide good approximation when the periods are large, we can
assume that the CDV tolerance declared will not be high enough to allow pass large
bursts. Therefore, a batch model can also give a good estimate of the Virtual Waiting
time distribution as we saw in chapter 4. We have to mention the difficulty in applying
Jensen's theorem to equation (6.2) to apply later a polynomial representation. However,
this theorem can be applied to a batch model. Note that the batch model gives an upper
bound on the queue length distribution.

ió :o 30 -w so ta -•(>

Figure 6.1: Comparison between
WCT analytical and WCT simulation:
p = 0.6

~ le 03 r

Figure 6.2: Comparison between
WCT analytical and WCT simulation:
p = 0.8

6.2 Multiplexing WCT sources with CBR traffic or Poisson
Traffic.

6.2.1 Periodic WCT traffic with periodic CBR traffic.

In this case, we multiplex the NI periodic WCT sources with period Twct and burst size
b and N? CBR sources with period Tr\,r. For simplicity, we assume that the WCT period
is a multiple of the CBR period. We define Bt as the number of bursts which arrive
in the interval [—f,0) . and K t as the number of CBR cells which arrive in the interval
—t —([j^—] — 1) • Tcbr. Introducing Bt and Kt, P{Lo > x} can be expressed as:
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P{L0 > x} =
Twct

t=l i=0 m=0
=x,Bt= i,Kt = m}

P{L0 = 0\(f>(t) = x,Bt = i, Kt = m} (6.3)

At time í, a GBR source will emit
probability:

t t
~
-í c&r

J

ce^s with probability I and one cell with

(6.4)

In general, we are unable to derive an exact solution for the conditional probability
P{Lo = 0 | (f)(t) = x,Bt = i,Kt = m}, but we can determine bounds. We can derive
an approximation for this probability considering that: ([C^J — [j^-J) • N2 — m CBR
cells and N\ — i bursts uniformly distributed over an interval of length (Twct — t) have to
arrive. This is not true, since in fact, we know that in each Tcj,r period exactly N2 cells
will arrive, and Twct — t can be longer than one Tc¡,r period. The event {L0 = 0 | 4>(t) =
x, Bt = i,Kt = m} corresponds to the arrival patterns that would result in an auxiliary
queue, loaded with those periodic arrivals over the period Twct — t. and being empty at
time —t. Therefore:

(6.5)

As before we have three cases to derive the probabilities of equation (6.3):

P{c(t) = x, Bt - i, Kt = m} =

N2

m

O

— m)

for 1 < í < 6, i = O..Ni.m = O..

m j-Q \ J

forb<t< Twct - 6, i = O..NI, m = O..N2

(6-6)

for Twct -b<t< T,L.ct, i = NI, m = O..JV2

for Twct ~b<t< Twct, i < Ari, m = O..JV2

We first compare how well fits the analytical model varying the burst size of the WCT
sources with a simulation. The simulation has a confidence interval of 95%. We fix the
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GBR load to pc6r = 0.4 and Tc6r=10. The WCT sources has a period of Twct = B3 * 15
and a load of pwct = 0.4. We can observe in figure 6.3 that the model behaves well even
for low burst sizes.

r it.eii Mtnsf

Figure 6.3: Comparison between analytical and simulation: p = 0.8, Twct = Bs * 15. Tc¡,r=10
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between an-
alytical and simulation: p = 0.8,
TUICt=100, Bs = 10, Tcbr=lQ. pwct and
Pcbr varies.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between an-
alytical and simulation: pwct and pcbr
fixed, ^4 = 100, ßs=10 and Nwct=2,
Tcbr varies.

In figure 6.4, the total load is 0.8, and we vary the ''wet" and ''cbr" load, keeping fixed
the periods. The Twct is 100 and the burst size is ßs=10. while the TC\,T is 10. We can see
that the analytical results fit quite well the simulations. Observe that Twct is multiple of
Tcbr- In figure 6.5, we can see how fits the analytical results in simulations varying the
Tcbr and keeping TU)c£=100. Nwct=2 and B5,=10. The total load is maintained to p = 0.8.

We have performed similar comparison between the analytical method and simulations
for different scenarios. The model behaves well if the T,Lrt is a multiple of Tc¡,r. If this is
not the case, we would have to consider the last ''cbr'' period overlapping a second "wet"'
period. This would increase the degree of the approximations done, decreasing the accu-
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racy of the approach. We have to mention that if the quotient ^^ is high the accuracv
of the model also decreases due to the approximation of having ( [ I j ^ I — \_j£— ') • A*o — m
CBR cells uniformly distributed over the interval [T^^t).
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Figure 6.6: Buffer size as a function of the Tcbr- Twct=lOO and jB3=10.

Finally, we have plotted the buffer size as a function of the ''cbr" period. Tc&r- f°r a
quantile of the queue length distribution of e — 10~9, where we have "wet" sources of
period Twct=lOQ and BS=W. The total load has been fixed to p = O.S. while the pwf¿ and
Pcbr varies. We can see as the W'CT is the most demanding in allocating buffer resources,
while the "cbr" is the less demanding. In the middle lie the rest of the cases.

6.2.2 Periodic WCT traffic with Poisson traffic.

We multiplex periodic WCT sources with Poisson background traffic into a single server
system with infinite capacity. The N WCT sources behave as in figure 5.1. a periodic
on/off source with "on" period of b cells and silence of Twct — b. The WCT lead is
pwct = Bs • N/Twct. The background traffic is a Poisson cell stream of parameter A3. The
total load is p = pwct + pp.

We will approximate the model considering the Poisson traffic that arrives in a period of
Twct slots. This approximation will only be valid for those cases when the Poisson load
is low and the period is high. The approximation consists of conditioning in the number
of Poisson arrivals in one period. If the Poisson load is high and the period is small, the
number of Poisson arrivals in the period can be significative enough to loss accuracy in
the model. We must take care that the probability of having n > Tac£ + x — Nb Poisson.
arrivals in an interval of length Twct is less than an e to use this model, being e a. small
value.

P{L0 > x} = ¡6.7

To calculate P{Lo > x\Krwct — n}, we define again Bt as the number of bursts which
arrive in the interval [-t.O) and Kt the number of Poisson cells which arrive in the interval
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t-t,0).

P{L0 > x\KTwct = n} =

TWct N n

E E E
t=l ¿=0m=0

P{Lt = 0|<¿(í) = x,Bt = i, Kt = m}
if Nb + n < Twct + x

Otherwise

Now we can solve these probabilities as:
P{c(t} = x,Bt = i, Kt = m}- P{Lt = Q\(f>(t) = x.Bt = i, Kt = m} =

(6.8)

"l m
*\.V-f-n— » — m

ct— t) (i-'-'lffJT"') tf'('+'-•")
/or 1 < í < 6, i = Q..N. m = O..n

T'A -r n
'tl'Ct

(1-
(.V-06+(n-m)

: -Ò +

Ci"(í + z ~ & 7 - m ) /or 6 < í

n \ ím(Twct-t)—(1-7^=^7) ̂
m

/or Twct - ò < í <

— ò, i = 0..-Y. m = O..n

- ò 4- í)Jq^_i (t + x — bj — m]

i — N. m = O..n

(6.9)

0 for Twct — b < t < TUJCÍ, i < N. rn = O..n

We compare again in figure 6.7 and 6.8 the analytical model with simulations. In figure
6.7 we vary the burst size and WCT period to see how these parameters affect the results.
We can observe that for low periods the model is inaccurate (e.g. Twct = 20 or Twct = 40).
When the period grows the model improves its accuracy. In figure 6.8 we fix the period
to Twct = 100 and the burst size to Bs = 10. The number of WCT sources and the
Poisson load varies but keeping a total load of p = 0.8. We see that if the period is high
even for relative high Poisson loads (~ 0.6) the model offers a good accuracy. For higher
Poisson loads we could use other models as a Poisson burst model.

6.3 Multiplexing WCT or Batch sources Poisson distributed
with Poisson Traffic.

6.3.1 Multiplexing WCT sources Poisson distributed with Poisson Traf-
fic.

We proceed as above to evaluate the queue length distribution. In this case we multiplex
bursts of ò back-to-back cells Poisson distributed with parameter \wct and load pwct- with
Poisson background traffic of parameter Ap and load pp. The total load is p — pwct •+• pp-
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between
the analytical model with simulations.
pp = 0.4, pwct = 0.4. Bs varies, Twct =
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the
analytical model with simulations. pp

and pwct varies. Twct = 100, 55 = 10

t=l î=0 n=0

As in the other models we can calculate the former probabilities:

P{c(t) =x,B. = i. Kt^n}- P{LQ = 0|^(i) =x,Bt = ¿, Kt = n}

(1 _ p}'x^l(t]n e'^^'^qKt + x-n) for

(6.10)

(6.11)

/or ò < í < oo

As we mentioned in previous subsections, for low burst sizes a Poisson batch model fits
quite well a WCT Poisson model. Moreover, for high loads the Poisson model loss ac-
curacy due to cancelation of terms in the calculation of the complementary unfinished
work distribution applying the Benes approach. Virtamo. in [91]. solves this numerical
problem through a polynomial representation of the unfinished work distribution. Appli-
cation of the Virtamo's polynomial representation to the batch model is possible since it
is easiest to apply the Jensen's equality (formula (4.12)), while to apply this relation to
formula (6.11) is more difficult due to the terms q\(y}. Thus in the next subsection we
calculate batches Poisson distributed multiplexed with cells Poisson distributed applying
a polynomial representation.
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6.3.2 Multiplexing Batch sources Poisson distributed with Poisson Traf-
fic.

Suppose an infinite buffer loaded with Poisson distributed cells with arrival rate AI and
bursts of cells in batches of size b also Poisson distributed with arrival rate Ä2 . The total
load of the system is p = p\ + pi < 1. Using the Benes approach, [87] and [4], we can
express the complementary unfinished work distribution as:

oo oo .„ ,,
P{L0 >x} = (l-p)E £ à if e-(Ai+A»)('6+"-*) (ib + n- *r+i

g §?(^ + n~x)"+ í (6.12)
n— Q ib+n>x

Where fa is Aie~(Al+A2) and fa is

I t I J ~"...ft- l

Í: ± ^(ib + n-x)n+i (6.13)
n=0 ¿=0

For p larger than 0.7, numerical problems appear in the use of formula (6.12) or (6.13).
To avoid these problems we can use similar arguments as in [91].

Let F(x) be defined by F(x) = 1 — P{Lo > x}. It can be shown that its derivative is:

F'(x] = X1(F(x) - F(x - 1)) + X2(F(x) - F(x - 0)) (6.14)

with initial conditions in F(0) = 1 — p and F ( x ) — 0 for x < 0. Introducing the function
G(x] = e-^Al+A2)zF(x), with initial conditions G(0) = 1 - p and G(x) = 0 for x < 0, it
is easy to derive:

G'(x) = -ßiG(x - 1) - ßiG(x - b) (6.15)

The function G (x) is a polynomial of degree n. Pn((/n), in the local coordinates yn = x — n
(where: x 6 [n,n + l)), with continuity P„(0) = Pn_i(l). Therefore, integrating equation
(6.15):

Pn(y) = P„_i(l) - ßi f" Pn-i(z}dz - fa f' Pn-b(z)dz (6.16)
Jo Jo

n I 1
Since Pn(y) = E a j ¿/ • we can calculate the polynomial coefficients recursively. In this

¿=o
representation, coefficient a¿ is the i-th coefficient of polynomy Pn. If PQ — 1 — p and

we express a vector of coefficients of polynomy n as Pn = (OQ , <4 , a^ , . . . , On ), thus
for n > 0:
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/ á : - - - j (6-17)

taking into account that the coefficients a¿ are only applied if n > 6. Now, F(x) is
determined by the equation: F(x) — e^l+x^xP\x^(x — [x\).

6.4 Conclusions and comments.

In this chapter we have developed several approximations to WCT models. Some of
these models allow us to evaluate the performance of a multiplexor when is fed by a mix
of WCT sources and CBR sources. This case is an intermediate multiplexing situation
where not all the sources behave as worst case traffic.

Other models consider that the peak bit rate is low enough to approximate the periodic
sources by a Poisson process. In this case bursts of the same size arrive following a
Poisson distribution. We have also analyzed the case in which part of the load represent
bursts of cells and part of the load represent single cells.

As we have seen, some of these models provide good approximations under some traffic
conditions. Mainly, the periodic mix of WCT and CBR sources behaves well if the WCT
period is multiple of the CBR, while if we multiplex periodic WCT sources with Poisson
traffic the model give accurate results if the Poisson load is low. The higher the Poisson
load the less accurate the model is. However, for moderate and low Poisson loads the
model behaves well. Finally, those models that multiplex only Poisson processes (bursts
and cells Poisson distributed) are exact. However, for high loads these models as the
M/D/l queue system present loss of accuracy due to the cancelation of terms. A Batch
Poisson model solved with the Benes approach can be easier computed through a poly-
nomial representation than the corresponding WCT model. This is because in the WCT
model we have to calculate the convolution of the i-th pulses. This term difficulties the
application of Jensen's equality. However, in the Batch model is easier to apply this
formula.

As a final conclusion I would say that the last model (WCT as batch Poisson multiplexed
with Poisson traffic) offers reasonable CPU computation times, although it has the draw-
back of being the more pessimistic assumption in resource allocation terms.

The contributions of this chapter to the thesis are: a set of WCT models that overcome
the limitations of the WCT periodic model.
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Chapter 7

WCT in a tree network of ATM
multiplexers.

We axe interested in studying how WCT affects the queue length in a tree topology of
rooted queues. These topologies may appear for instance in an access network. However.
The main motivation of this chapter was to see how WCT affected next stages. The most
interesting situation could be to consider two queues in tandem with WCT cross traffic.
However, this configuration become quite complex. To gain knowledge about the topic
of WCT in queues in tandem I have studied a topology simpler as can be a tree topology
without cross traffic.

To solve this kind of configurations, we derive closed-form formulas for the queue length
distributions in a discrete-time M-stage tree queueing network loaded with periodic traf-
fic sources. In this type of network, the queues can be grouped in A/ groups or stages.
Every queue of a stage is fed by all the exit traffic of any given number (which could be
0) of queues from the previous stage as well as by certain number (which could be 0) of
external sources of traffic. All the entrance traffic in the network is routed to the root
queue, which occupies the first stage (see in figure 7.7 an example for the case M = 3).
We consider the discrete-time case in which all the queues have a single server with con-
stant service time.

As is shown in [66] only two configurations are relevant to solve this system: the case
M = 1, which corresponds to a single server queue with a constant service time (solved
in chapter 5) and the case M = 2. The solution of the case M > 2 can be found solving
systems with M = 1 and M = 2. Therefore, the main contribution in this chapter is to
solve the two stage queueing system.

Before beggining this analysis I will summarize the work done by Morrison in [66]. This
work, section 7.1, describes some lemmas to solve concentrating trees of discrete-time
queues and will allow us later to extend the two stage network to a more general network.
In section 7.2 we use again the Benes approach to solve the two stage network and
calculate the CPDF of the Virtual Waiting Time in the root queue of the tree. At the
end of this section, we make use of the lemmas introduced by Morrison to extend the
study to a M stage network. Section 7.3 is devoted to results. Finally in section 7.4, to
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complete the study, the average queueing delay and average number of cells in the root
queue is calculated using a method based on priorities given in [65] by Modiano et al.
Sections 7.2. 7.3 and 7.4 can be found in [21], [22] and [23].

7.1 Concentrating trees of discrete-time queues.

In this section we reproduce the property presented by J. A. Morrison in [66] to study
concentrating rooted tree networks of discrete-time single server queues.

7.1.1 Pooling of data from M buffers into a single buffer.

Morrison establishes a combinatorial lemma which shows that there is an equivalent
buffer with prescribed input that has the same output as the buffer in which data is
pooled.

Consider the pooling of M buffers into a single buffer. The server transmits one packet
in a unit interval. The buffer capacity is unlimited. Defining the following variables:

• bn , 3 = 1, • - • • M: denote the contents of buffer j at time n.

• Xn , j = l,..., M: denote the number of packets entering buffer j in the time
interval (n.n+1].

• cn: denote the contents of the buffer of the root at time n.

• yn: denote the number of packets entering directly the root queue in the time
interval (n.n4-l].

• Define U(l) as:

Therefore, we can express the contents of each buffer at time n — 1 as:

xU (7.1)

M

= Cn - U(cn) + U(btf) + iJn (7-2)

Defining the inputs:

M

E bo -r yoj=i\t , ,
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a) System m a tree topology bl Concentrated system

Figure 7.1: Equivalent queue in concentrating trees.

Morrison proofs that there is an equivalent buffer en with prescribed input which has the
same output:

U(en) = U(cn)
en+i = en - U(en) + wn n = 0,1,2,...

(7.4)

Having as an example figure 7.1.1. Q-¿ is fed by the outputs of two queues Q\ and Qi,
The equation (7.4) says that queue Q 3 has the same output as queue Q with the same
input as Q \ and Q^.

7.1.2 Buffer length in the root queue.

Consider now a system with / tandem queues, with unit service time and where the
output of buffer i enters the buffer ¿ + 1. We define the following variables:

1, ...,/: denote the contents of buffer i at time n.

• Zn , i = l I'- denote the number of packets entering buffer i from external
sources in the time interval (n.n+1].

Then assuming OQ and ZQ are non-negative integers, the content of buffer i at time
n + I is:

j(0 _ M] _an+l — an

We now define the following inputs:

— 0 1 2— U- 1- *"> (7.5)

E lk) • t
Z„ : , i. H = ï — l, í . ...n—i-r-K '

'" ~ ^ j(i-n-l) , V- W n 1 • O4 + E z„_i^ fc n = 0.1, ...t-2
fc=¿—a

(7.6)
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2) Queuci m tàndem

b) Equivalent system

Figure 7.2: Equivalent queue in a tandem queue system.

Corollary: There is an equivalent buffer for which holds that:

(7.7)

and the buffer length at queue i will be:

(7.8)

That means that the content of buffer i -í-1 at time n -f 1 depends on the content of the
buffer at time n, the external arrivals at time n and the output of the equivalent buffer
at time n. Then, by replacing the first i queues by a single equivalent queue, with the
same output as the i-th queue, we have reduced the problem of several queues in tandem
to that of just two in tandem.

7.2 WCT multiplexing in an M-stage tree queueing net-
work.

7.2.1 Two-stage tree network.

In this section we study the impact of WCT sources in two-stage tree networks. With
this system we can later easily using the lemmas proposed by Morrison to extend the
study to more complex systems. Therefore, the main contribution of this chapter to the
thesis is to solve the two stage system. We consider the pooling of K buffers into a single
queue, the root queue, which also receives Nr WCT sources as input (called exogenous
traffic). Each one of the i (i=l...K) buffers multiplexes Nt WCT sources. We consider
every WCT source in the network to have identical characteristics and every queue to
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have a constant service time of one ATM slot. In fact the hypothesis that every source
have the same characteristics can be relaxed to the hypothesis that the external sources
which feed a given queue have the same characteristics and all the sources which enter
the network are of equal period.

We are interested in the distribution of the queue length at the root queue (the queue
length distribution of the queues of the second stage can be obtained using section 3).
For simplicity's sake we substitute the burst arrivals of the sources which feed the sec-
ond stage queues by batch arrivals of size 6. This does not suppose any change in the
results for the root queue,- see figure 7.4: Therefore when we calculate the queue length
distribution in the root queue we assume that each source which enters the queues of the
second stage generates the following pattern: a batch of 6 cells followed by a silence of
T — 1 slots, see figure 7.3. The batch is uniformly distributed over the period T.

The WCT sources that enter directly in the root queue have the same characteristics as
the sources described in section 2: independent WCT which emit a constant number, b.
of back-to-back cells followed by a silence of T — b slots.

In order to have a stable system we assume < 1.

T-l T

WCT Source

0 1 T-l T

BATCH Source

Figure 7.3: WCT and Batch periodicls>
sources.

BATCH

Suurt.es

Figure 7.4: Two-stage tree network.

We define Nr(t. 0) as the number of cell arrivals to the root queue r in the interval ,-t,0).
and Lr_t as its queue length at time -t. We can express P{Lr

0 > x] as:

T
P{Lr

Q > x} = and Nr(u,Q) < u + x.t < u < T} (7.9)
t=i

Note that events that occur in the queues of the second stage at any time will influence
the root queue one slot later. We now introduce the following notation:
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Br(*i, £-2) is the number of exogenous WCT sources that become active in an interval
[—¿i, —¿2) in the root queue.

B*(íi,Í2) is the number of batch arrivals to the i-th queue in an interval [— ¿i, —¿2),
with i = ! . - • • ,K.

G(t,t + x.ni,...,nK,nr) = P{Nr(t,Q) - t + x Nr(u,0) < u + x,t < u <
l,l) = nK,Br(t,0) = nr}

r(u,0) <u+x,t < u <T \ Bl(t+l, 1) = ni...,BK(t+
I,l)=nK,Br(t,0)=nr}

• B(t,m, ...,nK) = P{Bl(t + 1,1)= ni, ...,BK(t + 1, 1) = nK}.

Equation (7.9) can be transformed into:

T A't NK Nr
P{I5>z} = E E •• E E G(t.t + x,ní,...,nK,nr)-

t=lni=0 n/c=0n r=0

•L(t, m, ..., riK, nr) • B(t. n t, .... nK) • P{Br(t, 0) = nr} (7.10)

We now determine the expression for each one of these terms.

Term G(t,t + z, HI, ...,n^,nr):

In order to obtain this term we should bear in mind that the event [NT(u, 0) < u + x, t <
u <T} implies that the K queues are empty at time -(t-rl). Therefore the contribution
which each queue of the second stage makes to the root queue during the interval [— i,0)
can only have as its origin the cells which arrive at the said queue during the interval
[-(t-f-l).-l). We introduce now the following notation:

• íVrï(í,0) is the number of cells that arrive to the root queue r from the i-th queue
in the interval [—¿,0).

• Rri(t,ki,rii) is the probability P{Nn(t,Q) = kl \ queue i is empty at -(t+1),
Bl(t + l.l) =n,}.

• Nrr(t, 0) is the number of cells that arrive to queue r from the exogenous WCT
sources.

• Rrr(t,kT.nr} is P{Nrr(t.O) = kr queue r is empty at -í, 5r(í,0) = nr}.

Probability G(t, t + x, ni, .... n;v-. nr) will be the convolution of RTl (i = 1, ...K) and Rrr:

ri(t.ki,ni) • Rrr(t,kr,nT)
(7.11)

Terms Rrr(t,kr,nr) and Rrz(t.ki,nl):
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The term Rrr(t. kr, nr) has the same expression as equation (5.2) of section 2: Arr(i, kr,nr}
A(t,kr,nT).

To calculate the term Rr*(t, &¿,n¿), we must take into account the fact that the temporal
axis in the queues of the second stage is shifted in one time slot (the arrivals which are
relevant to the root queue in the time instant í = 0 are produced in the queues of the
second stage during the interval [-(T+l),-l) ). Since each queue begins empty, we can
substitute queue i for a queue of period t in the interval [-(t+l),-l), to which there arrive
HÍ batches of size 6 uniformly and independently distributed. It follows that, if n¿6 cells
arrive at queue i and fct- cells are emitted, at time instant t = — 1 there will be produced
either n¿6 — fa 4- 1 queue (in the case n¿6 > fc¿, see figure 7.5.c) or a queue of length 0
or 1 (in the case n¿o = fc¿, see figures 7.5.a,b). In consequence we will have the following
cases:

1 if ki — O and n¿ = O
O if ki = O and n¿ > O
O if ki > O and n¿ • 6 < fc,-
q¿,(í,n¿,0) + g6(í,n í,l) _ ( / , -&,> O and n¿ • 6 = fe.

i¿,n¿6 — fc^ + 1) ¿/ A;z > O and n¿ • 6 > fc¡
(7.12)

cell arrivals
L-ÍH.I) *í) , ,

t *

\ r - i r - ,
-'t+D 1 !

t »
L., =0

\ , ,'. m r^

cell amvals

-ft+n J t

\ ! ]

-a+ll : ;
i \

L., =l>

, . | í

a J h=l, m=ki=2, produces an empty queue. h) h=l, ni=kis2, projucci J queue of I
qi,t.ni,0), in ihe second itage q(.í.n¡.l), in ihe second stage

queue i-ih
of ihe second stage

ci h=sl. ni>kt, produces .1 queue nf ni-kt+l cells.

qU.ni.ni-ki+1), m ihe ^(.nnd •.laue

Figure 7.5: Cases to calculate the term Rr'(t. fc,.n¡), (with b=l).

Where qi,(T,N.r) is the probability that the queue length of a ND/D/l with period
T and N batch arrivals of length b is r. As is easily demonstrated, the expression of
qb(T, N, r] is:
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qb(T.N, r) = Qb(T, N,r - 1) - Qb(T. N, r),

Q6(T,JV,r) =

Term L(t,ni, ...,nßr,nr):

To calculate Z,(í,ni, ....n^n,.) = P{iVr(u,0) < u + x,í < u < T B1 (í + 1,1) =
ni, ....BK(t 4- 1,1) = npc,Br(t, 0) = nr} we use similar arguments as in [87] or [44].
The event P{Nr(u,Q) < u + x,t < u <T \ Bl(t + 1,1) = ni,...,BK(t + 1,1) =
UK, Br(tt 0) = nr} corresponds to the situation in which the root queue of an auxiliary-
network of queues loaded with periodic arrivals of period T — t in the interval [-(T-t),0)
is empty at time 0.

During a period, the root queue of the said auxiliary network receives cells with different
origins, see figure 7.6.b:

• cells which proceed from the exits of the second stage queues,

• cells which proceed from bursts generated by the external sources which directly
feed the root queue and that began during the actual period, and

• cells which proceed from bursts generated by the external sources which directly
feed the root queue and that began in a previous period but that in part contribute
to the actual period.

The cells which enter the root queue from the second stage queues in the auxiliary system
are those which arrived at the second stage queues in Nl — n¿ batches of ò cells uniformly
distributed in the interval [-(T-t+l),-l). At this point it is important to note that for the
auxiliary root queue to be empty in the time instant í = 0 it is necessary for the second
stage queues to be empty too. This means that all cells which arrive at the second stage
queues between [-(T-t+l),-l) must be served beforehand and routed to the root queue
at time instant í = 0.

Arrivals which proceed directly from external sources and which feed the root queue hi
the auxiliary system consist of Nr — nr bursts of b cells uniformly distributed in the
interval f-(T-t).O).

Lastly, in the root queue of the auxiliary system we have an entrance in batch at the
beginning of interval [-(T-t).O) with which we model the contribution of the bursts which
(in the original system) began to be emitted in the previous period. This batch consists
of £^1 n,£> + nrb — t — x cells.

Since the original root systems is stable. ̂  N,f> + Nrb < T. the auxiliary system will be
so too: ̂ =l(Ni - rii)b + (Nr - nr)b + £^L ntb + nrb - t - x < T - t. Therefore the
batch arrival at the beginning of the interval [-(T-t),0) will be served before the end of
the interval, and will not contribute to the length of the queue in the instance í = 0.
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without batch arrivals at first slot

Figure 7.6: Equivalent system to calculate term L(t,ni....,n/<:,nr). aï Original system. b"i
Auxiliary system, where bursts from the auxiliary second stage queues and external WCT bursts
plus cells belonging to bursts that began in the previous period arrive to the auxiliary root queue,
c) Auxiliary system, where only bursts from the auxiliary second stage queues and external WCT
bursts arrive to the auxiliary root queue

We have then a situation in which the only arrivals which have to be counted in order
to obtain an empty queue in the auxiliary root queue at time 0 are those which proceed
from the exit of the Nt — nl batches and the Nr — nr WCT sources (see figure 7.6.c).
Therefore:

L(t.ni ..... riK.nr} — I

K

E1=1
_ 7.14

Terms P{Br(t.Q) = nr} and B(t,ni .....

P{Br(t,0) — nr} has the same expression as equation (5.10) in section 2: a binomial
distribution. Since each queue is independent and the batches are uniformly distributed
the term B(t. n^, ...,HK) can be calculated as:

K K

B(t, m nK) = H P{Bl(t + 1.1) = nt} = JJ
1=1 £=1 (7.15)
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7.2.2 M-stage tree network.

Once the two stage system is solved, we can generalize the results for an M-stage tree
network. Multiplexing stage i is pooled by K^\ queues and Npq WCT sources (with
q=l...K). We can make use of the property of the rooted tree networks with discrete-
time single server queues presented by J.A. Morrison in [66] an summarized in subsection
7.1, where it is showed that in such networks, the rooted tree network can be reduced to
a two-stage network with a prescribed input. Specifically, to calculate the queue length
distribution at the root queue, we can assume that the external sources that enter the
queues which hang from each branch of a second stage queue, enter the second stage
queue directly.

BVTTH Kl

Figure 7.7: Three stage network. Figure 7.S: Equivalent network.

Using this argument, and the fact that each queue of the network is a root queue of a
corresponding sub-tree, the analysis of the network with M-stages can be done from the
analysis of equivalent systems with M = 1 and A/ = 2.

For example, considering a three multiplexing stage network, see figure 7.7. Each queue
is fed by WCT sources. In order to obtain the queue length distribution at queue 0 (the
root queue), we can substitute this system for an equivalent two-stage network (figure
7.8). In this equivalent system, only the sources that enter the root queue directly are
WCT. The rest behave as Batch sources.

7.3 Results.

We consider a scenario in which we multiplex connections in networks with a tree topol-
ogy. This topology could be present in an ATM access network. Since the connections
have declared a pair (PEÍ, CDVT). all the sources might send WCT.

Figure 7.9 and 7.10 show the impact of WCT in the buffer of the root queue. In this
example, we have considered that two buffers pool the root stage and therefore the sys-
tem only has two stages. Each of these buffers multiplex four WCT sources of period 15
cell slots. Four more WCT sources directly enter the second stage. The total load is 0.8.
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In figure 7.10 the burst size is kept to 4 cells, while the period T varies. Although the
increase in queue length on increasing Bs is slightly absorbed, we can still observe the
same effect as in a single stage network: The buffer occupancy increases linearly with Bs
when WCT enters the network.

B<e=l
Bs=2
Bs=3 -

I I I I
HI 15 20 25 30 '5 41)

r (cell slots)

N1=SN2=8T=20
N1=12N2=12T=30 -
N1=16N2=16T=10

I I I I I I I I I
10 15 2(1 25 30

r (cell slots)
40 45 50

Figure 7.9: Queue Length CPDF for
the root queue. Two stages. T = 15,
p = 0.8 and B3 = 4 varies

Figure 7.10: Queue Length CPDF
for the root queue. Two stages. Bs =
4, p = 0.8 and Period varies.

In order to see how the number of second-stage queues influences the root queue, we have
studied various configurations with different loads. In figure 7.11 we have drawn the re-
quired buffer length in a root queue so that the probability of cell losses is below 10~10

in function of Bs when the second stage has two queues. We call the number of sources
that enter the second-stage queues N\ and jV2 respectively. As can be seen in figure 7.11,
the worst situation occurs with balanced loads (e.g. N\ = N% = 6 over a period T = 15).
In figure 7.12, we have plotted the total buffer size required by both queues in the second
stage. As can be seen, the number of cells required for both second-stage queues remains
constant for a single Bs independent of the load balancing.

Finally in figure 7.13, we show the queue length distribution when the second stage has
K = 2, 3.4.12 queues. All the curves are calculated with a total load of p = 0.8 and a
Bs = 6. The period of the sources is T = 15 and the load is balanced among the K
queues (N'K = -^ sources in each queue). The worst situation is when each queue is fed
by only one source (K = 12). In that case, the same results would be obtained as if 12
WCT sources were multiplexed in one stage.

7.4 Average queueing delay in the root queue.

In [22], we obtained expressions for the Virtual Waiting time distribution for any queue
in a tree network with Worst Case Traffic (WCT) or Constant Bit Rate (CBR) as input
traffic. We are interested in calculate the average queueing delay and average waiting
time in any queue of the tree network. For that purpose we will make use of an equivalent
network based on priorities proposed by Modiano et al in [65]. In this proposal, they first
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Figure 7.11: Buffer size in the root
queue versus Bs. Two stages.

Figure 7.12: Sum of buffer sizes re-
quired by the two queues of the second
stage versus Bs.

Figure 7.13: Queue length distribution for 2,3,4,12 queues in the second stage.

consider a simple case with two queues in tandem and Poisson traffic as input. High-
priority is given to customers in transit from one queue to the other, while low-priority
is given to that traffic that enters directly the second queue (called exogenous traffic*.
Solving this system an extension to larger svstems can be easily derived. Modiano et al
solve the tree system with Poisson traffic. As we will see. the solution of waiting times
for any queue of the tree network is easy to compute.

Here, we first extend the model to a G/D/1 queue system where the average waiting
time in the queue is known from the first and second moments of the imerarrival-time
and idle-time distributions, see [61]. This formula applies if the interarrival-times are
independents and the idle-time distribution is known (e.g Poisson traffic as input). If
we have a queue fed with periodic sources as in ATM (CBR sources), we can not apply
this formula since the interarrival-times are not independent due to the periodic nature
of the traffic. However, in [38] is given the average waiting time for an ND/D/l queue
system. Given this formula, we can apply the model proposed in [65] and calculate the
average waiting time and the average number of cells in the queue (or in the system) for
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homogeneous periodic sources in a tree network of ATM multiplexers. We compare the
waiting times in the root queue system of the tree network whose input is Poisson Traffic
with the same tree network whose input are GBR or WCT sources for different loads and
periods.

7.4.1 Average delays in two queues in tandem and its extension to a

tree network.

Two queues in tandem.

We consider the following system, figure 7.14: two queues in tandem. To the first queue
system enters traffic with arrival rate AI. The output of this queue enters the second
queue and is multiplexed with a second stream traffic (which we call exogenous traffic)
with arrival rate Ao.

Q, D i

1 -

D

A-,

Figure 7.14: Two queues in tandem and its equivalent queue system.

To calculate the mean number of customers in the second queue, we can study an equiva-
lent system with priorities as propose Modiano et al in [65]. We assume that the customers
departing from the first queue are served with priority without any delay at the second
queue, and that the exogenous traffic at the second queue are served with lower priority
(e.g. when non of the customers from the first queue are at the second queue), see figure
7.14.

Although the delay in the equivalent system for each class would be not the same as
in the original system, the average delay in the overall system is not affected by the
priorities. Note that customers from the first queue do not experience any delay in the
second queue since they are served immediately (those customers experience all their
delay in the first queue). Customers from exogenous traffic are served when there is no
priority traffic in the system (e.g. there are not customers departing from the first queue).
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Thus, in the equivalent system, see figure 7.14, two exogenous traffic streams with arrival
rates of AI and Aa enter the system and AI traffic is served with priority to A2. We
can calculate the delay experienced by the exogenous traffic at the second queue since
it is the same as the delay experienced by the low-priority traffic in the equivalent system.

We define Q as the average overall queue size (low and high priority traffic), Qi as the
average queue size at the high priority queue and Qi as the average queue size at the low
priority queue. Therefore:

Q? = Q-Qi (7.16)

As an example, consider that Poisson traffic with arrival rate AI enters the first queue
and that exogenous Poisson traffic with arrival rate A2 enters the second queue. We know
that the mean number of customers for an M/D/1 queue (service-time is the unit time)
with arrival rate of A is: QM/D/I = 2(i-\r Therefore, (7.16) becomes:

- 2 (1-A: -A 2 )

Applying Little's formula:

AI •+• A2

and taking into account the customer in service, we have delays in the system:

QS2 = Q2 + A! + A2 (7.20)

Extension to a tree network.

We now consider a two level tree network, figure 7.15. The first stage has K queues
whose input has arbitrary distribution with arrival rate \. The service is deterministic
with service-time the unit time. We define Qt(t] as the number of customers in queue
i = 1. ...,K including queue room and service room at slot t. and Q r ( t ) the number of
customers in the root queue including only queue room at slot time t. Q(t) is the number
of customers in the total system.

Therefore, there holds:
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Figure 7.15: Tree network topology.

(7.21)

and we define .4¿(í) as the number of arrivals in slot t to the queue Qi, and Ar(t) as the
exogenous traffic entering directly the root queue. Let be the function I ( x ) = 1 if x > 0
and I ( x ) = 0 otherwise. Thus, we express the following relations:

Qi(t) = Qi(t - 1) + A(t) - I ( Q t ( t - 1)) with i = l, ..K (7.22)

K

Qr(t] = Qr(t -

K

i(t - 1)) + Ar(t) - l(£ Qi(t - 1) + Qr(t - 1))

¿=i (7.23)

That is. the number of customers at queue i at slot t is the number of customers at queue
i at slot t — 1 plus the new arrivals in this slot less the customer being served if any. The
same holds for queue Qr but we must take into account the cells arriving from any queue
of the previous stage and the arriving exogenous traffic.

It follows that we can apply Q(t) = £]¿ Qi(t) + Qr(t)
 and:

Q(t) = Q(t - 1) + £ A,(í) + Ar(t) - I(Q(t - 1)) =

= Q(t - 1) + A(t) - I(Q(t -
(7.24)

Note that the input to queue Q is A(t) = £ A¿(t) + Ar(t), and we can use priorities as

we did with the two queues to calculate Qr as:
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K

07 = Q-^Ql (7.25)
t=i

We come back to the example with Poisson traffic. Let Aj be the mean arrival rate to
queue i = l, ....K and \T the mean arrival rate of the exogenous traffic. The number of
customers in the root queue will be:

A

E on - A,ï (7-26)
^r K ¿—>1(\

o/i V^ \ \ \ Í—1 ^ ""2U - E A¿ - Ar) l-1

Note that we can make use of the Lemma's presented by Morrison in [66] to calculate
the average delay in any queue of a tree network with M stages, each stage pooled by
M k buffers and exogenous traffic in any queue.

Average delays in a tree network with WCT sources.

Now we are interested in calculate average delays in any queue system of the tree whose
input is homogeneous CBR traffic of period TC^T or homogeneous WCT with period Twci-
Note that equations (7.24) and (7.25) are still valid. We first have to know the average
waiting time in an ND/D/l queue system.

However. Dron et al show in [38] that the average waiting time in the queue, W. of a
queue system multiplexing N periodic sources of period Tc&r (with lead p — i^—) is the

*• cor
following:

W-

The number of cells in the queue Q can be calculated using Little's formula: in periodic
systems this can be interpreted as following, see "55]:

P{W = x} = P{a departure leaves x — 1 cells in the queue} =
p /n—T\ T J Í7 *?8rm—x) __ iiiaprr) _. Tx ,,,,>f, r >> n \<--^
PI0-Q1 — jY - * \ ^ = t í — *kj UjlLil o/ ^ \)

Therefore applying this relation:

A r , (-V~ l)

i.cbr

In the general case of multiplexing JV WCT sources with burst size Bs and period Twct =
B3Tcbr, the average waiting time in the queue can be expressed as Bs times the average
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waiting time in the queue for a ND/D/l system with N CBR sources of period T^. If
we call Wwct the average waiting time in the queue for the WCT and Wcfcr the average
waiting time in the queue for the corresponding CBR traffic of period T^ =

(,30)

_

= BsQcbr =

We consider the tree topology as in the former section. The first stage has K queues
fed each one by JV¿ WCT sources of period Twct = B3Tcbr being i = l, ...,K and B¡ the
burst size. Let pi be the load at each queue (p¿ = ^ Ba ) . The output of each of these

queue systems is multiplexed with Nr exogenous WCT sources with load pr = *u B¡ . see
figure 7.16. The total load in the root queue is p = ̂  p¿ + pT. We define N as the total
number of WCT sources in the system: N = J2t NÍ + Nr. Therefore, we can express the
average number of cells in the root queue as:

W Bs

2Tc6r ^ Tc
f c

b r(,V-l-fc)! ^ 2Tcor ^ T^bT(Ni-

The average waiting time in the queue is given by Little's formula as:

TT- & „ Q~r

O K

P ^Ni + Nr
t=l

And the average waiting time and average number of cells in the system:

W7=OL + l Í7.WÍ
P

0^ = 07 + p (7.35)

7.4.2 Results

In table 7.1 and 7.2 we compare the average waiting time in the queue, W, for a sin-
gle stage for the multiplexing of CBR sources with period Tc&r = 100, Tc&r = 1000 and
Poisson. We compare the same scenarios when the root queue is pooled by K = 2 and
A" = 4 buffers. In this case the load is balanced among the buffers. Periods are the same
as in the single system. The average waiting time in the root queue is compared for the
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Q,

Figure 7.16: Tree network topology with WCT sources as input traffic.

P

0.98
0.94
0.90
0.84
0.80
0.70
0.50

one stage
Tcbr = 100

4.766
3.557
2.747
1.956
1.598
1.02

0.463

Tcbr = 1000
12.482
6.420
4.101
2.514
1.941

1.1486
0.496

M/D/l
24.5
7.833
4.5

2.625
2.0

1.166
0.5

Table 7.1: Comparison between CBR sources and Poisson sources in a single stage.

different periods and for Poisson traffic. We can observe what it is known: Poisson is
pessimistic for high loads in a single queue system. For K = 2 the average delay decreases
slightly, but not too much. We also observe that if the number of buffers is increased it
looks like more to a single system.

In table 7.3, we have considered that the load is unbalanced between two buffers that pool
the root queue. 80% of the total load enters the first queue, while 20% enters the second
queue. The average delay in the root queue also decreases slightly. However we must take
into account that the average delay of the 80% traffic will be higher in the previous stage.

Finally, in table 7.4 we consider WCT sources with burst size Bs = 10 and period
Twct — 200. As we stated, the average waiting time is Bs times the average waiting time
in an ND/D/l of period Tcbr = 20.
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p
0.98
0.94
0.90
0.84
0.80
0.70
0.50

two stages, K=2
Tcbr = 100

4.321
3.145
2.365
1.618
1.286
0.768
0.333

Tcbr = 1000
12.005
5.980
3.695
2.154
1.610
0.881
0.330

M/D/1
24.01
7.389
4.090
2.262
1.666
0.897
0.333

two stages, K=4
Tcbr = 100

4.615
3.414
2.612
1.833
1.482
0.922
0.399

Tcbr = 1000

12.321
6.268
3.957
2.382
1.817
1.043
0.425

M/D/1
24.33
7.679
4.354
2.492
1.875
1.060
0.428

Table 7.2: Two stage tree network with K=2 buffers and K=4 buffers that pool the

root queue, balanced load in each buffer. Comparison between GBR sources and Poisson

sources.

P
0.98
0.94
0.90
0.84
0.80
0.70
0.50

two stages, K=2
TcbT = 100

3.5869
2.5250
1.8385
1.2187
0.9422
0.5379
0.2044

Tcbr = 1000
11.043
5.2098
3.0687
1.6859
1.2198
0.628

0.2202

M/D/l
23.023
6.5972
3.4494
1.7852
1.2698
0.6412
0.2222

Table 7.3: Two stage tree with K=2 buffers that pool the root queue, load in Q\ is

pi = 0.2p and load in Q? is p? = 0.8p.

P
p

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

two stages. K=2
Twct = 20

B s — 1
1.1578
0.7714
0.5231
0.3570
0.2422

Twct = 200
BS = W
11.578
7.7148
5.2312
3.5704
2.4228

two stages, K=4
Twct = 20

Ba = l
1.353

0.9322
0.6495
0.4586
0.3173

Twct = 200
B3 = W

13.53
9.322
6.495
4.586
3.173

Table 7.4: Comparison between two stage tree network with K=2 buffers and K=4 buffers

that pool the root queue, balanced load in each buffer, VVCT sources.
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7.5 Conclusions and comments.

In this chapter we have studied a tree network of ATM multiplexors. We think that
although this kind of topology is limited, its solution can lead to give us more insight to
more general queue systems such as queues in tandem with cross traffic. We are inter-
ested in knowing how the delay distribution evolves through the multiplexing stages. We
have obtained the delay distribution in any queue of the tree, and the average delay and
average number of cells in the system.

We have observed that the impact of WCT on the queue length distribution is still impor-
tant, although slightly absorbed. We can say that the buffer occupancy is an increasing
function of the burst size but not so linearly as with the single stage.

Studying the buffer occupancy in all the buffers under several load conditions, we can say
that the most demanding situation in terms of buffer units needed in the root queue is that
in which the load is balanced among the second stage queues. However, the total buffer
units needed in all the second stages remain constant independent on the load balancing.
This situation can also been observed in the average delay computed from different cases.

However, the results also depend on how many second stage queues are connected to
the root queue. The best situation is when there are only two queues in the second
stage. Increasing the number of second stages mean to increase the buffer occupancy
in the root queue. The extreme case would be when each WCT source is attached to
one queue. In that case the tree system would be equivalent to have a single queue system.

The contributions of this chapter to the thesis are: the analysis of a tree topology network
whose input is periodic traffic. The relevant analysis is the two stage network since the
general case of A/ stages depend on the two stage case. This analysis consists of two
parts: the queue length distribution of the root queue and the average queueing times.
The calcul of the queue length distribution of the root queue is totally new. To calculate
the average queueing time, I have used a method found in the literature.

0
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Chapter 8

Resource management.

In previous chapters we have seen how CDV is accumulated, e.g. in an access network and
after crossing tandem of queues. The ITU-T 371, [1], recommends that the UPC/NPC
should accommodate the effect of maximum CDV allowed on ATM connections. It also
recommends that when allocating resources, the network should take into account the
worst case traffic passing through the UPC/NPC in order to avoid impairments with
other connections.

However the ITU-T371 gives freedom to the network operators to search for trade-offs
between UPC/NPC complexity, worst case traffic and optimization of resources in the
network. We have shown that for a DBR connection the worst case traffic is a periodic
on/off source whose on period consists on a burst of back-to-back cells. This traffic pat-
tern produces much greater levels of congestion than those obtained by the superposition
of cells emitted periodically and affected by a certain random jitter. If the network is
dimensioned for DBR traffic without bursts, but the users actually emit WCT, the Qual-
ity of Service of the network can be seriously degraded. This situation would be really
pessimist since accounting for WCT can lead to low utilization factors, see subsection 5.5.
Furthermore, anybody can argue that not all connections will produce WCT patterns.
On the other hand, if we dimension the buffers to account only for periodic traffic (e.g.
with the ND/D/l or with the M/D/l queue system) and some sources (not all) send
WCT, we will have some degree of congestion. We saw in chapter 6, figure 6.6, the buffer
size demanded by intermediate cases of WCT sources multiplexed with CBR sources.

The ITU-T 371 proposes traffic shaping mechanisms as a solution to ensure traffic con-
formance maintaining QoS objectives. The idea behind these mechanisms is to alter the
traffic characteristics of VCCs or VPCs but at the same time meeting QoS objectives and
conformance to the UPC. Examples of these mechanisms are cell spacing, leaky bucket
shaping, dual-leaky bucket or scheduling algorithms.

In this chapter we study how it is possible to allocate DBR sources taking into account
the CDV tolerances required in the traffic contract. If we do not take into account CDV
or better said if we can consider that the CDV is negligible, simple resource allocation
schemes can be used. In section 8.1 the concept of negligible CDV is defined as is intro-
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duced in the ITU-T 371 and COST 242. Section 8.2 is dedicated to describe the several
traffic shaping mechanisms.

One of the conclusions of the experiments performed in the EXPLOIT Testbed about
CDV, was that high PCR connections were the ones that with a high CDV tolerance
defined, could cause more congestion if they sent WCT, see chapter 4 section 5.5. Thus,
one could conclude that the sources that have to be shaped are the high PCR connec-
tions, while the buffer is designed to absorb the low PCR connections independently of
the CDV tolerances they have declared. We study the trade-offs in the design of a CAC
combined with a Traffic-Shaping mechanism in section 8.4 considering only the shaping
of high PCR connections.

Several scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature are compared through simu-
lation in section 8.6. These schemes provide isolation among connections at the same
time that provide guaranteed services in terms of end-to-end delay, end-to-end jitter and
throughput. The schemes studied are Weight-Fair-Queueing and Virtual Spacing that
are compared with the FIFO discipline used up to now.

8.1 The concept of negligible CDV.

A definition of negligible CDV can be found in [1], [4] and [29]. A cell stream is considered
to have negligible CDV if it can be assumed that cells arrive following a Poisson process of
the same intensity. It is thus a conservative assumption. Then multiplexer dimensioning
and admission control can be based on the M/D/1 queue system. As it is stated in [4]
and [29]:

an ATM multiplexer with FIFO discipline, service rate c and buffer capacity
B, is assigned a nominal capacity of c' = pc such that if the sum of the rates
multiplexed is less than d and have negligible CDV, then the cell loss ratio
will be less than the probability of exceeding queue length B in the M/D/1
queue system with load p.

The advantage of considering the M/D/1 queue stays in that if a stream is "better" than
another is it will have better multiplexing performance. The criteria to have a traffic
better than Poisson are given in [29]. Summarizing these conditions we can say that the
superposition of traffics that individually are better than Poisson remains better than
Poisson. If a stream better than Poisson is multiplexed with Poisson interfering traffic, it
remains better than Poisson. Finally, replacing the Poisson interfering traffic for a traffic
that is better than Poisson improves the quality of the output.

Therefore, if a connection has negligible CDV at the ingress of the network, a simple
admission control strategy can be applied at each node. Now. it remains to specify how
to ensure negligible CDV on a connection. To do that, shaping mechanisms are proposed
to restore the nominal cell interval.
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8.2 Traffic shaping mechanisms.

Traffic shaping is a mechanism that alters the traffic characteristics to achieve better
network efficiency at the same time that conformance of cells is ensured. The ITU-T371,
[1], specifies that the network operator has the following options to choose:

• Not shaping: then dimension the network to accommodate any flow of conforming
cells at the network ingress and at the same time ensure conformance at the network
egress without any shaping function.

• Shaping:

— Dimension the network to accommodate any flow of conforming cells at the
network ingress and apply output shaping to meet conformance at the egress
network.

— Shape the traffic at the ingress network, allocate resources according to this
traffic and insure conformance tests at the egress network.

Mechanisms to shape traffic could be peak cell rate reduction, burst length limiting, re-
duction of CDV by spacing cells or queue service disciplines.

As examples of shaping mechanisms that can be found in the literature we mention:

• Leaky bucket shaping: a user implements a leaky bucket on his connection to ensure
that cells are not discarded by the GCRA. A study on the impact of leaky bucket
controlled sources can be found in [85] and [30].

• The Spacer-controller, proposed by Boyer (e.g. see [28]), the spacer-controller
behaves as a leaky bucket with the difference that provides a buffer to queue cells.
Thus, the spacer-controller enforces a minimal spacing of cells according to the
negotiated peak bit rate.

• Dual Cell Spacing: proposed by M. Ritter in [80], the Dual Cell Spacer takes
into account the PCR as well as the SCR/BT. It has also been used to study the
aggregation of VCCs in a VPC, see [81]. The dual spacer is equivalent to two
shaping devices operating in series. The first one enforces the cell stream to the
SCR and the IBT and the second one to the minimum inter-cell time.

• Scheduling algorithms: Weight Fair Queueing mechanisms: these mechanism ap-
peared firstly as an attempt to provide fairness in the amount of resources provided
to the users in packet networks. A fair queueing mechanism serves sessions in pro-
portion to an established service share. Therefore in conjunction with a leaky
bucket policy a fair queueing mechanism provides maximum delay guarantees in
packet networks. In a following subsection we will see some of these mechanisms:
General Processor Sharing (GPS) and Packet-by-Packet General Processor Shar-
ing (PGPS), [74], the Virtual Clock, [94], the Virtual Spacing (VS), [82] also called
Self-Clock Fair Queueing (SCFQ) in [48].
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Resource allocation methods taking into account leaky bucket regulators have in the last
years been paid attention. Elwalid et al in [41] proposes a framework based on leaky
bucket regulated traffic. To each regulated traffic is allocated network resources (e.g.
bandwidth and buffer resources) independently of other sources. They consider that the
departing traffic of the regulator is an On/Off periodic process and find the effective
bandwidth for the lossless multiplexing. In the case of having a loss system, the statis-
tical multiplexing gain can be computed from the effective bandwidth and the lossless
effective bandwidth. For the computing of the effective bandwidth they use the Chernoff
Bound and large deviation approximations.

A. Gravey et al. in [50] and [63], also address the problem of resource allocation using
worst case traffic. They identify a burst loss framework where the buffer size is too small
to accommodate burst of cells (cells are lost when the instantaneous load exceeds 1) and
a burst delay framework where the burst size is smaller than the buffer size (cells are
buffered when the instantaneous load exceeds 1). In the burst loss framework, the traffic
must be shaped at PCR since there are only enough buffer to cope with the cell scale
congestion. In the case of the burst delay framework, the assumption of shaping traffic
is less restrictive since there are buffer space to cope with the burst scale, however the
models proposed, by simplicity, assume shaped traffic.

J. Mignault et al in [64] compare the method proposed by Elwalid et al with an allocation
method proposed earlier in [85]. This method is based on the Benes bound and gives an
upper bound on the probability of exceeding a queue level r in an infinite buffer system
and using a fluid approximation. They show that Elwalid method is conservative and
in a worst case resource allocation framework does not reach the maximum multiplexing
gain given a set of network resources.

8.3 A simple model to study the spacing of WCT sources.

We are interested in modelize a traffic shaper able to handle periodic sources. For sim-
plicity we will consider the case of homogeneous periodic sources that may send periodic
bursts of back-to-back cells. The model consists on modifying the N WCT/D ¡l to a
queue system able to release cells after a constant time n times the service unit: the
N WCT/nD/l. Bazanowski already studies in [25] the spacing of periodic cells through
the N D/nD/l.

First of all, we consider the iV WCT/nD/l queue system. The system works as follows:
periodic homogeneous bursts of back-to-back cells arrive to a queue system with infinite
buffer and constant service time equal to D units of time, being the time unit the corre-
spondent to transmit a cell. The phase of the bursts are uniformly distributed over the
period. For stability: ^£ < 1.

Taking into account these consideration we can use equation (5.1) of section 5.2 to cal-
culate the Virtual Waiting Time distribution:
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P{V0 > x} = E E
t=i ¿=i
u) < x, í < u < T

T N
= E E ¿(í, í + ar, t) - L(í, i) • B(í, i)

t=i ¿=i

, t < u < T,B_t = i}-

(8.1)

To solve this formula we must take into account that each cell of the bursts spends D
units of time ha the server. Therefore:

• A(t,t+x,i) will be for the three cases:

ift<b, i<N

ifb<t<T-b. i<

Term B (t,i) has a binomial distribution:

ifT-b<t<T, i =
(8.2

N (4o ¿ -ü- lot vV-t
T¡

Term L(t,i) would be: (1 -

To calculate the number in the system, we have to calculate Lt = ("if] and the number
in the queue Bt = [Lt — 1]+. For instance the distribution of the number in the queue
would be:

Pr{B0 = 0} = E Pr{V0 = i}

D
Pr{B0 =x} = Y1 Pr{V0 = Dx + i} for x > 0

1=1

J.3

We want to apply this model to calculate the delay in a shaper able to shape homoge-
neous WCT. The shaper works as follows: homogeneous periodic sources send bursts cf
back-to-back cells that pass through the shaper. Each connection is characterized by its
period T and its burst size ò. The shaper enforces a minimum distance of D slot units
per cell. Therefore we can apply this model to the spacing of WCT connections on a VP.
We can observe that the first cell from a burst that arrives will be served immediately
only if the idle period is equal or greater than the spacing time and will be delayed a
time equal to the remaining of the spacing time. We can see that the delay of these cells
will be the Virtual Time of the N — 1 bursts. So the delay in the spacer will be given by
the Virtual Waiting Time distribution of the (N — 1) WCT/nD/1 queue system. The
special case of b = I is studied in [25], where the cell delay experimented in the shaper
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is calculated making use of the N D/nD/l.

Garcia and Ritter make use in [81] of the N D/nD/l queue system to determine traffic
parameters for the aggregation of VCCs carrying CBR streams on a VPC. They propose
as a first solution to enforce a declared PCR larger than the aggregated cell rate 7^—•
They chose the spacing period to fulfil delay constrains in the shaper and compute traffic
parameters as the Burst Tolerance (BT) on the VPC. Since this method does not provide
good BT tolerances for low rate connections, they propose a second method based on
the dual spacer. The dual spacer, [80], is equivalent to two shaping devices operating in
series. The first one enforces the cell stream to the SCR and BT and the second one to
the PCR. With this method they provide a BT reduced respect to the first solution to
form a VPC.

8.4 Trade-offs in the design of a CAC combined with a

Traffic-Shaping mechanism.

We have mentioned that a possible solution to the problems that may cause the multi-
plexing of WCT sources in the buffer occupancy is the use of traffic shaping techniques.
The Spacer-Controller, [28], the Leaky Bucket shaping, [4], or the Dual Spacer, [80] or
scheduling algorithms are different proposals to shape traffic. These mechanisms shape
the traffic so that they can guarantee the absence of bursts in CBR traffic that enters
the network. In this case, the CAC would accept connections according to the number of
sources that can be allocated to the channel capacity, without taking into account WCT
conditions. These connections would be considered as having negligible CDV.

Most of the actually traffic shaping mechanisms in ATM switches perform leaky bucket
shaping or spacing. What a switch offers is the possibility of shaping to a limited number
of connections per port. Depending on the switch technology some offers more traffic
shaping facilities than others do. This makes us think that due to the large number
of connections that are possible in ATM interfaces these shapers are usually complex
and expensive devices. Ideally all the connections should be shaped to conform their
traffic contract. Therefore if we can dimension the network to handle some part of the
traffic without being shaped and we shape the most dangerous connections (those ones
that might pass larger bursts without being punished by the UPC function) the problem
would be solved.

We can simplify the shaping device by limiting the number of VCs/VPs that can be
managed, N, to a small number. If we assume that the CDV-T introduced by the ac-
cess network can be bounded by a certain value r independently of the values PEI, we
observe that the connections that can produce larger bursts are high-speed connections.
This idea was also observed in the experiments performed in the EXPLOIT Testbed. If
we come back to figure 5.13, we can see that low bit rate connections do not accumulate
enough CDV to be above the WCT curve that defines a negligible CDV considering worst
case assumptions. However the high rate connections accumulated enough CDV so that
the CDV tolerance defined might be above the WCT curve.
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Then, we consider a simplified shaping device which only shapes those VCs/VPs whose
PCR is larger than a certain value PCRmin (or conversely, those connections whose
Peak Emission Interval, is smaller than a certain value Tmax), see figure 8.1. By fixing
Tmax = N we shall be able to shape all the connections with P El < Tmax, where N is
the maximum number of sources that can be shaped.

?a>=pcsi

PCS>=PC!(™]

o
a

Figure 8.1: Shaper in the multiplexor only applied to high bit rate connections.

In such shaping device, connections with PEI < Tmax (or PCR > PCRmin} pass through
the shaper, and when they enter in the network they behave as CBR sources (which can
be analyzed with the nD/D/1 queue, see [87]). Connections with PEI > Tmax would
not be shaped and WCT might enter the network.

If we use this shaping device, a worst case situation regarding network congestion would
be that none of the sources connected to the network are shaped and all of them have
declared a traffic contract given by the pair (PEI, CDV-T) = (Tmax +1, CDV-T). That
means that all the sources could send WCT according to Bs = \ 1 + CSV~T I .0 L J-max J

In figure 8.2. we plot the admissible load of this worst case situation compatible with a
CLR 1CT9 in a switch with buffer length of 128 for different values of CDV-T, (ra) and
load p. To obtain this figure we have used the formulas developed in section 5.2, based on
the Benes approach, assuming that the traffic consists of periodic bursts of back-to-back
cells of length Bs — |_1 4- T~' J uniformly distributed.

max the admissible load can be
max = 40 and rs = 750 /zs the

From this figure, we see that even for small values of T,
high for reasonable values of r. For example, if N = T,
admissible load is over 0.85. Of course, for rs higher, the admissible load decreases for
the same N since larger non shaped bursts can be accepted by the CAC. We have to
remark that this would be the admissible load under worst case conditions. This means
that this would be the worst admissible load that could be achieved.

For further illustration we can construct table 8.1. In this table we show the required
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Figure 8.2: Admissible load for a buffer size of 128 and CLR=10

p = 0.7
p = 0.8

p = 0.85

r,, =750 us
21
30
37

Ts=1000 us
42
55
65

Ts=1500 us
83
110
123

Table 8.1: Values of Tmax for several values of p and rs.

values of Tmax for achieving an admissible load p (p = 0.7. 0.8 and 0.85) for different
values of TS (TS = 750, 1000 and 1500 ¿zs).

The former example assumes an extreme worst case condition since none of the sources
passes the shaper. If we consider that part of the traffic passes the shaper. we can bound
the network congestion probability considering the traffic that passes through the shaper
as Poisson traffic with B3 = 1 and the rest of the traffic as Poisson traffic with B3 > 1
(given by (Tmax,rs)).

8.5 Performance evaluation of the CAC combined with a

traffic-shaper.

From results obtained in subsection 6.3.2, we can derive a CAC procedure working in
conjunction with a shaping device which can obtain high network use and can guarantee
the absence of network congestion. The considered shaping mechanism is able to handle
N = Tmax connections. For simplicity, we assume that the access network introduces a
CDV-T which can be bounded by TS for all values of PEL Under this assumption, the
shaper should shape the connections with P El < Tmax.

Given a buffer length and CLR requirements, the CAC computes off line the acceptance
region given by the pairs (pshp,pn-shp)- The connections which pass through the shaper
(PEI < Tmax) are modeled as Poisson traffic with load pshp- For the connections which
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Figure 8.3: C AC algorithm flowchart.

are not shaped, those ones that have declared a PEl > Tmax and a CDV-T < TS, we
assume a worst case model consisting of batches of size B3 = [1 + T

Ts J following a
Poisson distribution with load pn-shp- An analitycal model for the multiplexing of these
two kinds of traffic is given in subsection 6.3.2. In this models we use Poisson traffic c:
parameter pshp and batches Poisson distributed of parameter pn-shp-

At connection set-up of new CBR connections, the CAC procedure is the following (see
figure 8.3):

• A new CBR connection declares the pair (PEI,CDV-T).

• If the new connection declares a PEI < Tmax and the pair (pskp + p^/>Pn-s/i?"
belongs to the acceptance region, the new connection is accepted. Otherwise the
new connection is rejected. In case that the new connection is accepted, we update
the value of pshp

• If the new connection declares a PEI > Tmax and CDV-T < rs and the pair
(pshp, Pn-shp + pir?) is in *ne acceptance region, the new connection is accepted.
Otherwise it is rejected. In case that the new connection is accepted, we update
the value of pn-¡,hp

In figure 8.4. the CAC curve is calculated for a multiplexer with a buffer size of 128 ceR
slots and a shaper of 80 connections. The Traffic Contract specifies a cell loss ratio of
10~9. Using the M/D/1 queue as a model for multiplexing dimensioning, (see [4]), we
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observe that the CAO can allocate CBR connections whose total load, pshp, rounds 0.93
for the CLR and buffer length required.

If connections with P El > 80 are also multiplexed, the CDV-T declared by these connec-
tions would allow them to send bursts of size Bs. Fixing the maximum CDV-T, rs, figure
8.4 shows the allowance region for rs varying from 200 to 2000 [¿sec. The maximum burst
size (Bs) has been chosen as the maximum allowed by the network: B3 = 11 + rf3—\.

-* max
We observe that as rs grows, the admissible load of the non-shaped connections, pn-shp,
decreases considerably.

Figure 8.4: CAC curve for Tmax=80.

Buffer Size=128 cell slots, CLR=10
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Figure 8.5: Shaped traffic versus all

the traffic with the former QoS condi-

tions

In figure 8.5. we show the total admissible load in the network. We have plotted
Pshp~Pn-shp versus pshp for several r¡ in the same network conditions as in figure 8.4.
As an example, if r, is 1000 ßsec, we can guarantee a total load between 0.65 and 0.93 if
we use a shaper able to handle 80 connections. Shaping only 150 connections, see figure
8.6, we can guarantee in worst case conditions that for a CDV declared of 1 msec the
admissible load will almost be higher than 0.8.

8.6 Scheduling algorithms.

Different queueing disciplines have been proposed to provide guaranteed service to packet
networks in terms of end-to-end delay and end-to-end delay jitter bounds, throughput
and cell loss guarantees. The main objectives in a scheduling algorithm providing guaran-
teed service are: isolating sessions from each other, avoiding the influence of misbehavior
of one traffic session over the others, sharing the resources available (statistical multi-
plexing) in the network, protecting the network from load fluctuations and protecting the
network from best-effort traffic (ATM capabilities with preventive and reactive control
mechanisms can share the resources in an integrated network).

One of the most well known mechanisms is the first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline. FIFO
is a simple discipline that provides acceptable cell loss and delay performance and exploits
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Figure 8.6: Shaped traffic versus all the traffic with Tmai=150 connections.

multiplexing gain among sessions. However, FIFO does not provide isolation among the
sessions. The effect of different scheduling disciplines in an Integrated Services Packet
Network for real-time applications is studied in [34]. When a burst of packets passes
through a queue shared with others sessions, the FIFO algorithm splits the delay evenly
among the sessions producing an increasing delay in the sessions that conform to their
traffic contract.

Real-time applications, where the receiver has to play-back the data, are very sensitive to
delay. Packets that arrive before the play-back point must be buffered and used later to
recover the signal. Packets with higher delay are useless in the recovering of the signal.
As H. Zhang explains in [96], a service discipline must be efficient, protective, flexible
and simple. Efficiency is defined as that discipline that can meet the same end-to-end
performance guarantees under a heavier load of guaranteed service traffic. A service
discipline must protect well behaving connections from other connections or from load
fluctuations. The service discipline must be able to support all kind of applications with
different traffic characteristics and performance requirements, and finally it must be eas-
ily implemented.

L. Zhang, in [94], describes a new traffic control algorithm called Virtual Clock that
provides both a guaranteed throughput and average delay bound for each session, but as
[82] and [74] show. Virtual Clock fails when sessions produce large burst of data, since
the algorithm may punish the session a long time after it became active.

Other scheduling algorithms for providing guaranteed traffic and bounded delay have
been proposed in [82], [37], [74], and [48]. All of them are work-conserving and are based
in a sorted priority time stamped mechanism. We here describe briefly two of them,
Packet-by-packet General Processor Sharing and Self-Clock Fair Queueing and compare
them with FIFO.

Parekh and Gallager propose a fluid flow fair queueing scheme called General Proces-
sor Sharing (GPS) and derive bounds for the end-to-end delay when the input traffic
conforms to a leaky bucket algorithm. This algorithm serves sessions according to es-
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tablished service shares, independently of the load of the sessions. They also describe a
packet-based version, first proposed by [37] as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), called
Packet-by-packet General Processor Sharing (POPS). POPS timestamps every packet
evaluating the behavior of the fluid scheme (GPS). For that, Parekh and Gallager define
a time function named virtual time that represents the progress of work in the GPS sys-
tem and that has an increase rate of time equal to the rate at which backlogged sessions
receive service. Therefore, the order can only be determined for the packets presents at
the end of the service time. Based on this function, the PGPS scheme timestamps each
packet and serves them in increasing order of timestamps.

But, as Golestani states in [48], PGPS may be rather complex to apply to a high rate
network since it is based in the fluid GPS system and it is necessary to keep track of
the sessions backlogged at any time to evaluate the virtual time in the equivalent GPS
system. In ATM the number of connections active can be of hundreds, being the time
provided to calculate the timestamp of the order of the packet transmission (on a link of
150 Mbs it would be around 2.73 p,s). To avoid this problem, Roberts and Golestani pro-
pose in [82] and [48] an alternative algorithm simpler to implement in an ATM network
and that behaves almost as the PGPS scheme. Roberts calls this scheme Virtual Spacing
(VS) and Golestani Self-Clock Fair Queueing (SCFQ). In fact VS is the ATM version
of SCFQ. They propose to use the service tag of the packet receiving service at that
time instead of a virtual time function that simulates a fluid scheme. With this scheme.
keeping track of sessions backlogged at any instant is avoided, and so the calculation of
the timestamp is faster.

Although, PGPS or WFQ and VS or SCFQ have been proposed for high-speed networks
as queueing schemes, an exhaustive study of these schemes in an ATM network has not
been performed yet. Also, both schemes have been studied using deterministic traffic
constrains (hard guarantees). [74], [49]. Works using stochastic traffic constrains (soft
guarantees) have just begun to appear, ([93] and [95]).

8.6.1 Weighted Fair Queueing - Packet by Packet Generalized Proces-

sor Sharing

Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) or Packet by Packet Generalized Processor Sharing
(PGPS) are rate-based control schemes where a Quality of Service is characterized
by means of average or worst-case end-to-end delay and guaranteed throughput given
source's traffic parameters such as mean bit rate, peak bit rate or burstiness. PGPS
is a time stamped-based algorithm calculated through its fluid version, the Generalized
Processor Sharing (GPS). Therefore, we will first explain the main characteristics of the
GPS scheme, [74]. The GPS server is work conserving and operates at fixed rate C. The
algorithm is defined by positive real numbers </>i, <fa, .... </>,v- If St(r,t) is the amount of
session ¿ traffic served in an interval (T, f] , then a GPS is defined as:

for any session i that is backlogged in the interval (r,t\. Summing over all sessions we
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can get:

S,( T , í )>=-( t -TX7 (8.5)
L,] <f>3

If this equation holds then session i has a guaranteed throughput gt:

With these properties the GPS scheme can guarantee a throughput rt which does not
depend on the demands of the other traffic sessions if rt < g%. Since GPS guarantees a
clearing backlog rate gt, the delay will be bounded.

For the implementation of the PGPS, Parekh and Gallager define a Virtual Time func-
tion, V(t), that can be interpreted as a measure of the system progress. Considering that
the set of backlogged sessions is B3 in an interval (tj_i, í,), the rate of change of V(t) is
the following:

V (Q) = O
.1^ 4- ^ T , T <* , -*„_ , . j = 2.3... (8-7)

Now PGPS will stamp each packet with the following algorithm: if the kth packet of
session i arrives at time a^ and its length is L^, we define the virtual finishing time. F,fc

as:

= 0

Packets are time stamped with the virtual finishing time and served in increasing order
of timestamp. When a busy period ends (the server is free of packets), the algorithm
reinitializes. A special case of the PGPS or WFQ is the Rate-Proportional Processor
Sharing (RPPS). where the weight fa is allocated proportionally to the bandwidth re-
quired by the connection. Under these assumptions, in [75], deterministic bounds for the
end-to-end delay are calculated. If K is the number of hops traversed by a connection.
Lmax is the maximum packet size, and the traffic conforms to a (a, p) model, where a
and p represent respectively the burstiness and the long term bounding rate of the con-
nection, the worst case end-to-end delay (Dl) and the worst case end-to-end delay jitter
( Jt) are bounded by the following formulas:

Ck

(8.10)
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8.6.2 Virtual Spacing - Self-Clock Fair Queueing

In PGPS whenever a session i is backlogged or is cleared from the queue the slope of the
Virtual Time function V(t) changes, making necessary to recalculate the function. In
ATM where the number of connections on a link may be high there could be a breakpoint
to recalculate the virtual time every few slots. Another problem arisen by the PGPS
scheme would be the necessity to store and up-date the number of backlogged sessions
at any time. Self-Clock Fair Queueing (SCFQ) ([48], [49]) also called Virtual Spacing
([82]) tries to avoid the complexity presented by these problems defining a virtual time
not depending on a simulated system (e.g. as the GPS). For this scheme, the Virtual
Time is defined as the service tag of the packet being served at that time. The algorithm
is the following:

_ L¿ (8.11)

where Ff is the virtual finishing time of the connection being served at that time. The
packets are served in increasing order of timestamp as in PGPS. Now with the same
notation as before, assuming RPPS (Rate-Proportional Processor Sharing) networks and
introducing Nk as the number of connections on a link, the worst case end-to-end delay
(Di) and the worst case end-to-end delay jitter (J¿) are the following, ([49]):

IK ,\ r K T

DÍ<^ m a g+y](Wfc-- l ) - -gr £ (8.12)

J. < max (g 13)

Pi

An important property of Virtual Spacing is that the term F¿ (time stamp of the current
cell being served) is only involved in the calculation of the time stamp of a cell of a non-
back-logged connection. For the cells of back-logged connections always the time stamp

rk.
is calculated as its last time stamp plus -g-. This property eases the implementation of
the sorting algorithm.

8.6.3 Scheduling Algorithms in ATM

Implementing PGPS in ATM where high speeds prevail means high calculation complex-
ity to derive the Virtual Time function and store the active sessions at any time. PGPS
means that not only a sorting queue algorithm is needed to schedule waiting times, but
also to recognize which connections are active at any time. This can mean a very time
consuming task if the number of sources is very high. However a Virtual Spacing al-
gorithm has only to sort arriving cells to a memory as it is proposed in [4]. Therefore,
a Virtual Spacing algorithm seems more promising as a scheduling algorithm for ATM
networks.
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Considering that the weight <fo is allocated proportionally to the bandwidth, p,-, required
by the connection (RPPS) and that the packet size is constant, the WFQ and VS algo-
rithms would be as follows:

WFQ
if = 0
Ff = max(Fl

k~l, Virtual Time) + ± (8.14)

VS
Ft

k = "1, Spacing Time) + — (8.15)

Studies of the behavior of deterministic traffic constrain show that the previous bounds
can be rather pessimistic. For only one node and GBR sources, equations (8.9) and (8.12),
have the following expressions: DÍ < (T¿+1) for the POPS discipline and D¿ < (Ti+N—1)
for the SCFQ discipline, where T¿ is the period of the target connections and N the num-
ber of connections on the link. These bounds are very tight as can be seen in the following
example. Assume a 150 Mb/s link loaded with two types of connections of 2 Mb/s and
25Mb/s. If we have one source of 25 Mb/s (load of 0.166) and 52 sources of 2Mb/s (load
of 0.693) to achieve a total load of 0.86, the worst-case delay calculated with the POPS
bound is 7 slots (19 /¿sec) for the 25 Mb/s source and 76 slots (207 ¡usée) for a 2 Mb/s
source. The worst-case delay calculated with the SCFQ scheme would be 58 slots (158
¿¿sec) for the 25 Mb/s source and 127 slots (346 ¿¿sec) for a 2 Mb/s source. The fact that
the SCFQ delay bound depends on the number of sources implies high differences with
the POPS bounds when low speed sources are multiplexed.

We have plotted in figures 8.7 and 8.8 the delay observed in a multiplexer simulating the
above examples. As we can observe, the delays are no so tight. The curves have been
simulated with a 95 % confidence interval. In table 8.2, we compare the delay intro-
duced by three scheduling algorithms in the simulations for a quantile of 10~6 with the
deterministic constrains. As it can be observed, the low bit rate connections accumulate
more delay in PGPS and SCFQ than the high bit rate ones, however, we can also observe
that the deterministic constrains are very tight. The FIFO constrain has been calculated
using a formula derived in [35]: D i < 1r¿\ •

For medium-high rate connections as could be video streams these schemes can work
well. The problem may be for low bit rate streams as telephone connections. Solutions
proposed for this problem are to group the telephone streams in a VP and find traffic
descriptors for this stream. Then a scheduling as VS may be applied to the VP.

Deterministic Constrains
¿¿sec

Simulations
¿usée

25 M
FIFO

1014

46.3

a/s conn
PGPS

19

19

ection
SCFQ

207

35.4

2 Mh
FIFO

1014

46.3

)/s conne
PGPS

158

51.8

ction
LSCFQ

346

54.5

Table 8.2: Comparison between simulated delays and deterministic delay constrains.
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nection.

A similar analysis to study the multiplexing of CBR sources with "misbehaving"1 sources
modeled as WCT (a periodic On/Off source transmitting a burst of back-to-back cells in
the On period and remaining silent in the Off period) can be performed. As an example
we multiplex 6 10 Mb/s CBR sources (load of 0.4) with 6 WCT sources with a burst of 8
cells and a total period of 120 slots (load of 0.4). The worst-case delay calculated with the
PGPS and SCFP bounds respectively give 16 slots (43.6 /¿sec) and 26 slots (71 psec) for a
CBR source, while for a WCT source it gives 121 slots (330 /¿sec) and 132 slots (360 /¿sec).
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Figure 8.9: Delay on the WCT

source.
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Figure 8.10: Delay on the 10 Mb/s

CBR source.

With these examples we can observe two phenomenons: first that the SCFQ bounds are
tighter than the PGPS ones. The reason is that the SCFQ bound depends on the number
of sources at each link. If this number is high, the bound foresees high delay values. The
second is that the delay of the low bit rate sources can be high. This effect has to be into
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account for low bit rate sources with real time constrains (e.g. telephone connections) in
order to dimension the play-back buffers. We have to note that the size of the buffer as
it is stated in [4] depends on the end-to-end delay.

From the simulations we conclude that FIFO behaves as expected, it does not isolate
connections from misbehaving sources. As can be seen, the delay introduced by the
WCT sources is shared among all the connections including the CBR ones. WFQ and
SCFQ isolate CBR from WCT connections, punishing the WCT sources while keeping
the delay constrains in the CBR sources. However, WFQ and SCFQ introduce more de-
lay in low rate connections that in high rate connections. As can be observed in the delay
formulas, the end-to-end delay depends on the rate of the source. The lower the rate
the higher the delay constrain is. WFQ behaves and produces lower delays than SCFQ.
however, the implementation of WFQ can be cumbersome. WFQ needs to keep track of
backlogged connections to calculate the Virtual Time function, while SCFQ needs only
the timestamp of the current served connection. We can also observe in figure 8.10 the
difference between multiplexing only 12 CBRs at 10 Mb/s (FIFO discipline) with the
multiplexing of 6 CBRs and 6 WCT. The curve "only CBRs" represents the delay pro-
duced by the other CBRs connections. We see that WFQ and SCFQ isolate quite weil
while FIFO introduces high delays in the CBR due to the interaction of the WCT sources.

The problem of multiplexing bursty traffic (e.g. WCT) with real time traffic (e.g. CBR
traffic) is discussed in [4]. The situation is the following: consider that bursty traffic is
multiplexed with CBR streams and the scheduling is Virtual Spacing (the same example
would apply to WFQ) with the same rate parameter r. Since the CBR streams have
small delays, their cells will arrive to a non-backlogged queue and their timestamp will
be derived using the Spacing Time (the timestamp of the actual served cell plus £). The
bursty cells, however, that in general will belong to backlogged streams will have their
timestamps spaced £ respect their last timestamp. Since all these timestamps will be
greater than actual Spacing Time, a CBR arriving cell will have to wait for service behind
one cell of every backlogged stream.

The proposed solution to this situation is to give priority to non-backlogged streams
modifying the algorithm (8.15) as follows:

J F° = 0
15 \ Ff = max(Ff-1 + -^.Spacing Time) f8'10

We have simulated the profits of this improvement on the VS algorithm in figures 8.11
and 8.12. The simulations consist on the same set up that figures 5.9 and 8.10. As can
be observed, the CBR source improves its delay distribution while the WCT source is
punished more.

8.7 Conclusions and comments.

In order to be able to apply a CAC based on the concept of negligible CDV, we musr
smooth the traffic. Solutions proposed in the literature are traffic shaping techniques as
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leaky bucket shaping, the spacer-controller or scheduling algorithms.

We have first studied a simple method to space WCT sources in a VP. The model consists
of the N WCT/nD/l queue system. In this system, cells that arrive to the queue bring
a work of D units of time. Therefore, all the cells of the VP will be spaced D units of time.

Actually most of the switches in the market provide only leaky bucket shaping facilities
for a limited number of connections. Therefore, it is not so unrealistic to make use of
a CAC procedure combined with a simplified shaper (i.e. the number of connections
which are shaped is limited) if it is possible to bound the length of the bursts (the re-
lated CDV-T) in the network. The shaper might only shape the connections that have
a higher impact in buffer dimensioning (e.g. high bit rate connections). For those that
do not pass through the shaper, a CDV bound can be computed by using WCT models.
We have shown that for reasonable CDV tolerances the admissible load, which can be
achieved, is high. If the CAC takes into account that certain part of the traffic is shaped
and the CDV-T is bounded, high network utilization can be achieved and at the same
time network congestion can be avoided.

Other solutions to smooth the traffic are scheduling algorithms. Several proposals for
packet networks have recently appeared in the literature. The PGPS proposed by Parekh
and Gallager (also called Weight Fair Queueing, WFQ) and the SCFQ proposed by
Golestani provide guaranteed traffic and bounded delay. These techniques are work-
conserving and are based on a sorted priority time stamped mechanism. Roberts calls
the ATM version of the SCFQ Virtual Spacing. We have compared PGPS and VS respect
to a FIFO scheduling to study how these disciplines behave in an ATM environment, and
specifically in an scenario with WCT connections. We have observed that PGPS and VS
are able to isolate CBR sources from WCT offering them bounded delay constrains, being
the best PGPS. However, in an ATM environment PGPS may be difficult to implement
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since is based on a GPS simulation that must keep track of all the backlogged connections
at any time. In the other side, as Roberts states, VS may be easier to implement, since
its sorting algorithm is most efficient: it only depends on the time stamp of the current
cell being served. Moreover, this time stamp only applies in the algorithm when a cell
of a connection that is not backlogged arrives to the queue. The time stamp of the rest
of the cells belonging to backlogged connections only depends on the time stamp of the
last cell of that connection plus its cell rate factor.

The contributions of this chapter to the thesis are: an extension of the homogeneous WCT
periodic model to study the spacing of WCT in a VP. A study of the trade offs of a CAC
combined with a traffic shaping mechanism. This part comes from the observation that
although the ideal situation could be to shape all the traffic, most of the actual switches
provide a limited shaping capacity. Therefore, we could gain from the knowledge of
how to dimension the resources of the network with the tools provided. Furthermore, I
have used one of the analytical models studied in chapter 6. Finally, the study through
simulation of the scheduling mechanisms was carried out to complete the thesis. For
instance, we can observe how the WCT affects the CBR connections in terms of delays
and how these mechanisms allow to isolate CBR from WCT connections.
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Chapter 9

General conclusions and

comments.

ATM layer Traffic Control Functions require the knowledge of the parameters declared
on the Traffic Contract to operate efficiently. For a DBR connection two of the most im-
portant parameters are the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) and the Cell Delay Variation (CDV)
tolerance. The PCR accounts for the maximum cell rate the connection will emit while
the CDV tolerance accounts for the variation that the traffic suffers respect to negotiated
PCR.

The importance of these parameters stands for resource allocation schemes and conse-
quently for Connection Admission Control. The impact of the declared pair PCR - CDV
tolerance in these schemes resides in how the cell conformance algorithm works. For
instance, given a PCR - CDV tolerance pair, there are many traffic patterns that fulfil
this declaration, and conversely, given a traffic pattern there are a set of pairs PCR -
CDV tolerances that can be declared. Thus, the importance first in studying how the
jitter or CDV affects a connection through its route and secondly studying how the pair
of parameters PCR - CDV tolerance affect resource allocation schemes.

Following the studies done in the COST 242, we performed a set of experiments using real
Testbeds in order to see what components and how these components could introduced
jitter in a connection. These Testbeds correspond to an ATM access network (the BAF
Testbed) and an experimental network (the EXPLOIT Testbed) that was connected to
the ATM Pan European pilot network.

In the BAF access network we observed how the MAC protocol introduced CDV in
the source under test. The architecture of the BAF access network makes use of an
ATM-based Passive Optical Network with a tree topology and the access to the shared
medium in the APON is arbitrated by a Global FIFO multiple access protocol operating
on a request/permit basis. Most of the CDV introduced in the access network was due
to the operating of the protocol: the algorithm that issues the permits. The order of the
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measured CDV taking into account that only 4 of the 81 T\, interfaces were loaded was
around 25 p,s.

The project EXPLOIT allowed us to measure the accumulation of CDV on a tandem
of queues. The experiment set-up consisted of three network segments: the EXPLOIT
Testbed segment, the Swiss ATM pilot segment and the EPFL-TCOM Laboratory net-
work segment. Each segment was composed by several switch architectures (sometimes
from different manufactures) and different interfaces (e.g. STM-1 or E3 line interfaces).
The work conditions at each network segment also were different. In the EXPLOIT
segment and in the EPFL-TCOM segment the traffic conditions were fully controlled
by ourselves, while we had a PCR allocation CAC at the Swiss ATM pilot consisting of
an ATM contract based on a maximum VP PCR of 24 Mb/s and a CDV-T of 367 ps.
Our traffic crossed two nodes in this segment (Zurich and Bern) and was multiplexed
with traffic coming from other projects. During our experiments, we checked that the
total load in this segment was always lower than 0.4 and seeing the shape of our curves
we concluded that consisted of bursty traffic. To compute the CDV, we used the ap-
proaches described in the COST 242, see [4j. The results show that the accumulated
CDV was of the order of hundreds of /j,s. The CDV was an increasing function of the
number M of multiplexing stages although this increase was moderate when M increased.

From my experience in the experimental Testbeds, I could conclude that it is difficult to
get definitive conclusions due to the different assumptions defined during the experiments
and due to the Testbed limitations. I must say that in my work in the projects I had all
the help from all the partners from these projects and that the limitations were due to
the high costs that suppose to buy equipment and the fact that most of the equipment
of the platforms at that time were prototypes.

My intention including these results were to show two examples of how CDV could be
introduced in a real ATM network and the magnitude of these values. Of course, this
values and the conclusions that can be taken are totally dependent on the set up config-
uration. For instance, from the simulations of the BAF protocol we know that loading
the system with the maximum number of T\, interfaces, 81, the CDV introduced is higher
than using the 4 T& interfaces of the BAF demonstrator. Therefore, I would mention
that the order of CDV measured taking into account our network configuration was of
hundreds of ms. but that it could be more.

But more than the results from themselves, I would like to emphasize the knowledge
that supposes to work with real equipment. On one hand one has all the knowledge
provided in the literature (mainly from analytical models and simulations) and has to
develop a set of skills to apply this knowledge in a real environment. In our case, most
of the knowledge came in the BAF project from the work realized during the definition
and design of the access network by the several partners of the project, and in the case
of the EXPLOIT project from analytical models and simulations that appeared in the
literature, most of them recorded in [4]. As an example I could mention the difficulty in
loading a whole network with the available equipment in the Testbed. To my knowledge,
this situation is common to all the projects due to the high costs of these equipments.
Therefore, in this field, my conclusions more than the results, are all the experience and
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techniques that we used to really obtain the results: duplicated traffic, recirculation tech-
niques, phase-moving GBR properties, recycling techniques or VP policing were some of
the techniques utilized. We had to define a set of rules when using all these techniques
to have a fair load configuration in terms of minimizing secondary effects, as could be
the presence of correlated traffic. Furthermore, some of the equipment in the Testbeds
were prototypes. We were in contact with some of the manufactures of these equipment
to report them failures and giving them feedback about their equipments during the two
years working hi EXPLOIT. I think that manufactures can gain from the experience of
experimental platforms.

The different experimental results presented in this thesis together with some previous
results and works that were not included in this thesis can be found in: [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [24], [33], [56] [57], [58] and [72].

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to study the impact of WCT sources in a
multiplexor through the development of a set of analytical models. Due to the tolerance
declared, the GCRA mechanism allows to pass many different traffic patterns that can
have very different effects on network congestion. For example, the GCRA can declare as
conforming a traffic pattern consisting of cells emitted at their contracted PCR that have
pick up certain jitter due to the network conditions or even can declare as conforming a
connection that emits back-to-back cells in periodic bursts. The last kind of pattern is
called Worst Case Traffic (WCT) since requires the greatest amount of resources from
the network.

To study the impact of these sources, we have make used of the Benes approach that
expresses the Virtual Waiting Time of a G/G/1 queue system. This approach has been
extensively used in ATM to analyze queue systems at cell level (e.g. M/D/1. ND/D/1,
M+D/D/1 or ^Dfc/D/1 queue systems) and at burst level (e.g. superposition of on/off
sources exponentially distributed). I chose the Benes approach instead of other tools as
could be the ballot theorem since the Benes approach seemed me more intuitive to solve
WCT systems.

Up to this moment, there were several approaches to study the superposition of periodic
WCT sources based on bounds as for example to use batch arrivals or an approximation
based on the ND/D/1 presented in [78]. In this thesis we have studied the superpo-
sition of N independent WCT sources through an exact analytical model. Each WCT
source produces a periodic stream of cells, of period T, with the following pattern: It
emits a constant number. 6. of back-to-back cells and then it remains silent during a
constant time T — b. The time slots in which each source becomes active are uniformly
and independently distributed within the period. The WCT periodic model calculated at
discrete-time is exact. A fluid flow version has also been presented. However, the result-
ing integrals of this model must be solved numerically, for example, using the Simpson's
method.

The results show the great impact that have this sources in the multiplexor. To keep the
same QoS. the multiplexor must increase roughly by ò its buffer size. If we keep the same
buffer size, the admissible load in the multiplexer drops to keep the same QoS. Several
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examples showing the effects of WCT axe described in chapter 5.

The model presents two limitations: the assumption of homogeneity and the high com-
putation times when the number of sources and the burst size are high. To overcome
these problems we have developed in this thesis a set of new models. Prom the literature,
we know that a M/D/1 queue model can be used as an upper bound of the queue length
in the case of having sources whose rate is small respect with the channel capacity and
the load is not high. We can use the same arguments for WCT and make use of a Poisson
process with burst arrivals to upper bound periodic WCT sources with low rates. Since
not always all the traffic has to be WCT connections, we have studied a set of intermedi-
ate cases as the multiplexing of WCT sources with CBR sources, or Poisson background
traffic.

As a main conclusion of this chapter I would say that the models in which all the traffic
(WCT or WCT+CBR) are modeled as Poisson processes are exact but they have the
drawback of having loss of numerical accuracy due of cancelation of terms when the load
and the buffer size are high. In the case of upper bounding the WCT by a batch arrival
the problem can be solved using a polynomial representation. This solution was first
utilized and presented by Virtamo in [91] for the M/D/1 queue system. We have here
extended this method for the cases of superposition of Poisson traffic with batch Poisson
arrivals.

We have solved approximations for the intermediate cases in which we have periodic
WCT and periodic CBR traffic, or we have periodic WCT and Poisson traffic. These
models are not exact, but may provide a good estimation of the queue length distribution
under certain traffic circumstances explained in chapter 6.

We have also derived closed-form formulas for the queue length distributions in a discrete-
time M-stage tree queueing network loaded with periodic traffic sources (for instance
WCT sources, or batch sources or CBR sources). In this type of network, the queues can
be grouped in M groups or stages. I thought that although this kind of topology is lim-
ited, its solution could lead to give us more insight to more general queue systems such as
queues in tandem with cross traffic. This was my first intention. However, even for only
two queues in tandem with cross traffic the system become really complex to solve. Tan-
dem queues have been solved in the literature through restrictions such as independence
assumptions or product-form solutions. Here, I have tried to give a study of the WCT
considering a topology more general than a single queue system. A topology that can be
analysed and is still tractable is a tree topology without interfering traffic. In any case. I
still think that the tree topology can help us to understand several traffic problems arisen
in queue systems. For instance, we can study how the balance of loads and the number
of queues in a previous stage affects the root queue. We can see how the root queue is
smooth if the traffic comes from a previous stage. The contribution in this thesis is the
solution of the tree with two stages. The extension to M stages is easily done following a
previous work of Morrison presented in [66]. I have to mention that the tree topology of
the BAF system was based on a passive optical tree and there were no buffering in the
splitting points. That was the reason to implement a MAC protocol to share the medium.
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To complete this chapter, we thought interesting to find the average number of cells
in the queue and the average delay in the queue. To calculate this values, we applied
an equivalent priority model proposed by Modiano et al in [65]. Having this equivalent
model in mind is possible to find average values in any queue of the tree topology.

Using periodic sources we have observed that the WCT is slightly smooth having two
queueing stages. The root queue length increases if the load is balanced among the pre-
vious stages and is and increasing function of the number of queues in the previous stage.
In the results of this chapter, we present through several configurations how to study a
network with balance-unbalance loads.

With all these models our intention was two-folded: study the impact on a multiplexor
in terms of buffer occupancy or admissible load and to have a set of models that we could
apply in studies concerning WCT sources. The different WCT models presented hi this
thesis can be found in: [18], [19], [21], [22] [23], [44] and [45].

The study of WCT is important for several factors. First, as the ITU-T 371 states, the
network can not relay in the fact that the GBR application is going to send periodic traf-
fic. The only thing that the network knows is that the CBR application can send traffic
according to the traffic contract (idem for VBR applications). A misbehaving customer
can try to take advantage of the UPC function and send bursts of cells fulfilling the traffic
contract but demanding most resources that expected. Adaptation ATM Layer (AAL)
schemes can also introduce WCT in a natural way.

Therefore, if the network has to ensure QoS objectives, these possible network conditions
must be taken into account (e.g. the CAC might take into account WCT, the buffers
might be greater or traffic shaping might be used to smooth the WCT bursts). Since the
DBR transfer capability is intended to carry real time CBR connections, to increase the
buffer size can lead to high cell delays that can affect for instance the play-back buffers
dimensioning. Mechanisms to ensure a negligible CDV definition could be traffic shaping
mechanisms: for instance a spacer or scheduling mechanisms.

In the last chapter of this thesis we study some of these mechanisms. A simple method
to space WCT cells in a VP could be studied through the NWCT/nD/l queue system.
In this model, we assume that each cell of the burst brings D units of work. Thus, each
cell will be spaced D units at the output of the spacer. Of course, the spacing period is
done per VP.

Other solution studied in this chapter consists of shaping only part of the traffic while at
the same time we dimension the multiplexor taking into account a WCT assumption for
the rest of the traffic. The idea is the following: most of the actual switches can shape
a limited number of connections. Therefore, we could limit the number of connections
that pass through the shaper to N (those VCs/VPs whose PCR is larger than a certain
value PCRmin)- The rest of the connections would enter the multiplexor directly and
thus, could send bursts at peak cell rate. However, to send high bursts of cells, these low
PCR connections would have to declare high CDV tolerances. To study such mechanism
we need a model in which the traffic that passes the shaper is considered as CBR and
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the traffic that does not pass the shaper is considered as WCT. I have chosen the Poisson
traffic multiplexed with batches Poisson distributed to analyze this problem since this
model assumes the worst of the situations, is exact and can be computed easily (allows a
polynomial representation). We show how with a limited number of shaped connections
and in conjunction with the CAC, the admissible load achieved can be high.

Finally, we have compared through simulation several of the scheduling mechanisms pre-
sented in the literature. The main objectives in a scheduling algorithm providing guaran-
teed service are to isolate sessions from each other, avoiding the influence of misbehavior
of one traffic session over the others, to share the resources available (statistical multi-
plexing) in the network, to protect the network from load fluctuations and to protect the
network from best-effort traffic. Among the algorithms proposed, we have compared the
FIFO system with the Packet-by-packet General Processor Sharing (PGPS also called
Weight Fair Queueing, WFQ) and with the Virtual Spacing (VS, also called Self-Clock
Fair Queueing, SCFQ), see [74] and [82].

PGPS, [74], serves sessions according to established service shares, independently of the
load of the other sessions making use of a Virtual time function that represents the
progress of work in the GPS system and that has an increase rate of time equal to the
rate at which backlogged sessions receive service. Based on this function, the PGPS
scheme timestamps each packet and serves them in increasing order of timestamps.

A second method to timestamp sessions is the Virtual Spacing algorithm, [82]. VS uses
the service tag of the packet receiving service at that time instead of a virtual time func-
tion that simulates a fluid scheme. With this scheme, keeping track of sessions backlogged
at any instant is avoided, and so the calculation of the timestamp is faster.

From the simulations we conclude that FIFO behaves as expected, it does not isolate con-
nections from misbehaving sources. As can be seen, the delay introduced by the WCT
sources is shared among all the connections including the CBR ones. PGPS and VS iso-
late CBR from WCT connections, punishing the WCT sources while keeping the delay
constrains in the CBR sources. However, PGPS and VS introduce more delay in low
rate connections that in high rate connections. As can be observed in the delay formulas,
the end-to-end delay depends on the rate of the source. The lower the rate the higher
the delay constrain is. PGPS behaves and produces lower delays than VS, however, the
implementation of PGPS can be cumbersome. PGPS needs to keep track of backlogged
connections to calculate the Virtual Time function, while VS needs only the timestamp
of the current served connection. Therefore, the conclusion is that both methods pro-
duce good isolation on CBR streams. However, VS seems easier to implement in a switch.

Finally I would like to justify some decisions about the writing of the thesis. The first
one is that the mathematical analysis is included in the chapters and not in appendices.
The reason is that the analytical models form a big part of the thesis. I think that part
of a PhD is to acquire a methodology. Explaining step by step the analytical reasoning
may show that I have get this methodology.

The second comment allude to the fact that I have referenced related work appeared in
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the literature. The reason is that the thesis is formulated in the context of Traffic Control
in ATM. Therefore, I first assume that the reader is familiar with this framework e.g.
CAC, policing, GCRA, definition of PCR or CDV. I have tried to define those parameters
that I have considered more important. I have also considered the related work of other
authors. For instance analytical tools that I have used but that I have not proposed. In
this way I have tried to clarify that I know how to work with these tools. On the other
way I can not summarize all the work done in Traffic Control. I thought that a nice way
of presenting the thesis was to brevely comment those works and referencing them for
further consult if the reader was interested.
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Acronyms

AAL Adaptation ATM Layer
ABR Available Bit Rate
ABT/DT ATM Block Transfer with Delay Transmission
ABT/IT ATM Block Transfer with Immediate Transmission
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
APON ATM Passive Optical Network
ATC ATM Transfer Capability
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BAF Broadband Access Facilities
B-ISDN Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network
BT Burst Tolerance
BT Background Traffic
CAC Connection Admission Control
CATV Cable Antenna Television
GBR Constant Bit Rate
CDV Cell Delay Variation
CDV-T Cell Delay Variation tolerance
CL Permit Class bit
CLP Cell Loss Priority
CLR Cell Loss Ratio
CPDF Complementary Probability Distribution function
CTD Cell Transfer Delay
DBR Deterministic Bit Rate
ETB EXPLOIT TestBed
EXPLOIT EXPLOITation of an ATM Technology Testbed

for Broadband Experiments and Applications
FIFO First In First Out
FTTC Fiber To The Curb
FTTH Fiber To The Home
GCRA Generic Cell Rate Algorithm
GFR Guaranteed Frame Rate
GI General Independent
GMDP General Modulated Deterministic Process
GPS General Processor Sharing
IBT Intrinsic Burst Tolerance
ITU International Standards Organization
MAC Medium Access Control
MBS Maximum Burst Size
MCR Minimum Cell Rate
NRM Network Resource Management
NNI Network to Node Interface
NPC Network Parameter Control
NT Network Termination
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OAM Operation and Maintenance
ODN Optical Distribution Network
OLT Optical Line Terminator
ONU Optical Network Unit
PCR Peak Cell Rate
PDA Permit Distribution Algorithm
PDH Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy
PEAN Pan European ATM Pilot
PEI Peak Emission Interval
POPS Packet by Packet General Processor Sharing
PON Passive Optical Network
QL Queue Length
QoS Quality of Service
RB Request Block
RM Resource Management
RPPS Rate Proportional Processor Sharing
SBR Statistical Bit Rate
SCFQ Self-clock Fair Queueing
SCR Sustainable Cell Rate
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
STM Synchronous Transport Mode
TDM Tune Division Multiplexing
TUT Traffic Under Test
UBR Unspecified Bit Rate
UPC Usage Parameter Control
UNI User Network Interface
VBR Variable Bit Rate
VC Virtual Channel
VCC Virtual Channel Connection
VP Virtual Path
VPC Virtual Path Connection
VS Virtual Spacing
WCT Worst Case Traffic
WFQ Weight Fair Queueing
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